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ABSTRACT
0 The project was designed to hel.p high school students

with industrial occupation . l goals achieve practical communication-
skills necessary for efficient employment entry. Industrial arts and
language arts-teachers together developed major essential categories
for vocational English (readin skills, correspondence skills,
reference skills, technical terminology, and job hunting" skills) and
subdivided these into 'specific communication skills. Multiple job
sheets were developed for each skill utilizing content from the
occupational fields (auto mechanics, drafting, electronics, and
metals). A total of 277 job sheets, each about a 50 minute-
assignment, were developed and reviewed by an advisory commitiktee for
each industrial area: After completing 45 sheets a student received a
grade and credit for the class. Student response was positive and
evaluations by the instructors indicate their satisfaction with the
program and the need for its continuation. The course.materials (most
of the document) are: student progress record sheets, performance
evaluation sheet, separate job sheets ,for the four industrial areas
covering skills in the essential categories (presenting objectives,
materials, and procedures for students to use independently), and a
bibliography for each area. Also'included, Are notes from the advisory
committee meetings', and favorable-program evaluations from parents
and outside educators. (Author /MS)
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DEVELOPMENT OF COMMUNICATION SKILLS PROGRAM POR

VOCATIONAL STUDENTS

introduction: This was an exemplary project aimed to extend a program,designed
o

/to help high school students with industrial occupational goals and ahieve

laractioal communication_ skills necessary to efficient employment entry.°

Background: The original-developmental planning was undertaken by four

industrial teachers, (James Simpson, Gerald Quinn, Andy Espino, and Don Schmdiser)

two language arts teachers, (NOma Cameron and Marilyn Schuberg), chairman of

English (Betty Canon), and the director of vocational education (Dr. AlVin K. Pfahl).

The language arts teachers conferenced a minimum of four hours in each ofIthe

four industrial currioulum areas observing operation of each machine or piece of

equipment, viewing the course zontenti surveying the occupatiohal publications

for each field, reviewing the clustee communication skills as suggested in the state 4

guide, and interrogating the occupationally competent industrial instructors about

the nature of communications processes in the respective occupational areas.

Mfijor essential categories of vocational English were established as follows:

1. Reading skills

2.; Correspondenoe skills

3. Reference skills

4. Technical terminology, symbols, abbreviations, spelling

5 Job hunting skills
,

.

\

Each major category was subdivided into specific communication skillO. For

each specific skill multip a job sheets were developed to utilize the differentiated

skills, The language a s person,pl- subdividad-the established communication cate-

gories into differentiate kills. Job sheets were developed for each differentiated

\akil\ 0l. As the language arta ers developed job sheets, the vocational instructors
.

\"plugged in" content for their respective occupational field. The &im was ,-,to aocumulato

minimjm of two hundred useable job sheets useable in each industrial area

Accumulation of a large number of job sheets was necessary for the class to

.
become functional fall semester. It was aimed that each job sheet would be.equated

to\about a fifty minute aspiignment. Some job sheets were assigned a-multiple value.

Whe\n a student completed forty-five jobs he received his complet"ed grade, and credit
. ,

`for-this class.

The program operated (1970-71) in a facility where students had aocese to the

vocai4onal resources of the West Linn School libraries and had access to

p.



COMMUNICATION SKILLS PROGRAM
Page 2

the occupational expertise of the vocational instructors. The student response1
to the course wnr The 'program. had--de-finits---va-Iue to erdis. a
ciplinary curriculum dove opments.

The unique features of the exercise were:

1. The ident4fication of specific job skills formounication in the
delimited industrial areas .of drafting., mechanics, metals, and

electronics.

2. The teaching of the communication skills using relevant occupational

content.

3. Ttli bridging of a gap betften "academic" and. vocational to a

purposeful communicatipns education for students.

The original developmental work was accomplished by the developmental

team spring-1970. Inservice days prior to'school closure were utilized. The
"'teachers volunteered much additional time.

The Funded Exemplary ProOct

All the job sheet's that existed were revised. Many were extended in con
tent. Thy. original experience with them in the classroom evidenced that stu4Zits

operated and produced completed assignments ACh faster than in the traditional

lanttge arts classroom. The teachers rouee'edtimate was approximately 200/a
faster!

Thu English modules on file at the Northwest Educational Regional Laboratory
wdru reviewed. Some ideas were adapted and incorporated. These were not as
helpful as originally planned.

The ultimate productivity goal was to revise, complete, or write two

hundred job sheets instructionally useable for each of the delimited industrial
areas. .iome job sheets could be used in each instructional. drea; some were
limited to one or several of thr areas.

A total of' 277 , joboheets were oompleted and used in the instructional
program..



,CUMMNICATION SKILLS HOC

The specified objectives were:

Objective#1 - Have all existin ob sheets reviewed res cativo.
. a

industrial Advisory Committee to ascertain their occupational relevance.

-Ari-Advisery-Committee-for-dach-delimited-industrial-area-was-conveneCT-
r\

The vocational-english instructor, Marilyn-Schuberg, presented all of the

than existing job sheets to the committ4 for review. Notes pertaining

to the meeting are attached in appendix addendum.

Advisory Committee feedback was very positive for further implementing

and revising the progtam. What was surprising to the edudators involved was

the! difference.

Objective #2 - He-edit the existing job sheets, revising and extending the

industrial content.
u

This was accomplished by the team of heretofore mentioned industrial

teachers. The language arta teachers assisted in editing.

Objective #3 - Update and correct biographical materials.
/ .

T is 43.3 accomplished by the team of industrial and language arta

teach s.

Page 3

- New job sheets *ill be added.

proximately 30/0 of the total job sheets were added during this

propo al.

Objective #5 - Improve the differentiation of language arta categories
o

J 4 2E421

This was accomplished.

4
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SKILL

I. READING

VOCATIONAL-ENGLISH RECORD SHEET #1.
. AUTO.- MECHANICS

JOB SHEET NUMBER SKILL .

.213 ' 5

-A. OVERVIEWMG-I

OVERVIEWING II

B. PREVIEWING

C. SCANNING PRE-TE1ST

SCANNING I

TINE:

A Time:

SCANNING II

Time

SCANNING III

Time:

SCANNING POST -TEST TIME:

D. SKIMMING

E. TRADE NEWSPAPER

F. ORGANIZING WHAT YOU HAVE 'READ

1. T6chniOal- Prod.
2. Ini3tr. for Proc.\
3. Ma or Minor Detail.

Recognizing Pror.
5. Analyzing Prop.

II. GENERAL REFERENCE

A. ALPHABETIZING

B. GUIDE WORDS

C. TABLE OF CONTENTS

D. INDEX

E. GLOSSARY

P. REFERENCE TABLES

G. COPYRIGHT

III. SPECIAL AUTO. MECH.
REFERENCE

JOB SHEET NUMBER

12 a /71

A. ALPHABETIZING

r
-

B. GUILIE'WORDS

,.,- C. SPECIFIC REFERENCES

. .- D. TABLE OF coinairs
,- IV. TEiHNICAL TERMINOLOGY

. .1.! Pre-'Peet #1
Prif-Test #1 .

2. Pre-Tedt #2
Post-Tdot #2

3. pre-Tort #3
7-15"ot -4'eat #3

4. Pre-Teat #4
.

--PcbtiTeat #4
.

5. Pre-Toot #5
t'oat-TV #5 .

Al

6. Pre-Test\#6
Post-Test #6

7. Pre-Teat //7 .

Poet -Feat #7
_ 3. Pre-Teat #3
- Post #3 .-fleet

(

ty

a



VOCATIONALENGLISH RECORD MET' #2
AUTO. MECHANICS

.V. CORRESPONDENCE SKILLS . SKILL FINDING' Gin1'ING A JOB

Job
Sheet
No.

Type Completed
Job

Sheet
No.

Type Completed

1 Exam.- & Eval.

Letter of Request

2 Exam `& EVal.
Letter of Request

3 Write 3 Letters
of Request

Letter #1

Lotter #2

Letter #3

,1,

-1 Job Survey Sheet

2 Job Explorations
(Do three oPthese)

#1 I #2 #3 I

3 Work Permit :7]
4 Social Security

4 Exam. & Eval.
Order Lotter

5 Write 3 Crder Letterb

Letter #1

Letter #2.

L rttcr #3

5 Letter of Application

#1

Application forma
(Do three Of these)

in 1 #3

7 Apprenticeship Training
I

6 Exam. & Eval.
Glaim Letter

3 Apprenticeship Training 1---1

7 Exam. Claim Letters

Write 3 Claim
Letters

Letter A

Letter #2

Letter #3

9 Films/Guest Speakers

LI
Chapter' Text Completed

You and Your Job

#2

Order using a form

Order #1

Order //2

Order #3

#3

#4

#6

10 Complete a check
417

11 Complete a money order I

12 Specific service order



SKILL

VOCATIONAL-ENGLISH RECORD SHEET #1

DRAFTING

JOB SHEET NUMBER SKILL JOB SH NUKBE

/ .:t13 li 5
(-,

/ a_ e I-I

I. READING

_

III. SPECIAL.DRAFTING REFERENCE

.

A. OVERVIEWING I

A-

A. ALPHABETICAL ORDER

OVERVIEWING II
. .

B. GUIDE WORM

B. PREVIEWING .

-
C. INDEX

C. SCANNING PRE TEST TIME: D. SPECIAL REFERENCE

SCANNING I .
IV. TECHNICAL TERMINOLOGY .

0

Time:

-

.

SCANNING II A. ABBRkViOTIONS

.
Time;

SCANNING III

.

1. ,Pre -Teat #1

:

Time:
. Post-Test //1

SCANNING POST-TEST TIME: 2. Pro-Test #2

D. SKIMMING

A

Post-Test #2

A

E. TRAM NEWSPAPER

. .
.

3.'Pre-Test #3

- - ,

.

F. ORGANIZING WHAT YOU HAVE READ Post-Test #3

1. Classification 4-. Pre-Test #4 _

2. Recognizing Pro .

,

Poat-Teat .#4

3. .11I. zine .5. Pre-Test #5

G. TRADE JOURNALS '
Post-Test #5

0

II. GENERAL REFERENCE
.

$
5,

A-

A. ALPHABETIZING

,
,

.

_ ,

B. GUIDE WORDS
.

C. TABLE OF CONTENTS
,

.
.

D. INDEX

E. GLOSSARY -

F. RUFEMINCE 'FABLES .

G. COFYHIZT .

.AL



VOCATIONALENGLISH =MD SHEET #2
DRAFTING

V. CORRESPONDENCE SKILLS VI. SKILL FINDING & GETTING A JOB

Job `-

Sheet
-No,-

. Type' Completed.
Job'

Sheet CompIWted

1 Exam. & Eval,
Letter of request '

Exam. & Eval.
Letter of request

Job Survey Sheet

Write 3 letters
of request:.

Letter WU

.Letter 12

Letter #3

2 Job Exploration,
(Do three -of thee)

#'2#r 1

Work' Permit,

Sooial Security S
Exam. & Eval.
Order letter

Letter of Applioatin-

Write 3 Order
letters:

Letter #1

Lotter 2

Letter #3

6 Application Forina
three of theoe)

#1 I #3

6 1;xam. & Eval.

Claim Letter'

. Apprentioeihip Training

7 Exam. & Eval.
. -

Claim Letter

Apprenti Training

Order usinft an
Order Porm

Order #1

Order W2

Order #3

9 Films /Guest Speaker°

El E
Chapter

"

Text
. ,

You and Your Job

Completed

9 Complete a check
"#1

10 Complete a Money Order.

#2

#3

#4

#5

#6

11/7



VOCATIONAL-ENGLI31 RE
ELECTRONICS

SKILL

I. CORRESPONDENCE

Job
Shpet Type Completed

RD SHEET #1

SKILL

.

II. .rar

JOB

2
NUM9ER

.3fr ;53.

OVEIIEWING I

Exam. & Eval.
Letter bf Request

OVERT1 ING II

PREVIEWING

2 Exam. & Eval.
Letter of Request ,

C. SCANNING PRE-TEST . TIME

Write 3 Letters of
Request

o Letter //1

Letter #2

Letter 03,

( SCANNING I

TIME:

SCANNING II

4 \ Exam. & Eval.
4 Order Letter

5 Writy Oraer Letters

Istter #1
Sommw.ra,

Letter #2

Leiter #3 111.11

Exam. do Eval.

Claim Letter

SCANNING III

TIME:

SCANNING POST-TEST TIME:

D. SKIMMING

E. TRADE JOURNALS

P. ORGANIZING WHAT YOU HAVE READ

Exam. Ec'Eval.
Claim Letter

1. Technical Proc.

b

Write 3 Claith Letters

Letter #1

Letter #2.

Letter 43

.1.1.111111.,1

2. ( Classification

3. Cause tend Effect

4.. Effect and Cause

5.. Major andMiho Pet it

Order using a form

Order 01

Order #2

Order #3

' 6., Statement of Fftet

7. Outlining

3.- Recognizing P P.

10. Complete a Check
An4lyzing Pro .

11. Complete a Money Order



VOCATIONAL -ENGLIsn RECORD SHEET #2
. *ELECTRONICS

III. TECHNICAL TERMINOLOGY VI, SKILL,-4NDING & GETTING A JOB

ABBREV. SYMBOLS

PRE -TEST ..r`/1

POST-'PEST #1

PRE-TEST #2

POST-TEST #2

PRE-TEST #3

POST-PEST '113

PRE -TEST 14

POST -TEST4

Job
Sheet.
No.

Type Completed

Job Survey Sheet

Job Explorations
(Do three of these)

#2 #3

3 Work Permit

4 Social Security

IV. `GENERAL REFERENCE

JOB SHEET NUMBER

5 Letter of Abplication
I

A.- ALPHABETIZING

.2

B. , GUIDE WORDS

C. TABLE OF CONTENTS

#1

6 Application Forms
(Do three of these)

#2 r #3T

Apprenticeship Training F--1

Apprenticeship Training

D. INDEX

E. GLOSSARY

F. REFERENCE TABLES

9 .'Films/Guest Speakers

Chapter Text
YOU AND YOUR OB

.Compl

V. SPECIAL ELEC. REFERENCE
1 "Job Opportunitie

A. ALPHABETICAL ORDER
"Pick Your Goal!"

B. GUIDE WORDS
"Summer Employment"

C. TABLE OF CONTENT$
YoUr Talents"

D. GLOSSARY
(11 Job Sheets
do 1 per week)

"Letter of Application" F1

6 "Application Blank"

"Personal, Interior"

E. SPECIAL REFERENCE
8 "First Day on the Job"

9

13



VOCATIONAL-ENGLISH RECORD SHEET #1
METAL SHOP

SKILL JOB SHEET NUMBER SKILL JOB SHEET NUMBER

I.

iv

.

.

,
.

READING

/ ...z 3 ii 5 10.
6

II. GENERAL REFERENCE

-z &

I .

A: OVERVIEWING I A. ALPHABETIZING .

-OVERVIEWING II .
.

. I . I ..
t

B. GUIDE WORDS
-

B. PREVIEWING :

...

C. TABLE OF CONTENTS
-

.

C. SCANNING PRE-TEST'
if

,

TIME:

.

D. INDEX
.

.

SCANNING I

.

. E. GLOSSARY
...I

, 2142:
.

% F. REFERENCE TABLES- .

eq

SCANNING II . G. COPYRIGHT

Time
.

,

III., SPECIAL,MET. SH. REFERENCE.

SCANNING III
1

, ...' A., ALPHABETIZING
n

,

;

____

.Time:

B. COPYRIGHT
,4

.

. .

SCANNING POST-TEST
.

TIME:
a

. C. INDEX
-

,

D. SKIMMING
D. TABLE OF CONTENTS

E. TRADE NEWSPAPER .

IV " TECHNICAL TERMINOLOGY ,F. _ORGANIZING WHAT YOU HAVE READ
.

1. Technical Proc. A.. ABBREVIATIONS

2. Classification .

1. Pre-Test #1

3. Cause/Effect Post-Tepti#1

4. Inst. for Proc. 2. Pre-Test #2

5. Recognizing Pro?. Post-Test #2

6. Analyzing Prop. 3. Pre -Test #3

. G. TRADE JOURNALS Post-Test #3

,

4. Pre-Test #4
.

A A

.

<1
.

Post-Test #4

- .

. .

5. Pre-Test #5

.Post-Test #5

.



VOCATIONALENGLISH RECORD MEET #2
METAL SHOP

V. CORRESPONDENCE SKILLS VI. SKILL - FINDING AND GETTING A JOB

Job
Sheet Type
Nc.

Completed
Job

Sheet
No.

Typo.

ti

Completed

1. Exam, & Eval.
Letter of Request I)

1. Job Survey Sheet

2. Exam. & Eval.
4

Letter of Request Fl
3. Write 3 Letters of

Request

tettei

Letter #2

Letter #3

#1

2. Job Exploration
(Do three of these)

#21 #3

3. Work Permit

4. Social Security

5. Letter of Application

4., Exam. & Eval.
Order Lotter

5. Write 3 Order
Letters

Letter #1

Letter #2

Letter #3

11

#1

6. Application Forms
(Do three of theSe)

#2
1 1

7. Apprenticeship Training n
3. Apprenticeship Training

6. Order using an Order
Fort

Letter #1

Letter /2

Letter #3

7. Complete a check

I=11.1,

9. Films/Guest Speakersr 11J I

Chap Text 7 Completed
YOU AND YOUR JOB

Complete a money order

9. Memo writing

#1

#2

#3

#4

#5

n
O

#6

#7

#3

//



* Performance Evaluation for
Grading Purposes

Voo. English Evaluation
2nd 9weeks `

The following evaluation form is based on a reference check used by a
large company. Fill -it out as though you were writing a reference for
yourself, based on 'your performanoe in this class.

/---

Tate:

Name:

,
Write a statement regarding each of the following:

Amount of Work Produced Since,November Evaluation:,
4..

Quality of Work:
o

Attitude:

Effort

Honesty &

Work Habits:

Efficient Use of Time

Ability to Concentrate on Job

Comes Prepared to*Work

Attendance:
(Number of clays present)

On the basis of the above information rate yourself on the following
grading scale: ABCDF

State your reasons for arriving at the above evaluation:

* Adapted from personnel evaluation for obtained from Northwestern Glass

Inc., Seattle, Washington



WORK HABITS RECORD SHEET

Th P M T W Th P M T W 3Wook
Total

Attenodance

. . , .

(

,

.

,

In class on time
with equipment .

Begin 'Work immediately
work until bell

.
-

No disruptive behavior

Productivity a

.
,

,.

Return all materials , .

.

.

BONUS' PTS.

TOT.a.t

Attendance
.

,

,
,

--,

In class on time .

with equipment .

.

.

Begin work immediately
work. until bell

.

.

.

,

.

No disruptive behavior

, .

Productivity .

.

,

,

Return all materiala

..,

.

.

BONUS PTS.
TOTAL

Attendance
In class on time
with equipment .

Begin work immediately.
work until bell

.

No disruptive behavior

Productivity

Returh all materials

.

A k

.

.

GRAM

A
B
G

TOTAL POINTS

266-290
241-265
226-240

Total Pointe for 9Weeks

BONUS PTS.
TOTAL

DEDUCTIONS
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EVALUATION

by Marilyn Schuberg, Vocational English Teacher
el/

._

Vocational English, as it evolved from an idea in interdisciplinary

education to a,semeeter course in our English elective program, haz'achieved

an impressiVe degree of success for students and teacher alike. From the

point of view cf the t cher, I can not help but 1-61 bacOO,the time when__gi

I taught a traditional English program to the vocationallyoriented student,

who in spite of the best' efforts of "moth teacher and ourriculdm, was turned

off by whatever was offered him. This type of student was impatient at being 'I'

given reading material in which he had no interest, and writing asAgnments.
for which he could see no immediate purpose; lack of interest invariably

,
breeded behavior problems. By contrast, this sameAype of student in the

Vocational English program has responded with enthusiasm to the job oheet

concept, has eagerly read materials directly connected with the vocational

area cf his consuming interest, and has worked diligently; behavior problems

havd become vi lly nonexistent. Students who previously had experienced

only frustr 'ion and failure in English were working hard and achieving-suc

cess; without being preaumptuous, it is fair to state that many students ac

quired an improved serfimage regarding their ability to use their reading

and writing skills. .

The students.in Vocational English enjoyed the content material of the

reading assignments; hey could see some purpose in acquiring refined read

ing skills, and furthermore, they wanted the information contained in the

assigned material. Alec, the short assignment concept upon which the job.

sheet is based was appealing; there was satisfaction in being able to com

d.plete a job sheet, turn it in, start another, an..oftentimes complete sev

eral during a class period. As the instructor, I-tried to give students

daily feedback by correcting their job sheets and returning them the fol

lowing class period. Each student-worked at his own speed, kept his own
. .

records, and wan remarkably selfmotivated.

My role as the teacher became one of a faoilitator cf learning. I

spent each class period moving around the room, assisting students at

whatever point they needed help. The structure of the class permitted

a high degree of individualized teaohing and produced a positive htudent

teacher'relationship.

All of the preceding contributed toward making Vocational English a

worthwhile course, but, in my opinion,-the key factor to the sucoess of the



EValuation - Mrs.,Schuberg Page 2

program was the inter- disciplinary approach arid the close working'relatkonship

between this English class and the vocational teachers who co-authored the 'job

sheets. Since the classroom was located in the shop wing a-WeSt Linn High

School, students were able to move freely between the classi.00m and their

shop if.teohnical questions arose *which I could not answer, or if materials

needed to be shared. Because,the communication skills which were being taught

and the materials being used had been selected by the vocational teachers for

whom these students have an enormous respect, there was a new value placed

upon the importance of English; skills in reading, writing, correspondence,

reference work became meaningful in a way in which they never had-before.

A

1
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EVALUATION
by Mr. Gerald Quinn, Vocational Meohanice

0

1. Content:'

a. .Subject matter is very relevant to vocational areas.

b. Student response has been extremely satisfying.

ra,
c. The students seem to respond towards the idea of moving

along at individual rate rather than as a group.

d. I can see that Vocational English will need constant
revision and monitoring each year.

e. The teacher io a very important tool in the subject and
has to personally be responsive as Mrs. Schuberg has been.

f. A true evaluation can be reached after about three years of
exploration and student response.

.g. At this time the subject has indicated that the students
are ready to accept the change, and can truly ace the subject
of English ::111.1T it is relevant to the trade or vocation they
intend to p c in their field of work.

2. Summary:

It is my personal opinion that, the program can be of great value to
all students oven those not pursuing vocational couroeo. With a yearly
evaluatiOn and updating this course can become a moot rewarding subject
to the students who participate, and be of great value to the school

.system as -a whole in the inducement to have students accept Englidh as
a need rather than being something that is just required.

The true evaluation I believe can be more firmly assessed by the
English teacher who teaches the subject, in comparison use of a student
in the regularly required English course of the same student.

/6
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EVALUATION-

by'Doin Schmeiser, Electronics Teacher

The Vocational English, project Was a huge undertaking, but the effort,

I believe, was men worth it.

This program has been great for the student not only in English but has

made the student more aware of his electronics in the electronics classes..

/7
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EVALUATION

by A.G. Espino, Vocational Drafting Teaoher

As society becomeo more complex, the role of Vooational English becomeo

more enhanead. It is our wish that Vocational English oerves am.a liason.

between the public and world of work.

Vocational English added to the curriculum gave meaningful experience to

the students. It supplemented their learned skills in understanding fully the

specified course. The students communicated more and better, regarding their

experiences in the world of work.

The new course further encouraged the students to challenge the world of

work because of its newness. and its use to integrate the two field media of

inotructiono.

The students did reoearoh, since they were curious and at ease with the

printed words. Their research gave meaningful experiences becauoe they

understood what they were doing.

Recommendations '

The course should be required the whole year, instead of a uemeotral

baoio because of its continuoudneed.

The teacher concern ohould be given an opportunity to work with the

students in the shop,,for a complete and better understanding with technical

terms applied.

Adequate reference materials ohould be provided.

'Technical knowledge and okillo go hand in hand, therefore, Vocational

.English should be used, teyecommilnicate better in thio,ever changing society.

a

1



EVALUATION
by James B. Simpson, Vocational Metals Teacher

I must draw: conclusions from feedback of .students in the shop.
.

Pro:

1. ftelationship.toactuality. /

2. Job packet type program. -1
3. Presentation of program by Mrs. Schuberg.
4. Use of shop manuals and catalogs to gatheririformation.
5. Vocational texts reading skills).
6. Individualized attbntion.
7. Job interview training.

Con:

1. Not .mough depth for those students enrolled who do well
in standard academic English classes.

2. Need for more periodical literature (up to date).
3. More realistic movies.

This p ogram as I see it, is very successful. In order to remain ouc esof 1
we are going,Ap have to council more closely and be sure the stu o ho
enroll are thoSe who are definitely vocationally oriented.

,7
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STUDENT EVALUATION

1
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1. What is the name of this course? Vocational English,

2. How do you rate.this course as to ease or difficulty?

trUl a snappourse 0

2. not agteat effort required
3.. just about my level I

.4. keeps me.on the ball
'5. usually over meilead

3. Has this course been interesting to you?

1. has been.b4ing 2

2. very little interest 0
3. occasionally interesting 14
4. .as a rule quite interesting 3

j. quite pxcitint 4

4.. Has the course been applicable to your We d interest?

,1. seems,:nersonally direCled tolte 6

2. =laity has application 8

3. sometimes appeals to my interesta 4
4. only occasionally has practical mean ng to me 2

5. almost all no value 3

5. Have you benefited from the course?

1. practically a total loop 3

2. little gain in understanding o 5

3.* a fairly useful Course 4

4. have /earned quite a bit 9

5. has phanged my wholg outlook a .2

6. Is the instructor,Fapable in making things undo a andable?

1. can make anything understandable 4

2. quite good at explaining difficult concepts 10

3. usually make° points fairly clear' 8

4. frequently its not clear 0

5. very vague and confusing 1

7. How do you feel about the inatructOr a attitude toward [Auden-to
and teaching?

1. treats students as neceoaartevils 1

2. not much interest in students
, '3

3. rather impersonal 0

4. usually cooperative
5. shows ho really want° to help atudenta

8. Does the class aeopion and course organization allow evidence of
sufficient preparation by the inatructor?

1. very well planned and carried nut
2. uo.eo time quite, well

3, fairly well prepared

4. not too well prepared
5. mostly spur-of-the-moment organization

TALLY:

4
12

7

1

5

14

9

3

9
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Student Evaluation (con't.)

How much effort did you as a student exert in this course?

1. none at ,all 1

2. a little now and then 3

3: busy about half the time 6

4. busy most of the time 5
5. more th:an ever before 7

a

a/
2*)



READING SKILLS - Auto Mech.
OVERVIEWING I

Job Sheet f 1 )

OBJECTIVE: To develop the skill of overviewing a technical book.

Overviewing is a quick and efficient way to get a general idea about'what
is ip a book, a chapter, or an article. By overviewing you find out what a
writer is saying without reading every word he has written. There are two rea-
sons for overviewilg: (1). To examine new materiel to find out what it contains,
and (2). To determine whether a specific book contains information you want.

MATERIALS: Motors Repair Manual.

I

PROCEDURE: 1. Imagine you are looking at this book for the first time and want
to find out what it contains.

2. Read Qthe title.

3. Quickly scan:

(a). The table of contents
(b). The preface or forward
(c). The.introduction
(d). The pictures, maps, graphs, or tables
(e). The appendix
(f). The index

4. Record your findings below:

'(a). The title of this book is

(b). Read the 'introduction or forward and in your own words state
the purpose of the book;

(c). The Table Of Contents shows that this book.contains
ffo.

of sections, broker" down into of chapters.
no.

(d). Your overview shows that this book also contains the following:
Check if applicable

(1). Index
(2). Appendix
.(3). Introduction
(4). Other (List)-

5,. From your overview state the purposes for which you believe'this
book would be useful:

2



READING SKILLS - Auto Mech.
OVERVIEWING I

Job Sheet f 2

OBJECTIVE: To develop the skill of overviewing a technical book.

Ovarviewing is a quick and affiCient way to get a general idea about hat
is in a book, a chapter,'or an article. By overviewing you find out what a
writer is saying without reading every word he has written. There are two rea-
sons for overviewing: (1). To examine new material to find out what it contains,
and (2). To determine whether a specific book contains information you want.

MATERIALS: Motors Flat Rate and Parts Manual

PROCEDURE: 1. Imagine you are looking at this book for the first time and want
to find out what it contains.

2. Read the title.

3. Quickly scan:

a. Th able of Contents
b. The Preface or Forward
c. The Introduction
d. The pictures, maps, graph, or tablas
e. The Appendix
f. The Index

. Record your findings below:

a. The title of this book is

b. Read the introduction or forward And in your own words state
the purpose of the book:

c. The Table of Contents shows that this book contains

2

no.
of sections, broken down into of chapters.

no.
d. Your overview shows chat this book also contains the following:

(1). Index
(2) Appendix
(3). Introduction
(4). Other (List)

Check if applicable

5. From your overview state the purposes for which you believe this
book would be useful:



READING SKILLS .:AutplAgga.
OVERVIEWING 1

Job Sheet # 3

OBJECTIVE: To develop the skill of overviewins a textbook.

'Overviewing is a quick and efficient way to get a general idea about what
is in a book, a chapter, or an article. By overviewing you find out what a
writer is saying without reading every work he has written. There are two. rea-
sons for overviewing: (1) To examine new material to find out what it contains,
and (2) To determine whether a specific book contains information you want.

MATERIALS: Crouse, William H., Automotive'Mechanics.

PROCEDURE: 1. Imagine. you are looking at this book for the first time and want
to find out what it contains.

2- Read the

3. Quickly scan:

t'

a. The Table of Contents
b. The Preface or Forward
c. The Introduction
d. The pictures, maps, graphs, or tables
e. The Appendix
f. The Index

4. Record your findings below:

a. The title of this book is

b. Read the Introduction or Forward and iniyour own words state
the purpose of the book:

c. The table of Contefits,shows that this book contains
no.

of sections, broken down into /)f chapters.

d. Your overview shows that this book alsp:contains the following:

Check if applicable

(1). Index

(2). 'Appendix
(3). Introduction
(4). Other (List)

5. From your overview state the purposes for which, you believe this
book would be useful:



READING SKILLS - Auto Mach.
OVERVIEWING I

Job Sheet i 4

OBJECTIVE: To develop the skill of overviewing a textbook.

Ovarviewing is a quick and efficient way to gat a general idea about what
is in a book, chapter, or an article. By overviewing you find out what a
writer is saying without reading every work he has written. There are two rea-
sons for overviewing; (1). To examine new material to find out whit it contains,
and (2). To determine whither a specific book contains information you want.

MATERIALS: Stephenson, George E. Power Mechanics.

PROCEDURE: 1. Imagine you are looking at this book for the first time and want
to find out what it contains.

..

2. Read the title.

3. Quickly scan:

a. the table of contents
b.. the preface or forward
c. the introduction,
d. the pictures, maps, graphs, or tablas
a. the appendix
f. the index

4.. Record your findings below:

a. The title of this book is

b. Read the Introduction or Forward and in your own words state
the purpose of the book:

P

c. The Table of Contents shows that this book contains
no.

of sections, broken down into of chapters.
no.

d. Your overview shows that this book contains the following:

(1). Index
(2). Appendix .

(3). Introduction
(4). Other (List)

Check if applicable

5. From your overview state the purposes-for which you believe this
book would be useful:



READING SKILLS Auto. Mech.

OVERVIEWING II

Job Sheet #1

OBJECTIVE: To develop the skill of overviewing a chapter in a textbook or a
technical book.

Overviewing is a quick and efficient way to get a general idea about whatis
in a book, a chapter, or an article. By overviewing you find out what a writer
is saying without reading eve word he.has written. There are two reasons for
overviewing: (1) To e i new material to find out what it contains, and
(2) To determine whether a specitic chapter contains information which you
want and need.

MA1ERIALS: Stephenson, George E. Power, Machinist, Section IV, "Electrical
Energy."

PROCEDURE: Overview the chapter as follows:

1. Read the title.

2. Read the boldface headings.

3. Read the opening paragraph(s).

4. Look for illustrations,"tables, symbol charts, diagrams, etc.
Read the captions.

Record your findings below:

a. The title of this chapter is

b. This chapter it divided into of sections.
no.

c. Most chapters indicate in the opening paragraphs what the
chapter will be about. Read the first paragraph of this
chapter and in your own words. state the purpose!

d. List all the boldface headings which develop the chapter.

e. State the technical purpose for which the information in
this chapter would be useful!

3 2.



READING SKILLS Auto Mech.

OVERVIEW/ II

Job Sheet #2

OBJECTIVE: TO develop the skill of overviewinz a chapter in a textbook or in
a technical book.

Overviewing is a quick and efficient way to get a general idea about what is
in a book,. a Chapter, or an article. By overviewin you find out what a writer
is saying without reading every word he has written. There are twovreasons for
overviewingl, 1 (1) To examine new material to find out what it contains, and
(2) To deterMine whether a specific chapter contains information which you
want and need.

MATERIALS: Crouse, Automotive Mechanics. Chapter #32, "Trans-
missions with Fluid Coupling."

PROCEDURE: Overview the chapter as follows:

10 Read the title.

2'1. Read the boldface headings.

3'0 Read the opening paragraph(s).,

4'0 Look for illustrations, tables, symbol charts, diagrams, etc.
Read the captions.

Record your findings below.

a. The title of this chapter is

b. This chapter is divided into of sections.
no..

c. Most chapters indicate in the opening paragraphs what the
chapter will he about. Read the first paragraph of this
chapter and in your own words state the purpose.

d. List all the boldface headings which develop the chapter:

e. State the technical purpose for which the information in this
chapter would be useful.'



READING SKILLS Auto, Mech.

OVERVIEWING iI

Job Sheet #3

0

OBJECTIVE: To overview a chapter in a textbook withoUt writing all the infor
mation down.

MATERIALS: Motors Auto Repair Manual, "AutomAic Level Control," 'pp. 1-44

'PROCEDURE: Overview the chapter ao follows:

1. Read the title.

2. Read the boldface headingq.

3. Read the opening paragraph(s).

4. Look for illustrations, tables, symbol charts, diagram°, etc.
Read the caption°.

If you have correctly followed the process of overviewinr a "

chapter, you should now be able to state the purpose of this
chapter without having to write out all the information you
listed in Job Sheets #1 and #2. Complete the following
statement:

The p'irpoce of this chapter is:



(--
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READING SKILLS Auto. Mech.'

OVERVIEWING II

Job Sheet #4

OBJECTIVE: To overview a chapter in a textbook without writing all the'infor
mation down.

MATERIALS: Crouse, William H., Automotive Mechanics, Chapters 13, "Electrical
System."

PROCEDURE: Overview Ur chapter as follows:

1. Read the title.

2. Read the boldfabe headings.

3. Read the opening paragraph(s).

4. Look for illustrations, tables,
Read the captions.

symbol charts diagrams, etc.

5. If you have correctly followed the process of overviewing a
chapter, you should now be able to state the purpose of this
chapter without having to write out all the information you
listed in Job Sheets #1 and #2. Complete the following
statement:

The pArpoce of this chapter is:



1 SA:Oil:0r - Auto. rcoh.
PREVIEWITC

Job Choet

CRJECTIVE: To dewolop the skill of previewing an article.

Ov.:rviwins, as y6u hay,: seen, ;iv :s you a gdnellal idea of what is in a book,
a chapt:r, or zn articl.:. In prwiowin:: you tak: a closer look at a chant .r, an
article, or a booklt to g::t a More sp,..sific idea of the contents. You now r2ad
the title, h_adingp and subh.adings, words in special type, captions, and notes.
Also, you road the first and last paragraphs and any summary you may find.

viewin.- is most us,..ful with IhOrt s,l.:ctions; it is 1 :rest useful .vith

material, a t:.xtbook. :win:- helps you save valuable time
and Tfort. It gives you a good id :a of what is in an articl., without-r.:adinc
v iry word.

7:APERIAL.3: 1. Paaphl.,t, "Charging,. Ignition and Cranking Jystems" - ;3.:ction II

. Pen or p

PROCIOPRE: 1. Obtain t1.1 :t from thy;

2. Preview '.: action II of the. assigned text as follows:

a. Read the title.
b. R.:ad the introduction.

c. R ;ad tho .ieadirir, and subheadings.
d. ,a1 phrases, and sentences in boldface, italic, or

'othr :cial typo. -

R th last paragraph and any summary that you might find.

f. Look r,:t.tho pictures, tables, maps, and :',To,pho. Read the

cast ions .

3. Answ f O1 lowing quest ions :

a..Th: tit' of th.J o.,ction is

b. This s-otion of the book duals wiI. i

c: . The first, main 7: :adirm of the section t:lls

d. Ilhat is tho second main h :ading of tn, section?

e. What in2ormation can you ,:xpect under this heading;"

f. What kinO.s of illustration can you fi0 in this s qytion,' and
for wIlat 'would they bo usi,ful?

c7. For what '.-)urpose would the information in this chapter

us :ful?

1. :return VI.: pamphlet to the fil

4



READING SKILLS Auto. mach.
PREVIEWING

Job Sheet /12

OBJECTIVE: To develop the skill of previewing an artkole.

Cv3rviewing, as you have seen, gives you a general idea of what is in a
book, a chapter, cr an article. In proviewinG you take a closer look at a
chaptx, an article, or a booklet to get a more specific idea of the contents.
You now read the title, headings, and subheadings, words in special type,
captions, and notes. Also, you read the first and last paragraphs and any
summary you may find.

Prmiewina is most useful with short selections; it is least useful with
lengthy material, like a textbook. PreviewinG helps you .nave vaivablo time
and Xfort. It gives you a good idea of what is in an article without reading
every wordi

MATERIALS: 1. Periodic Maintenance and Circuit Checks Charging, ,Ignition and
Cranking Systems 5th °action, p. 27 38.

2. Pen or pencil

2RCUOURE: 1. Obtain the specified pamphlet from the file.
2. Preview the assigned pages ac follows:

a. Read the title.
b. Read the headings and subheadings.
a. Read words, phrases, and sentences in boldface, italia,

or other special typo.
d. 'Read any summary that you might find.
u. Look at the: pictures, tables, maps and grapho. Read the

captions.
3. Answer the following questions:

a. The title of the section is

.4

b. This section of the book deals with
c. The first main heading of the section tell/
d. What is the second main heading, of the section?
e. What information can you expect under this heading?

ti
f. What kinds of lists can you find in this section, and

for what would they be useful?

4. Return the pamphlet to the file.

/



Job Shuot

READING 3KILLS Auto. Mcch,
PREVIEWING I

ce,

OBJECTIVE: To doinlopthankill of previewinc an article.

.Overviuwing, au you.havo dives you a general idea of what io in a

look, a chapt.r, or an artier.:. In proviewinc you tako a closer look at a
uhajter, an articluvor a booklet to got a more speoific id a ofthe contents.
You now roadthe title, headings, and aubhuadinga, words in apecial typo,
captionu, and natio. Alpo, you read the first and lant.paragrapho and any
aummary you may find.

2r.viewinr io most uaeful .with ahort soleotiona; it iu luaut useful with

lengthy material, a textbook. ?reviewing help:: you pave valuable time

and offort. It give o you a Good idea .of what iu in an article without roading

every word.

MTERIALS: Energizers and Batteries pamphlet

Pen or Pencil

PROCEDURE: 1. Obtain tho asaigned pamphlet from the file.
2. Preview the pamphlet as follows:

a. Road the title.
b. Road the introduction.
c.' R.:ad the headings and subheadinga.

d.' Road words, phrase°, and sentencea in boldface, italia,
or other opeoial typo.

e. Road any summary that you might find.

f. Look at the piotureo, table,' mal5s, and grapho. Read the

cnotiono.
3. Anow:r the: followinG questions:

a. Th.: title of the pamphlet in
b. Thief pamphlet deal° with
o. The first main headings of the pamphlet tells

;)

d. What is the c000nd main heading of the pamphlet?
What information can you expeot under this heading?

f. 31:marl= in your own words the information contain
.thio pamphlet .

4. Return the; pamphlet to the file.

O

i1
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Job Jheat

=DING 'EMS Auto. Mech.
PREVIEWING I.

cOJI;CTIV:3; The,developmeht of skill of ;weviewina an artioln.

Overviewing, as you have seen, aives you a general idea of what is in a book,
a chapter, or an article.. In nreViewin,7 you take a Closer look at a chapter, an
articl., or a booklet to gat'a more specific idea of the contentso You now read
the title, headings, and subheadings, words in special type, captions, and notes.
Also, you read the first and last paragraphs and any summary you may find.

A

Previewi:F is most useful with short selections; it is, least useful with
lengthy material, like a textbook. Previewing helps you save valuable time
and effort. It gives you a good idea of what is. in an article without reading
_17:ry word.

1141"..;RIAL3: 1. 20,000 Volta Under the Hood pamphlet
2. Pen or pencil.

4

-22,0C:1DURE: 1. Obtain the assigned pamphlet from the filo.
2. Preview the assigned pamphlet as follows:

a. Hoak, the title.

b. ,Read the headings.
c. R:ad words, phrases, and sentences in boldface, or

other special type.
d. Read any summary that you might. firia.

Look at the pictures. Inad tho captions.
Answer thy: following questions:
a. The title of the pamphlet is
b. This pamphlet cUals with
o. The heading of the pamphlet tells

d. What information can you expect under this heading?
u. In your own words summarize the information discussed in-

tau pamphlet.
4. RAurn the'eamphlet to the file.



auto.40
13it:Of II:'.:111%1 I

Job .311..:::t .5

(.73.172,IrIl1 .;: 'Po of Ire.7i,n;in- an article.

wing, az you hay: Jeen, t;iy.!.-3 you a ac.:neral id...a of what is in a book,

or articl :. ireyiz;in- you talcs a clos.:r look at a.chapter,

or 'a book1.:t to ,:ot a more sp,:oific idea of the contents. You now,-

th t it 1 . headinc,s and subheadincs wbrds in sp typ Ji -captions, and

not :13, Also, you r_ ead CI: first and last .paragraphs and any summary you may

--q.

'r yi..tsint- is mot: u:-, :Pul with short s,,lr.2ctions; it is 1.-.st us...:l'ul wit%

1.;u,,l'iy mat rial, lilz. LI t:zt book.. Pr,yiowin- helps you say.: yalus.b1.. timr.2 and.

,ffort. It ;rives iou (:,.. i;ood. idea of what is in an article without reading every '

!ord.

Introducing the D :lcotron G.:nerator and the 'Char.; ni; Circuit, (pamphlot)

))11 or pencil.

.-Y,C.C.f.".X.RE: 1. Obtain tA,. =signed paM)111:t from the file.
Preyitla the. assic-n-A paiaphlot as' follows:

a. R.: ad
b. R :a,1 01 headings and subheadings.
C. R :ad

d. 1Z 7ad thi.: introduction.

uorin phrases , p.nd s,,ntences in boldfacc, it alia,
or aherspecial type.

r.. rave ui;,' ..urinary that you might find.

Loo!.,at pictur :G. Read tin: captions.

I .nsw ,r questions: '

a. Th. .tit). of th,: pam,thlet

b. This laffohlet dials with

c. Th .'irst main of the pamphlet ti 11

d. What is the second main heading of the, pamphlet?
.;hat information can you expect under this headinc3?,

f. Coammari7,e in your own words the information contained, in the

pamphl A .

Return the pamphlet. to the file.

4



READING SKILLS:.- Auto. Meoh.
'ISCANNING

PRE-TEST

OBJECTIVE:
The purpose of the.5canning Pre-Test is to help you become aware of

KA
the, importance of having skills in location specific information both
quickly and accurately.

MATERIALS: Motors Repair.Manual, 12/2; Automotive Mechanics testbook; and Motors
Flat Rate Manual, 1970

PROCEDURE: 1. When'you begin the test, record your time on; the line provided.

2. Working as rapidly as possible, find all the information asked,
for in each question.

3. When you finish the Pre-test, record you time and figure your total
time. Put your total time i the space provided on your Record
Sheet.

BilGIITITING TII1E

QUESTIONS:

1. What are specification?

2. A 1965 Dodgy 101 H.P. has how many cylinders?

3: Crankshaft and Cam shaft sprockets with chain show timing marks
oh the

4. Define Friction Horbepower?

5. The heater blower cost for a 1965 Chevy II is ,

6. What is the number and cost of a compressor shaft seal kin for a
1965 Camaro? 4

7. The symbol 13 appears under Tune Up specs. for al967 6-240, std.
transmission. What does this symbol Mean? '

8. Define energy.

9. 'What ie inertia?

10. Power is the rate or

41

at which

Concluding time

Total Time

is done.



READING SKILLS - AUTO. MECH.
SCANNING -

Job Sheet .# 1 .

OBjECTIVE: To develop the skill of scanning for specific facts.

Scanning, is a planned hunt- skip -Tread prooess for finding specific facts-
-names, dates, sizes', distances, prices, and similar infOrmation. When you
have to locate specific facts, scanning may be the best way to do it.

When you scan for'a specific fact, you do very little reading. Instead,
you allow your eyes to move rapidly over the niaterialcuntil you find what you
are.looking for.

MATERIALS: Automotive Mechanids. William H. Crouse, 5th edition.
Chapter # 2. "Shop Practice."

PROCEDURE: 1. Read the questions-below, and scan for the answers one at a time,
following these guides: Read the questions below.

a. Keep clearly in mind the auestion you want answered.
b. Deside in what form the answer should _appear. For example,

should the answer be a word, a name, a number, or a date?
c. Move your eyes quickly over the page, looking for your clues.
d. When you find what you think is the answer, read more carefully.
e. Stop reading when you have found the correct answer.
f. Record the answer in the space provided.

2. Time yourself,. You should be able to scan the material and answer
the question in minutes.

CUESTIONS:

. What are specifications?

2. How are they used in shopwotk?

3. What is meant by thread "Pitch"?

HOTer is pitCh measured?

5. What are the six basic steps in automotive shopwork?

. (1.)

(2.)

e

(4.)

(5.)

(6.)

6. With which kinds of Nuts are cotter pins used?

7. Describe the correct manner of using a hammer.



READING SKILLS Auto. Mach
SCAENING I ,(cont)

.Job Sheet # 1 (P. 2).

S. Describe the proper method of installing a blade in a hacksaw frame.

that is the proper method of using a hacksaw?

Record Time

e



READING SKILLS - Auto Mech.
SCANNING I

Job Sheet'j# 2

OBJECTIVE: To develop the.skill of scanning for specific facts.
Scanning is a planned huntekip-read process for finding specific facts,

'names, dates, sizes, distances, prices, and similar information4 When you.,
have to locate spedific facts, scanning may be the best way to do it. When you
scan for a specific fact, you do very little reading. Instead, you allow your
eyes to move rapidly over the material until you find what you are looking for.

HAThRIALS: Motors Repair Manual, 1970 edition, pp 2-198, 199, 290, 201.

PROCEDURE: 1.. Read the.questions below, and scan for the answers one at a time,
following these guidelines:

a. Keep clearly in mind the question you want answered.
b. Decide in what form the-question should appear. For example,

-should the answer be a word, a name, a number, or a date.
c. Move your eyes quickly over the page, .looking for your clues.
d. When you find what you think is the right answer, read more

carefully.
e. Stop reading when you have found the correct answer.,
f. Record the answer in the space provided.

2. Time yourself. Note your time on your record sheet.

CIUESTIONS:

1. On a 196 Chysler V8 413, what is the cubic inch displacement, the bore,
the :stroke, and the oil pressures (min. & max.)?

On a .1966 Plymouth 145 horsepOwer, how many cylinders does it have'and
what is the cubic inch displacement?

3. Using a Dodge V' -340, 1970 model, what is the compression ratio?

4. On a a964 Chysler 300K w/2 carbs, no air conditioner, the hot idle speed
is how many R.P.M.?

5. A 1970 Plymouth w/375 H.P.,the piston displacement is?

6. A 1965 Dodge, 101-A.P. has how many cylinders?

7. For Chysler cars made from 1945 -1963, the turn-up specifications are
found where in this bdok?

"

8. A 1969 Dodge V8-426 engine develops how many brake H.P. at 5000 R.P.M.?

9. A 1964 Chrysler Newport V8 -361 uses what number of spark plugs?'

10. A 1969 Dodge 425 I.P. engineAaaan oil pressure during operation of?

11. A. V8-42.6 Hemi, has ho* many carburetors?

12. What ie the bore & stroke of a 1966 Plymouth 425 horsepower HEMI HP2 ?

cv



READING SKILLS - Auto Mech.
SCANNING I

Job Sheet # 3

OBJECTIVE: To develop the skill of scanning Lot specific fact*.

Scanning is a planned hunt-skip-read nrocesa for finding specific facts names,
numbers, dates, sizes, distances, prices, and similar information. When you have to
locate enecific facts, scanning may be the beet way to do it. When*you scan for a . -

specific fact-ypu do very little reading. Instead, you allow your,eyes to move
rapidly over the material until you find -what you are looking for.

MATERIALS: Yotcirs Repair Manual, 1970 edition, pp. 2-404, 405.

PROCEDURE: 1. Read the questions below, and scan for the answers, one at a time,
following these nuidelines;

a. )(tap clearly in mind the question you want answered.
b. Decide in what form the answer should appear. For example, should

,the answer be a word, (a name, a numbery ?t. a date.
*c. Move your eyea quickly over the page, looking for your clues.
d. When you find what you think is the right answer, read more care-

fully.

e. -Stop reading when you have found the right answer.
f. Record the answer in the space provided.

2. Time yourself.. Note your time on your record sheet.

_111=X01;
.1. 'On a 1960 Ford Thunderbird V8-390 with the engine built prior to Nov. 18,

1963 the valve clearance forthe intake and exhaust valve are?

2. In fitting the pistons on a 1969 84429 the cylinder wall clearanceial

3. The ring gear and pinion backlash inch are how much on a 1965 thunderbird?

4. On e 1965 Thunderbird V8-429 the coolin system w/heater and automatic
transmission Capacities are what?

5. On a 1967 T-bird the master cylinder bore w/disc brakes and front disc
brakes are?

6. What type of rear axel does the 1966 T-bird carry?

7. The pinion bearing pre-load is how much on a-1969 T-bird; use bearinp w/seal?

e. The cooling aystem capacity on P 1967 T-41ird w/air conditioner is?

9. To replace the starter on a 1968 T-Bird it may be necessary t"o*do what
with front wheels and stering idler arm?

10. To nroperiy engage the oil pump' intermediate shaft when installing the
distributor, it may be necessary to do what?

.39
4



READING SKILLS Auto. Mech.

SCANNING:I

Job Sheet # 4

To develop the skill of scanning for speoific facts.

Scanning is a planned hunt-skip-read process for finding specific facts,
names, dates, sizes, distances, prices, and similar information. When you have
to locate specific facts, scanning may be the best way to do it. When you scan
for specific fan-LI-you do very little reading. Instead, you allow your eyes to
move more rapidly'over the material untill you find what you arts looking for.

MATERIALS: Testbook: Automotive Mechanics, chapter 8, "Engine ConstructiOn - Valves.
Construction - Valves.

PROCL16URE: '1. Read the following questions below, and scan for the answers one
at a time, following these guidelines;
a. Keep clearly in mind the question you want answered.
b. Decide in what form the answer should appear. For example

should the answer be a word, a name, a number, or a.date?
c. nwe your eyes quickly over the page,, looking for your clues.
d. When you find what you think is the answer, read mere carefully.
e.. Stop reading when you have foundsthe correct answer.
f. Record the answer in the space provided.

2. Time yourself. Nate your time on your Record Sheet.

CUESTIONS:
1. Paragraph 109 states tilt crankshaft spoockets w/chain show timing on the?

2. Under paragraph 110 the parts of a valve are?

3. The valve face passes heat to the valve seat, which helps the valve to dc
what?

4. Complete thirsentence: Sodicum is a highly

5. In the F-head engine, one valve is in the head and the, other valve is where?

b. If the exhaust valve were to rotate a little each time it opened, many
'valve problems would be what?

Y. A Via engine using ball-pivoted valve rocker arms, (Pontiac Motor div-
ision of .,;en,!r1 motors coroomtion) has what valve system components?

3. In t;.e construction of position- rotation type vive rotator, there

.re t!ow many parts?

9. In the space oelow descrioe the operation of a hydrawuic Valve lifter':

1,). In fig. rJr how many degrees of the crankshaft rotatiorl is the

exhau:A valve open?



READING SKILLS - Auto. Mech.

SCANNING II

Job Sheet yl

CBJECTIVE: TO mulop the skill of scanninc for numerical facts.

MATERIAL;i: 1. Motors Auto Repair Manual, 1970
. ._

pages 1-150, through 1-154 AVS Carter Carb.
2. Pencil

?ROCEDURE: TO scan the pages for answers to the following questions, pro-
ceeding one at a time.
Time yourself.

:1111.11q(11j:

1. What is the pumpetravel on a 4632S carburetor?

2. Using a 4101S carburltor, write out the specs of adjustme nt for a idle
screw, b) float drop, 0) fast idle throttle valve olearance, and d choke
vacuum break.

a) b)

c) d)

3. Hou do you make a float level adjustment?

1. How do you adjust the float drop?

). Mot is the secondary lockout and fast idle throttle valve olearance on
a 47113 carb?

6. What is the pump travel, the float level, and the idle screw measurements
on a Chevy II 402%3-6Acarburetor?

a) b)

o)

7. mrthod of measuring float drop is indicated in which figure?

'. In what figure is AVS pump adjustment shown?

9. On a nymoUth 1970 Model 4934S carburetor, the secondary throttle lockout
is measured in what units?

10. Th; AV) carburetor adjustments chart for Imperial and for Chevelle is
located where in the Manual?

Uuoord time



READINO UKTLL 3 Auto. Mooh.

JCANNIN0 II

Job Sheet /.12

OBJECTIVE: To develop tho'skill of scamnin4P for numerical facts. ,

MATERIAL::,: 1. Motors Repair Manual, 1970
Pages 2-270 through 2-305

2. Pencil

2HOCEDURE: In section d2 Corvair scan the section for answers to the following
questions, ono at a time.

XESTIONS:

1. Engilv: Moo. beginning with the Qs indicate the engine year model for what year?

2. Th.: 13tturs P?C indicate th(,) engine has what equipment?

3. ,Undor 1966 Model Corvair'eligine, 140 h.p. auto tr. 9 indicates the engine
Oites what?

4. How many volts would a Model 1100693 alterpator with a field current
(12 volts) C 100 P. have?

5. What would be the amp. output on alternator Model 1100639 at 5000 R.P.M.?

6. .
That would,he the caster, for the front wheels on a 1965 Corvair?

7. Th! camber on the rear wheels of a 1961 Corvair would be. what?

Thy: valve seat and the valve face angles on a 1964 Corvair are?

9. If the cyl. bore is wern,in excess of .0005 on an inch, what should you do?

10. What is thy: maximum' main bearing clearance for a 1969 Corvair?

11. What is the measurement of the brake drum diameter of a 1967 Corvair?

12. !!:hat iU the mlasurument of the roar wheel brake cylinder bore?

Record time

6



OBJECTIV14: ,

I IATER IAL.1 :

PROCIMURE:

READING SKILLS - Auto Mech.
SCANNING II

Job Sheet # 3

To develop the skill of scanning for numerical facts.

1. Motors Repair Manual, 1970 Pages 2-306 through 2-319
P. Peneil

In Section 2, Full size moqp1s, Ford and Mercury, scan the pages for
answerb to the following questions, one at a time.

QUESTIONS: 1. When the symbol Engine Code appears, it moans what?

2. .A starting motor number of C5TZ-/1002-A has a Brush Spring Tension
of how much?

3. A starter #C8VY-11002-0 indicates 70 amperes 12 volts at
R.P.M. and a torque teat at 5.0 volts, 15.5 ft. lbe indicates

amperes?

4., Under Tune Up Specs for a 1967 6-240, the symbol 13 appears for
std. transmission. What does this mean?

5. What are the tune up specs for a 1970 Model V8351
a Spark plugs?
b Firing order ?.
c Hod idle std. Trans.?

6. What is the distributor point gap on a 1970 Model V8-429?
What in the dwell angle digxee?

7. in Firgure GI Page 2-311 does the pointer indicate that the engine
has been timed advanced or retarded and how many degrees?

8. The engine timing in Figure I, Page 2-311 tells you the timing
is net at?

9. What in the firing orddr of the Ford 6 cylinder engines?

10. Under Valve,Specs., Page 2-315 a 1968 8-302 valve lentil] indica.ted
3/4 turn 8. -What does the symbol 8 mean?

11. We have a Ford Sedan with a V8-428 5 9 Basin Dist. C7Sf-B.
What is the rotation on the distributor?

Record time
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READING SKILLS - Auto Mech
SCANNING' -III

OBJECTITE: To develop the skill of *manning for a name and number.

IMPERIALS: Motors Plat Rate And Parts Manual; 1970, Iv. 621-22

PROCEDURE: 1. In the anoigned material find a list of Parte & Time
Requirements._

2. Following the procedure for *manning which you learned in Scanning
I and Scanning II, ocan,>for the answers to the questions below.. ,

3. Scan for the answers, one question at a time, as rhpidly and
accurately as you can.

4. Time yourself. Note your time on your Record Sheet.

QUESTIONS:

1. The reqUired time,to overhaul w/o wipe motor_ 1968 modelOldo is

2. The time required to replace, a wiml3hield washer'pump.valve in a 1965
Oldo F-85 is .

3. Labor coot to replace wiper motor of a 1966 Olds, taking 0.5 hours
at $11.00 per hour is

4. The fuel gauge (Dash Unit). replacement time for an Oldo F-85, 1969 is

5. List the time and labor charge for replacing a speedometer cable and
housing $12.00 per hour on a.1970 Oldo.

6. The coot and number of tUel tank gauge Unit on a 1969.01do Station
Wagon with air conditioner is

7. The time required to lubricate a'opeedometer cable on a 1969 model Oldo is

1. What is the time required to renew an oil gauge sanding unit onla 1965
Oldo cedan? .

1. What are the part number and price of the Fuel Gauge (Dash Unit)
for a 1966 Oldo sedan? ),

10. that are the part number and the .price of the. Fuel Gauge (Tank Unit)
for a 1964 Olds Station Wagon w/air conditioner?

11. The part number of the windshield wiper transmission for a 1964 Oldo
leftcide (Tandem Type) is

17. The chop time required to R. & R. the speedometer head on a 1964 Oldo
F-35 is



READING MILLS Auto. Noah.
SCANNING III

.J.01) Sheet #2

OBJECTIVE: To develop skill in soanning for a specific name and number.

NATIMIALS: Spark Plug 1964 Dealer Catalog: AUTOLiTE.

PROCEDURE: 1. Gc to the file to obtain the assigned material.
2. Using the scanning skills you have been practising, find the an

swers to the following questions as quiokly as you can.
3. Return the catalog to the file.

OUESTIONS:

1. On that pace will you find plugs for aohn Deere B. Series, Normal Service,
. w/13 NN head?

a. Give Autolite type.
b. Give the AC number.
c. What is,the Champion number?
6.,--What is the Champion to Autolite number?
e. Give the Champion to AC number.

,fliat the standard4

:;.chat is the standard

3.. Give the plug number
Give the plug number

plug number for an Austin H 55 MK, 1959 model?
plug number for an Austin H 55 MK, 1959 model and gap?

for a 1964 WI 40 MPA 1500 series, resistor type.
for a1964 VW, 40 HP, 1500 series, Standard type.

4. Locate the paep where the plug number for a 1963 Dodge Dart, 6 cyl. is listed.
that is the plus number by Champion?
What the Gap?

Give the Champion Opark Plug v` and Cap for a 1961 Dodge Lancer.

6.' rave the page where Plus Gap can found for a 1941 Willys with aluminum head.
- What is the AC Plug ;1.1

411k.
7. ',fi=t is the torque for an 18 MN plug with a tapered coat arid cast iron heads?

u. ,:hat is tie Autolite number cross reference to a Champion ,Plug # Y8?

9. Give the AC number C96 to Autolite.

10. Give the Champion'," for an Autolits plug MAR42.



READING SKILLS Auto. Medi.

SKIMMIalystawauummir

-Job Sheet #1

OBJECTIVE: To develop the skill of skimming for main ideki

Skimming for main ideas is a pamgraph-by-paragraph mearch.for
ideal in aechapter or an article. Wheh you skim for main ideas
you focus on each of the major points made by the writer. You
still don't read every word, but you now go deeper, into the
material than before.

MATERIALS: Crouse, William H., Automotive Me_ chanios, chapter 2

PROCEMURE: .1. Read the title.
2. Read the headings and subheadings.
3. Read the first sentence of every paragraph.

4. Read the last sentence of every paragraph more than
five lines long.

5. Answer the questions. ./

gpESTIONS: 1. What are the six basic steps in automotive ohopwork?

a. d.

b. e.

o. f.

2. Name three types of fastners.

3. What type of threads do bolts, studs and screws have?

4. Wbat should be done to a mushroomed chisel before it is used?

5. What is a file likely to do if it is hit With a hammer?

6. A hacksaw-is designed for sawing metal, wood, or plastic.
True or false? -

7. State the importance of the measure of linear distanoe.

0



READING SKILLS Auto. Mech.
SKIMMING FOR MAIN IDEAS

Job Sheet #2

OBJECTIVE: To develop the skill of ekijning for main ideas

Skimming for main ideas,is a paragraphbyparagraph search for the
main ideas in a chapter or an artiole. When you skim for main ideas

you focus on each ofthe major points made )y the writer. You still .

don't read every word, Out you now go deeper into the material than
before.

MATERIALS: Crouse, William R., Automotive Mechanics, chapter 38

PROCEDURE: 1. Read the title.
2. Read the headings and subheadings.
3. Read the first sentence of every paragraph.

4. Read the last sentence of every paragraph more'than five lines long.
5. Answer the questions.

QUESTIONS: 1. In what figure can you find a simplified drawing of a steering
system?

2. Name the various factors that enter into front end geometry.

3. The weight of the car tends to bring the wheels back to
U. after the turn is completed and the

steering wheel is released..

4. Even though the wheels are met to toe in slightly when the car
is standing still, they tend to roll on the road'i

when the oar IA moving
5. The, staerink gear is a device that converts rotary motion into

what?
6. There are two models of power steering units used on General

Motors cars. Name them.
a.

b.
Chrysler power steering consists of two models,. Name them.

a.

b.



READING SKILLS Auto. Moth.
SKIMMING FOR MAIN D AS

Job Sheet #3

OBJECTIVE: To devel©p the skill of skimming for main ideas

Siimming'for'main ideas is a paragraph=by-paragraph search fOr the-main
ideas in a chapter or an article. When ybu skim for main ideas, you
focus on each of the major points made bat the writer. You still don't read
every word, but you now go deeper into the material_than before.

MATERIAL: Millert.James Nathan', "It's'a Dead-End Road for the Dropout"

PROCEDURE: 1. Obtain the specified article from the file.
2. Read the title.
3. Read the headings and subheadings.
4. Read the first sentence of,eyery paragraph.
5. Read the last sentence of every paragraph.
6. Answer the questions below.

QUESTIONS: 1. What happens to the person who tries to "fake" having a high school
diploma?

2. List three reasonst riling to the article, why students drop
out of school:

a.

b.

0.

3. Compare working conditions with (Moo' conditions, as often exper
ienced by the dropout.
How do they differ?
In what ways are they alike?

4. Some jobs are "learning by doing" situations where the employer traina-.
you.
Are such jobs increasing or decreasing? ,

Are there more or less people in competition for these jobs?
5. The article states that the high sohool diploma has come to

mean three things. Name them.
a.

b.

0.

6. A high school dropout can always enlist in theArmy it hocan't find
a job.. Yes No

Explain your answer.
7. An employer from Portland, Oregin, is quoted on his feeling! regard

ing the hiring of dropouts. -Summarize what he pays.



READING SKILLS

2..
TRADE NEWSpAPER.

Job Sheet # I

OBJECTIVE: To test your present knowledge of a trade newspaper.

PROCEDURE: Write answers to the following questions.

QUESTIONS:
1. List the titles of all trade newspapers with which you are pre

'sently familiar.

./

4

2. What is the principal function of a trade newspaper?

3. What kinds of information would -,you expect to find in a trade

newspaper?

4. What kinds of division and /or departments would-you expect to be
included in, each issue?

4

,s



READING SKILLS Auto Mech.
Met. Sh.

TRADE' NEWSPAPER

Job Sheet # 2

OBJECTIVE: To become familiar with the format and purpose of The Machinist.

MATERIALS: 3 issues of The Machinist.

PROCEDURE: Note: To;complete this job sheet you will be expeCfed to make use of
all,the reading skills you have been. practicing.

ti

QUESTIONS:

1. Go to the magazine rack and choose any 3 issues of The Ma
chinist.

2. Overview each issue of the newspaper.

3. Preview each section.

4. Answer the following questions.

1. WhO publishes The Machinist?

2. Where is it publishbd?

3. How often is it published?

4. For whom is it published?

5. To find out what is in a newspaper, examine all the parts.
List below the special sections which appear in each-issue;

6. How many pages are in an average issue?

7. What kind of advertiOing does-The Machinist contain?

8. On the basis of your overviewing and previewing, state in your own
'words whatyokconsider to be the purpose of The Machinist?



Job Sheet # 3

READING SKILLS Auto Mech.
Ffrt: M7,7"

TRADE NEWSPAPER ,

OBJECTIVE: To read and cement on a variety of articles which appear in lig,T
. Machinist.

MATERIALS: Copies of The Machinist.
Pen
Scissors, paste, and blank paper.

PROCEDURE:. 1. Skim and scan and organize your thoughts so that you can comment
on the following variety of articles.

2. Cut out samples of the following kinds of articles.

3. Paste and label each article on a,blank'sheet of paper.

4. Beneath each article write your own comments as eiected.

SPECIAL ARTICLES:

1. Clip an article which contains opinion, marked either by a byline
or the use of quotation marks. Ilmomarize the opinion.

Clip an article that is completely Objective; that is, it, seems to
present both sides of an issue accuratly arid fairly*
Summarize the article.

3. Clip an article which gives specific information that is new to
you. State what it is.

4. Clip an editorial. State the issue being discussed and the point
of view whJnh is beihg presented:

5. Clip a swap add which. you would be interested- in.

6. Clip an article which deals with the skills required for a job ini
your field.

7. Clip an article,which shows the concern of the newspaper for you
as a wage earner, for you as a citizen, or for as your leisure
time is involved.

)



READING MILS Auto Mech.
Sh.

TRADE NEWSPAPER

Job Sheet # 4

OBJECTIVE: To determine how much you,know about a trade newspaper.

MATERIALS: Your mind and your memory!

PROCEDURE: Write answers to the following questions.

QUESTIONS:
'1. What is the title orthe trade newspaper which pertains to your

vocational interest?

2. How often is it published?

3. What did you discover to be the principal function of a trade
newspaper? c,

4. What kinds of information did you find in a trade newspaper?

5. List four ways,in which a trade newspaper might be of service

to you in your career.
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ORGANIZING WHAT YOU HAW; READ

Explanation of the Tcchnioal
Process

Job 011:et 1

.

caMOTIVE: To gain experience in-reading the written and diagramatic e.kplaation

ofa technical process; to be able-to organize in a list the:. s;:clu.ance

of events.in a'process.
s,

Alignmalt." Snap--On Tool Co. Manual, p. 19, 31, 32, Sc 33

.',ZCCIDITIE: This is a technical selection and you should read it differently than
you road litrature or social studies. This selection oxplains

a process which involves adjusting with a ane. ecCont'ric ball

joint.

These instructions tell you how to read material that dicribee a

)rocess:

1. Jtudy the diagram. Read the names of the parts. Then try to

name tiL_:m without rereading the labels.

2. Read all of the; boldfaced headings in staection *17$ find out

what process )s will be described.

3. Read tII: introductory paragraph. Itt.C. the first saction; read

just one sentence at a tithe. If it mentions something shown in

the diagram, look back at. the diagram c.iter reading the sentence.

When you ar: sure that you understand that sentence, read the next

one in till sam) way. 3top and think about each sentence'after

you hag: read it to malze sure. that the meaning is clear tc you.

1. Aft.lr r.:adin:.; the entire section in this way, try to explain to

yourself without looling at the book just how the process takes

)1ac:.
Work with .rich of t::: remaining seetions in the same way

that you worked with th! first onl.

G. Th ,n do following-on a separat shLot of paper:

a. List in order the steps that tak: plac:, in the process which

has li!en dJscribd.
b. Draw a .1.iagram illustrating the ,,roc ass you havejuAt outlined.

c. Attach th: above to this job sheet and hand in.



READING SKILLS - Auto. Mech.
n Draft.

Elec.
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ORGANIZING WHAT YOU HAVE READ
Recognizing Propaganda.

Job Sheet #1

OBJECTIVE: To recogniZe propaganda techniques

MATERIALS: Information packet on recognizing propaganda

PROCEDURE: 1. Read the information packet on recognizing propaganda.
2. List below the six propaganda tricks.

3. Read the following advertisements. Try to identify the tricks
used. Write their name or names on the lines below the advertisement.

Propaganda Tricks

4.

2. 5.'

3. 6.

A. Wherever you go, you see the newt' Streamjet car. You can hardly drive a block
without seeing a new Streamjet. And you can't lass its years-ahead glamour
styling. Its muscular engine giveb you effortless super-power Oerformanbe
from idling to top speed in seognds. Streamjette stratosphere ride gives you
featherbedriding over the roughest roads or smoothest superhighways. You
can't make a better investment for supreme driving pleasure than the new
Streamjet. No wonder it's the most popular car in its price class, first
in sales all over the nation!' See your Streamjet dealer for your best buy
in luxury with amazing economy. Once you drive the new Streamjet, youill
never want to own any other car.

Trick or-tricks lined?
Th

B. Are you suffering from Athlete's Itch? Dryfoot brings fast relief through a,.

new scientific formula containing a medically proven ingredient. Your doctor
will tell you that keeping your feet dry is important to c ntrol Athlete's

Foot Itch. Damp, sweaty areas help the fungus which caul s burning, stinging

discomfort. Your skin in these areas blisters; cracks peels, and becomes

infected, causing intense itching and pain. This .con tion is accompanied by

an offensive odor, too. But fortunately quick relief can be yours with Dryfoot.

Medical science knows today that many methods of treating fungus infections do
more harm than good because they are too strong and cause greater irritation.
Dryfoot soothes, infected placea,because it is the only leading preparation
that contains the medically proven ingredient H-7 to keep skin dry and aid
healing by checking the growth of fungi which cause Athlete's Itch. ;Get
Dryfoot today at all leading drug counters, and enjoy wonderful comfort.



Job SheetAil

Trick or tricks used?

READING SKILLS
ORGANIZING.WHAT YOU HAVE READ
Recognizing PropPropaganda

* * *

C. Are you putting off that muchneeded vacation because you don't have ready
cash? Then you should know that funbound families stop first at the EZ
Credit Bank for an easy to budget vacation loan. EZ Credit is a neighborly
bank where you'll-find fast, friendly service from folks who understand your

money problems. You can have complete confidence in the service EZ Credit

Bank offers. Borrow up to $500.00 with repayment terms you select. More

than a million loans in five years are your assurance that people have con
fidence in EZ Credit service. And you can be sure of complete privacy
and prompt, courteous, friendly service at the EZ Credit Bank. Make ybur

vacation dream come true. See our, man at the office nearest you.

Trick or tricks used?

* * *

D. A pleasantlooking service station. attendant is pictured cleaning the wind
shield of the shiny-car in which a smiling customer ie seated at the wheel.

Below appears the following:

With Mixo Hygrade gasoline you're miles-ahead. Mixo scientints used atomic

research to bring you new Mixo Hygrade. Now you can be protected against
engine deposits that waste gasoline, cause costly repairs, and rob your car
of the power it should deliver. Mixo gives you fast starts, smooth power,

and sure response at all speeds, with the best mileage economy of any

gasoline. Pill up at your friendly Mixo -dealerhe'll be glad to see that

. your car is treated to the best possible service.

Trick or tricks used?

6
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ORGAN1T,ING WHAT YOU HAVE In'AD

Analysing Propaganda

to,

.3JECTIVE: To learn to analyzu propaganda

:ITMIAT4i.;:' information pachet on analyzing propaganda

PROCEDM: 1. Read information packet on analyZing propaganda.
2. Analyzo the example of propaganda whichar given below.

3. For each animor the five following mestions:
a. Who is tai.: propagandist?

b. WhoM is he serving?
c. ,What is hiG'aim in writinc on this subjct?
d. To what human interests, desires, emotions, does he appeal?

e. What techniques does he use? (Propaganda tricks)

:,. Do you Want roads that Ai,: defaced and disfigured by billboard advlIrtising? All

ova' Am:ridat bautiful views have boon spoiled by the billboard scourge. These

eyescores 'lave been put up so thickly along some highways.that-they.are now
billboard alleys, dangerous o-motorist, Don't lot our now national highWays

1YJ clutlred by ugly billboards as other roads have been. Write to your-Congrebs

Man today and urge him to oppose thiS menace.

1.° :d1/0 is the prepagandist?
Whom is serving?

3. What is his aim in writing on this subject?'

4. To what human interests, desires, and emotions do...s he apdf.a

). What techniques does he use?

B. Our right to Work is as important as any other one protested by the Bill of
Rights. Yet labor unions leave denied the right to earn a living tip millions of
Americans by forcing ;11-1ployers to sign compulsory union contracts. Crooked
union bosses, using all kinds of skulduggery, have kk:pt many.membero from
Voting in union .lections, creating slave labor conditions. Righttowork
laws have been pass:a-in many of our states to protest this right of Americans:
As a patriotic citizen interested in preserving our way.of.life, you should
write to members of your state legislature urging them to vote for a rightto
work law.-

1. Who is the propagandist?
2. Whom is he serving?
3. What is his aim in writing on this subject?
1. To what human interests, desires, and emotions' does he appeal?
5. What techniques does he use?



a

READING SKILLS
ORGANIZING WHAT YOU HAVE READ
Analyzing Prop. (cont.)

Job Shoot #1

C. Stevo,Jones is a man who understands, your problems booaune he's lived them.

Born in a small town, he made his way up the ladder the hard way. As a boy

he helped put two brothers and a sister through college by carrying groceries;

shoveling snowy sidewalks, and mowing lawns. He still found time to sing in

his church choir and become an Eagle Scout. In high school he starred on the

baseball and basketball teams and was elected class president in his junior
4

year.

When war came, he slugged it out with the Nazis in North Africa, Italy, and

France. Returning, to work his way through college, he soon Married the

lovely Betty Smith and now has three fine children.

*lie founded his own suoceasful business in our town. He haa always taken

an active part in community affairs, serving actively in.PT4,church, and

charity activities.

"If elected," says Steve, "I promise to do my beat for myelany good friends

and neighbors in Milltown. They're my kind of folks:"

Vote for Steve Jones for mayor, the kind of honest, hardworking, fearless

leader we need. He's your kind of guy.

a.. Who is the propagandist?

b. Whom is he serving?
c.' What is his aim in writing,on'this subject?

d. . To what human interests, desires, and emotions does he appeal?

e. What techniques does he, use?

)



OBJECTIVE:

MATERIALS:

PROCEDURE:

QUESTIONS:

READING SKILLS. 1212. Mech.
ORGANIZING WHAT AVIt'YOU READ

Analysing Propaganda

Job Shoot #2

To learn to analyze propaganda

Information packet on analyzing propaganda
LIFE magazine, June 11, 1971, pp 37; pp 56-56A.

1. Review the information packet on analyzing propaganda.
2. Obtain the assigned issue of LIFE magazine from the file.
3. Examine the assigned advertisements and answer the following

questions on each.

4. Return the magazine to the file.

A. Vega Kammback, p. 37
1'. Who is the propagandist?
2. Whom is he serving?

3. What is his aim in writing on this subject?

4. To what human interests, desires, and emotions does he appeal?:
5. What techniques does he use?

B. GoodyearTire and Rubber Co., pp. 56-56A
1. Who is the propagandiat?
2. "horn is he serving?,

3. What'is.nis aim in writing on this subject?

4. To what human interests, desires, and emotions does he appeal?

5. What teohniques does he use?



READING SKILLS - Draft,

OVERVIEWING I

Job Shoat it

OBJECTIVE: To develop the skill of ovarviewing a textbook or a technical book.

Overviewine is a quick way to gat a idea about what is in a book, a chapter,
or an article. By ovarviewing you find out what a writer is saying without read-
ing every word he has written. There are two reasons for ovarviewing (1). To
exaaine new uatarial to find out what it contains, and (2). To deteraine whether
a ipecific book contains inforaation you want.

MATERIALS: 1) 'A Manual of Engineering Drawing for Students and Draftsmen,
McGraw-dill Book Co., N.Y., 10th ed.

2) Pan

PROCEDURE: tuagina you are looking at this book for the first tine and rant to
find out what it contains.

1. Read the title.

2. Quickly scan:

(a). the table of °octants.
(b). the preface or forward
(c). the introduction
(d). the pictures, maps, graphs, or tables
(a), the appendix
(f). the index

3. Record your findings below:

(a). The title ofthis book is

(b). Read the introduction and in your own words state tha_purposa
of the book.

(c). The,table _of Contents shaw' that this book contains
of sections
broken 'down into of chapters.

no.

no.

(d). Your overview shows that this book also contains the following:
Check if applicable

(1). index
(2). appendix
(3). introduction

°(4). othar (list)

(a). From your everview, state the purposes for which you believe
thin book would be useful.

(1).
(2).

(3).

-5



READING SKILLS - Draft.'
OVERVIEWING I

,iJob Sheet #2

OBJECTIVE: To develop the skill of overviewing ;textbook or a technical book.

OVerviewing is a quick and efficient way to gat a general idea about what
is in a book, a chapter, or an article. By overviewing you find out whet a

writer is saying without reading every word he has written. There are /6 rea-

sons for overviewing: (1) To examine new material to find out what it contains,

and (2) To determine whether a specific book contains information you want.
C7

'MATERIALS: 1. Architecture, Design, Engineering Drawing, Published by McKnight
6 McKnight Co., Bloomington, Illinois.

2. Pen

PROCEDURE: Imagine you are looking at this book for the first time and want to
find out what It contains..

1. Read the title

2. Quickly scan:

(a). the table of contents
(b). the preface or forward 4

(c).the introduction
(d). the pictures, naps, aphs, or tables
(e). the appendix
(f). the index

3. Record your findings below:

(a)e The title of this book is

(V). Read the introduction and in your own words state thepurpose
of the book.

L.*

(c). The table of Contents ohms that this book contain.
no.

of sections, broken down into of chapters.°
no.

(d). Your overview shows that this book also contains the following:
Check if applicable

(1). index
(2). appendix 4

(3). introduction
(4). other (list)

(t). From your overview, state the purpose four which you believe
this book would be useful:



READING SKILLS - Draft.

OvERvilwiNc,I

Job Sheet #3

OBJECTIVE:- To develop the skill of overviewiug a textbook or a technical book.

Overviewing is a quick and efficient way to get a general idea about what
is.in a book, a chapter, or an article. By overvirwing you find out what a
writer is saying without reading every word he has written., There are two rea-
sons for overviewing: (1). To examine new material to find out what it contains,
and (2). To determine whether a specific book contains information 'You want.

MATERIALS:. 1. Architecture, Drafting, and Design, Napier, Donald i Wallach; Pail
McGraw -Hill Co.

2. Pen

PROCEDURE: Imam= you are looking at this book for the first time and want to
find out what it contains.

1. Read the title

2. Scan Quickly:

(a).,the table of contents
(6).. the preface

(c). the introduction
(d). the pictures, maps, graphs or tables
(e). the appendix
(f). the index

3. Record your findings below:

(a). The title of this book is

(b). Read the introduction and in your
of the book.

(c). The Table of Contents shows that this

of sections, broken down into

L

own words state this purpose

(d) . Your

(e). From

book contains

DO

of chapters.
DO.

overview shows that this book also contain the following:
Check if applicable

indix
appendix
introduction
other (list)

your overview, State the purpose for which you believe
this book would be mseCul:

Cl).
(2).

(3).

u ((I



READING SKILLS - Draft.
contimralm

Job Sheet #4

OBJECTIVE: To develop the skill of overvimwing,a textbook or a technical book.

Overviewing is a quick and efficient; ay to get a general idea about what
is in a book, a chapter, or an article. overviewing you find dun what 0`
writer is saying without reading every word he has written. There'are two rea-
sons for overviewing: (1). To examine material to kind out what it contains,
and (2). To determine whether a specific book contains information you want.

MATERIALS: 1. Mechanical Drawing: A text with Problem layouts, McGraw-Hill Co.
N.Y.

\\

2. Pen

PROCEDURE: Imagine ybu are looking at this book for the first time and want to
find out what it contains.

1. Read the title

2. Quickly scan:
1

(a). the table of contents
(b). the preface or forward
(c). the introduction
(d). the pictures,' maps, graphs, or tables
(e), the appendix
(f). the index

3. Record you findings below:

at

(a). The title of this book is f,

(b). Read the introduction And in your own words state the purpose
of the book.

77

(O. The Table of Contents shows that this book contains

of sections, broken down into of chapters.
no.

no.

(d). Youi overview -shows that this book aiso contains the following:

(1). index
(2). appendix

'(3). introduction
(4). other (list)

Check if

(e). From your overview, state the purpose for which you believe
this book would be useful:

(1).

(2).

(3).



A

Job Sheet #1

OBJECTIVE: .Tb de4elop the''skill of pverviewing a chapt4 in a textbook or a
technical book.'

READING SKILLS - Draft

OVEOVIEWINO II

oyerviewing is a quick and efficient way to get a genera
in a book, a chapter, oven article. By overviewing you find
is saying without reading every word he has written. There ar
me'rViewing: (1)0To examine new material to find out what it
To deter!nine whether a specific chapter contains information w
fled.

MATERIAP: 1. French, Thomas,and Vierck, Charles,'tn ineeri
ter 8, "Sections and Conventions."

PROCEDURB:

a.

b.

2. Pen

6Verview the chapter as follows:

1. Read the title

2. Read the bold-face headings

3.. Read the opening paragraph(s).

idea-aboUt what is
out wbat a writer
two reasons for

ontains, and (2)
ich you want and

Drawing, chap-

4,' Look for illustrations, tables, symbol charts,
Read the captions.

5. Record your findings below:

The title of this chapter is

This chapter is divided into

diagrams, etc.'

no.

of sections

c. Most chapters indicate in the opening paragraphs what the chapter will
be about. Read the first paragraphs of this chapter and in your own words state
its puepose:

1d. List all the bold-face headings which develop the chapter!

e. State the technical purpose for which the information in this chapter
would be useful:



,1
RE DING SKILLS - Draft

OVERVIEI1NG II

Job Sheet #2

OBJECTIVE: To develop the skill of overviewing a chapter in a textbook or a
technical book.

Overviewing_is a quick and effidient way to get's; general idea about what
is in a book, a chapter, or an article. By overviewing you find out what a writer
is saying without reading every 'word he has written. There are two reasons for
overviewing: (1) To examine new material to'find out what it contains, and (2)
To determine whether a specific chapter contains information which you *ant and
need.

MATERIALS: . Hepler and Wallach, Architectpre, Design, Engineering Es.Drawing,..
Section, Two, "Service Area."

2. Pen

PROCEDURE; Overview the chapter as follows:
- r

1. Read the title.

2. Read the bold-face headings.'

3. Read the opening paragraph(s).

4. Look for illustrations, tables, symbol charts, diagrams, etc.
Read the captions.

. Record your findings below.

a. The title of thiC chapter is

b. This chapter is divided into of sections.
no.

c. Met chapter indicate in the opening paragraphs what the chapter
will be about. Read the first paragraphs of this chapter and in
your own words state its purpose:

d. List all the bold-face headings which develop the chapter

e. State the teChnicil purpose for which the information in this chapter
would bp useful.

O

u



READING SKILLS - Drafting

OVERVIEWING II

Job Sheet #3

OBJECTIVE: To overview a chapter in a textbook without-writing all the infor-
mation down.

MATERIALS: French and Svenson, Mechanical Drawing, Chapter 1, "The Language of
,P Drawing."

PROCEDURE:, Overview the chapter as follows:

1. Read the title.

2. Read-the bold-face headings.

3. Read the opening para, ph(s).

4. Look for illustrations tables, symbol
Read the captions.

5. If you have correctly following
chapter, you should now be able
chapter without having to write
listed in Job Sheets #1 and #2.
ment.,

charts,, diagrams, etc.

the process of overviewingil
to state the purpose of this
out all the information you'
COmplete the following state-

The purpose of this chapter is

tl



(Z7

41.

Job Sheet #4

READING SKILLS Drafting

OVERVIEWING II

OBJECTIVE: To overview a Chapter in a textbook without writing all the information'
down.

MATERIALS: Spence, William P., Architecture, Design. Engineering and Drawing.
Chapter 11, "Getting the House Built."

PROCEDURE: Overview the chapter as follows:

1. Read the title.

2. Read the boldface headings.

3. Read the opening paragraph(s).

4. Look for illustrations, tables, symbol charts, diagrams, etc.
Read the captions.

5. If you have correctly followed the process of overviewing a
chapter, you should now be able to state the purpose of this
chapter without having to write out all the information you
listed in Job Sheets #1 and.'02. Complete the following
statement:

The purpose of this chapter is

VP



Job :3h.)at

READING :SKILLS Draft
PREVIEWING

I3JCTiVE: To 1:v_lod tli; skill o!' Previewin,7 an article.

Ov_:rvieuingu as you have seon, giv)s you a general idea of what is in a
hooLl. a chapt:r,:or'an article. In pr,viewinc4 you take a closorlook at a

.

ohapt,r, an artic111 or a boOklet to 6-(.t a more specific idea of its contents.
You now read thu title, hjadings, and subhmdings, -words in special type,
captions, and notes. Alsol you read the first and last paragraphs and any
summary YOU may find.

7r io most useful with short selections; it is luast.useful uith
mat Trial, lik,; a t.sctbook. Previewinc helps you sav)valuablo tiff!)

and .ffort. It gives you a good idea-of what is. in an art icls. without reading
very. wurd ..

1. 11.a.gas int.: articles, "Plexibl::! Space,'

2. Pen or pencil.

.':,(;C':' I: 1. Go to.th.; fil) cabinet and obtain the magazine article.
". Pr)vicw the: assigned material using the following az your guide.

a. rial the title.
b. 'Road the hcadings and subheadings. 40

R:)ad the first and-last paragraphs,
d. Uords, phrases, and sontences in boldface Italia,

/ or othr soecial typ.
Read any summary that you might find.

f. LoOk at t4(; pictures, tablos, map, and graphs. Road the
captions,

Answr VI, following qu.:stions only as. they apply to this manual.
a. Th titl. of tht_ article is.
b. Ph article dsialo with
a: Th., first main hJading of the article tells

d. What is the Second main heading of the article?
How do the illustrations, pictures, or diagrams help?

f. Uhat kind of lists can you find in this article, and for
what would they bo useful?

Return tho 'article to the file cabinet.

6,7



READING SKILLS Draft
PREVIEWING

Job 2haat 12

OBJECTIVE: To develop the skill of proviewi% an article.

as you have seen, gives you a general idea of what is in a book,
a ohaptert or an articla. In ITOviewini; you take a °loser look at a chapter, an
cruel.:, or a booklet to got.a more specific idea of;ita cOntents. :nu now read,
the title:, headings and subheadinga, words in special type, captions, and notes.
Also- you read tha first and last paragraphs and any summary you may find.

Pruyiewinc is most usefUl with short selections; it. is least useful with
lengthy material, like a textbook. .Proviewinvhelpa you save valuable time and -%
effort. It gives you a good idea of what is in an article without.reading-every
word. /

MATERIALS; 1. Magazina article, "Mew Idiom of Strength and Texture"
2. Pan-

PROCEDURE: 1. Go to tho file: and obtain the magazine article, "New Idiom
of Strangth and Texture"

2. Proviuwing in the assigned material using the following as your
guide;
a. Road thi. title
b. Ruad the heading and subheading
c. Road th, first and last paragraph°
d. Road words, phrasaa, and aentences in-boldface, italic, or

other special type.
,. Read any summary that you might find.
f. Look at thu pictureal table°, maps, and graphs. Road the caption°.

3. Anower the: folloWing quiationa only as they apply to thin article.
a. Tho title of tho article is
b. ,The article deals with
0.7.1The first main h.mding of the article tello

d. ;What is sloond main heading of the article?
e. How do the illustrations, pictures, or diagrams help you?
f. What kinds of lists can you find in this article, and for

'what would they be useful.
4. Roturn tho article to the file cabinet.



Job Sh ,!

=DING 3KILLO - Draft

cMCTIV::
. Po d.Arlop th: skill of .03.'$.viewir%; an article.

(Ar:rvi.:wing, as you hay: seen, gives you 'a general id,:a of what is in a
book, a chapt.;r1 or an articb. In praviewinc: you take a closer lock at a
oheot,r,,an articl, or a booklet to get a.mora specific id -a of its contents.
You now road the titl liadings and subheadings, wordS in spooial typi, captions,
and notes. Also you, read the first and last paragraphs and any summary you may find.

.'r'vicwin- in most us :ful with uhcrt selections; it is least usful with
luivt4y.matriall like; a teL:tbook. .Pr.viewing helps you 9avo valuabl; time and
:ffort It you a good idea of what is in an article without reading every,
war.

1. nagasine article, "Current work; 11:w T.Ixico and Utah"
?rivio cn4u th assid mat.!rial, using; the following as yo r guide.
a. I; :ad th title,.

b. Ilad headitigs and uuhl!adings.-
c. it ad tho first and last p;t.ri;rapho.
a. nad words, phrases, and s tencus in boldfacp!, or

otker typl.
Rad any summary that you might find.

f. Look at the picture°, tables, maps, and graphs. R.!ad thI

captions.
3. Answer the following qu.stions only an they apply to this article.

a. Th.: titl! of the artiolo in
b. Ph. articlo deals 3:
c. Ph! first main heading of the article tYlls

V
d. 'net in the Second main heading of th, article?

Pow do the illustrations, pictures, and diagrams help^
f. !,hat 'rinds of lists can you find in this artielo, and for what

would thy be useful!'
RAurn th; article to thy; fil cabinet.



READING SKILLO - Draft
PREVIEWING

Job Shoot A

OBJECTIVE: To:develop th_ skill of previewinu an article.

Ovrviewing, as you have. seen, giv)s you a gonoral idea of what is in a
book, a chapter, or an artic1J. In 2reviewing you take a closer look- at a
chapter, or a booklet to g'Yt a more specific idea of its. contents. You now
read the titlo, headings and subheadings; words. in Special type, captions, and
notes.' Also, you read the. first and last-Paragraphs and _any summary you may

vi,!winci is most 110ful with short Ielections; it is least useful with
lalgthy material, like a.- textbook. Provi,_!winc helps you oave,valuablo time

and effort. It givos you a good idea of what is in an article without reading ev-
ry.word.

MATERIAL. : 1. Magazine article, "Techniques: Western Parking Garages"
2. ?en

PRQCEDURE: 1. Go to thu file cabinet ruld,obtain the magazine, article.
2. Preview the assigned material lasing the following_as your

guide:
a. Road the title.
b. Road the headings and subheadings.
c. Read the first and last paragraphs.
d. R:ad the words, phrases, and sentences in boldface, italic,

or other special typo.
o. Read any summary you might find.
f. Look at the pictures, tables, maps, and graphs. Road the

captions.
3. Ansltir the following questions only as they apply to this

material.
a. Thif tit1,2 of the artiolu is

b. Thi article deals
o. -Thu first main heading of the article tells

d. What is the second main heading of the article

1. How do the illustrations, pictures, or diagrams help?

f. That kinds of lists can you find in this article and for
what would they be veefnl?

4. Return the article to the file cabinet when you finish.



Job Sheet #1

READING SKILLS Draft.
SCANNING I

OBJECTIVE: To develop the skill of scanninE for specific facts

Scanning is planned huntskipread process for finding specific
facts, names, date, sizes, distances, prices, and similar
information. When you have to locate.specific facts, scanning may
be the best way to do it.

When: you scan fort iopecific fact, you do very little reading.
Instead, you allow your eyes to move rapidly over the material
until you find what you are looking for.

MATERIALS: 1. Hepler lc Wallach, Architecture, Drafting and Design,
"Area Planning," pp. 10-24

2. Pen

PROONDURE: 1. Read the questions below, and Goan for the answers one .at

a time, following these guides:

a. Keep clearly in mind the question you want answered.
b. Decide in'what form the answer should appear. For

example should the answer be a word, a name, a number,

or a date?
c. Move your eyes quickly over the page, looking for your

clues.
4

d. When you find what you think in the answer, read more
carefully.

e. Stop reading when you havfound the correct answer.
f. Accord the answer in the space provdiod..

2. Time yoUxself. You should be able to scan the material and

answer the questions in minutes.

QUESTIONS: 1. When an architect designs a school building, what are the areas

involved?
2. What is meant by a closed plan?
3. What are the means of closing an open plan living room in order

to provide privacy?

4. What is one major separation that can divide living room and
dining room other than a wall?

5. The living room should appear inviting comfortable, and spacious.
This appearance oan be accomplished by:

1. '2.

3.

6. Living room lightamg is divided into two types:

1. 2.

7. What io the function of a dining room?



OBJECTIVE:

MATERIALS:

PROCEDURE:

QUESTIONS;

READING SKILLS - Draft.
SCANNING - I

Job Sheet *2

To develop the skill of scanning for specific facts

Scanning. is a planned hunt-skip-read proclaim for finding specific
facts, names, dates, sizes, distances, prices, and similar inform.
ation. Whey you have to locate specific) facts, scanning may be
the best way ,to do it.

When you acorn fora specific factl'you do very little reading.
Instead, you allow your eyes to move rapidly over the material until
you find what you are looking for.

French do Svensent Mechanical Drawing, pp. 295-306
Pen

1. Read the questions below, and Ewan for the answers, one at
a time, following these guides:

a. Keep clearly in mind the questions you want answered.
b. Decide in what form the answer should appear. For

example, should the answer bd a wordtAL a number,
or a date?

c. Move your eyes quickly over the page, looking for your
clues.

d. When you find what you think is the answer, read more
carefully.

e. StOp reading when you have found the correct answer.
f. Record the answer in the space provided.

2. Time yourself. You ahoula be able to scan the material and
answer the question in minutes.

1. Give two considerations of a general design?
2. What kind of lettering is needed in making an architectural

working drawing?
3. Give two criteria in house styles regarding construction, ap-

pearance of the house.

4. State at least 3 characteristics of a Georgian house.
5. Write fi examples of contemporary architecture.
6. What io a thumbnail sketch?
7. What are the parte of a working drawing?

14-1

U
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READING SKIMS - Draft.
Soannink- I

Job Sheet #3

OBJECTIVE: To develop the akin of scanninG for specific facts

Scanning is a planned hunt -skip -read process for finding
specific faots, names, dates, sizes, distances, prices, and
similar information. When you have to locate specific facts,
scanning may be the beet way to do 4

When you scan for a specific fact, you do the little reading.b
Instead, you allow your eyes to move rapidly over the material
until, you find what you are looking;ror..

MATENtALS: Hepler & Wallach, Architecture, Drafting and Design,
"Area Planning" Pp. 28-40

Read the questions below, and can for the answers, one
at a time, following these guides:

PROCEDURE: 1.

a. Keep clearly iR mind the questions you want answered.
b. Decide in what form the answer should appear. For

example, shouldthe answer be a word, a name, a number
or a date?

o. Move your eyes quickly over the page, looking for your
clues.

d. When you find what you think le the answer read more

carefully.
e. Stop reading when you they° found the correct answer.

f. Record the Answer in the space provided.

2. Time yourself. You should be able to scan the material and
answer the questions in minutes.

,QUESTIONS: 1. What is the purpose of the family room?
2. What are the recommended material° to keep the noise of the

various aotivitieo from spreading to other parts of the house.

3. Other than recreation room, give two names that apply to it.

1. 2.

4. A covered platform leading into an entrance of a building is

called
5. Large porohon extolling around several sides of a home are

called?
6. A projection from a building similar to a porch is known as?

7. The portion of a house which is a place adjacent or directly
aoceoeible to the house is called?

8. Loggia, breezeway, and terrace are other names applied to the

?,3



READING SKILLS - Draft.
SCANNING,- I

Job Sheet #4

OBJECTIVE: To develop the skill of scanning for specific facts.

Scanning is a planned hunt-skip-reaeprodess for finding specific
facts, names, dates, sizes, distances, prices, and similar
information. When, you have to locate specific facts, scanniKmmy
be the way to do it.

When you scan for a specific fact, you do very little reading.
Instead, you allow your eyes to move rapidly over the material
until you find what you are looking for.

MATERIALS: Hepler-Wallach, Architecture, Drafting and Design, Area'Plamnine

Pp. 49-56
Pen

PROCEDURE: 1. Read the questions below, and scan for the answers, One at time,
following these 'guides:

a. Keep clearly in mind the questions you want answered.
b. Deoide in what form the answer should appear. For example,

should the answer be a word, ,a name, a number, or a date?

o. Move4oUr eyes quickly over the page, looking for your
olues.

d. When you find what you think is the answer, read more
carefully.

e. Stop reading when you found the correct answer.
Record the answer in the space provided.

Z.' Time yourself. You should be able to scan the material
and answer the questions in minutes.

QUESTIONS: 1. What is the Hawaiian word for porch?
2. Enumerate five areas that are involved in the traffic areas of

a house?
3. Name one method of determining the effectiveness of the traffic

pattern of a house.

4. What are the requirements in building a hallway in the house?

5. What do stairs provide?
6. State some considerations in designing stairs.

7. The overall width of the stairs is the distance across the
tread a minimum of ,3 feet is allowed. However, a width of

and are preferred.

86 7/



READING SKILLS - Draftidg:
WANNIFG

Job Sheet /1 1

7OBJECTIVE: To develop the skill of scanning for numerical facts.

MATERIALS: French. & Vierck. Fhginetring Drawing. (10th edition)' See Appendix
Dy- A 62 - A - 79

PROCEDURE:. 1. In. Appendix D iota. table of Docimal,.of Equivalents.
2.. -Scan the table for answers to the questions which are' below.
3. Time yourself. You',shoul.d be able to scan the table and

answer questions 1--8 in minutes.

QupsTION11:

1. How many threads per inch does a 5/16 diameter bolt contain?

2. With a coarse thread series 6 and 1 1/2 diameter bolt, what size.
of tap drill is needed?

3. What is the basic diameter wood screw with a nominal size of 16?

4. -What is the outside and inside diameter of a washer, size 24?--

5. What is the minimum thickness of loch washer having 5/16 dia-
meter and specified as heavy duty?

6. Define taper:

7. In Norse Taper aeries, the diameter of gage line is 1.500 and
the No. of taper is what is the taper in foot?

A wire with-23 gage, what io the equivalent gage as in imperial
wire gam?



O READING MILLS - Drafting
SCANNING II

Job Sheet r 2

OBJECTIVE: TO develop the skill of scanning for numerical facts.

MATERIALS: Dovlas v.. uae Book.
Structural Data & Design Tables, pp. 60-63.

,1510QEDURE: 1., Anthe_opec4iedpagesio a table of cawnslumber.
2. Scan the table for answers to the questions which are below.
3. Time yourself. You should be able to sow the, table and,answer

questions 1-8 in minutes.

'OJESTIONS: 1. What is the' size of a surface stock with anominal dimenthion of 6x10?

How many board foot per
a measurement of 6 x

3.. With a nominal sizes of
and deflection?

lineal foot deep a piece for 4 beam having
contain?

joist 3 x 8, what is the moment of inertia

4. What is the area of a 18 x 28 beam?

5. Find the sizes of the joisto)with 1,803,000 moment of resistance,
and 1,200 fiber stress.

6. find the section modulus of a Stock with 2,547,000 moment of re-
sistance.

7. What is the surfaced size of 14 x 24 beam?

1. What size df plank is needed to have a plank with 3,046 fiber stress?

Record Time

, 7O



OBJECTIVE:

MATERIALS:

READING SKILLS Drafting
SCANNING II

Job Sheet # 3

To develop the skill of scanning for numerical facts.

Kepler & Wallach. Architecture, Drafting & Design. Pages 90-99.

PROCEDURE: 1.

2.

3.

ganTIONS:

.14

-NO

On the specified pages is a table of standard dimensions.
Scan the table for answers to the questions which are below.

Time yourself. Yoi should be able to soan the table and an
.

swer questions 1 -5 in minutes.

1. What is the Minimum depth for wardrobe closets?

2. What is a wardrobe closet?

3. 'Eriumerate two parts of a room divider?

b.

4. The primary function of a bedroom is to provide facilities for_

sleeping. What cothe;, function does it provide?

5., List the furniture a minimum size bedroom should acoomodate.

6. The wall space needed for twin beds is

7. The aver,ge square footage of a small bedrOom is From

to square feet.

3. When complete souhdpioofine.is desired, what materials are needed?

4

Record. Time

8"



OBJECTIVE:

READING SKILLS

' SCANNING II - Drafting

Job Sheet #4

To develop'the skill of scanning for numerical facts.

t

MATERIALS: Douglas Fir Use Book
Uniformly, Distributed Loads for Joist and Beam pg. 76-93

PROCEDURE:

QUESTIONS:

1. In the Douglas Fir Use Book locate the sizes, fober, stresses,
shear stress in pounds per sqamre, ihoh.

2. Scan the table for answers to the questions listed below.

3. Time yourself. Record your time in the space below.

1. What is.the total load in pounds, including the weight of the beam if you will
use 2x4 material with a 3'0', span and having a 1200 fiber stress?

2. What is the modulus of
span, the total load i

icity of a beam at a deflection of/1/360 of the
1 including weight of the beam.: ,

3. What is the load in pounds er lineal fOotl including weight of beam per foot, .

for a 2x6 material with a 50 stresses and 7'0 span?

4. A 6'0 span with a 3,150 pounds beam, including t e weight of it, what size of
bemm is required?

What's the weight in pounds per foot of
C

I0 beam with a span of 6'0?

/
6.Witha2,050stressona7'Onspanbeam/using 6x18 beam, what is the total,

Load in pounds including the weight ofit?

4

7. A joist with 18,500 pounds per lineal'foot
size of joist?,

with a 9'0fl span, requires What
0



READING SKILLS .Draft.

OBJECTIVE:'

MATERIALS:

PROCEDURE:

QUESTIONS:

t

7t,

SCANNING III

Job Sheet #1

To. develop the skill of sotanning arALiammangmkgr.

ArchUecture, Drafting and Depign.
Unit 71. "Building Costs", Pp. 459-463

1. You are to scan a list of cost analysis.
2. Read the questions that follow in the list below.
3. Scan for the answers, one question at a time.
4. Time yourself. Note your time on your Record Sheet.

1. Approximately 40 perc

X
t of the cost of the, average home is

for materials. What i the diributed cost for labor and lot?

2. What are two basic methods of determining the cost of a hbuse?

a.

b.

3. In addition to these aforementioned methods enumerate three more
methods.

a,

b.

c.

What is F.H.A.?

5. The cubic foot method of determining the cost of building a-house
is multiplying the cubic volume and the construction cost. If
the total cubic volume is` 14;400 cu. ft., what is the total cost?

6. In accordance with the Engineering News Record, what is the price.
of accoustical ceilings and structural frames?

a. Structlfraloframes

b. Accoustical ceilings

7. The lawyer's, architect's, and urveyor's fees are sometimes included
in the closing costs. State t e average closing cost fees of the

;above mentioned.

a. Lawyer

c. Architect

9

b. Surveyor



READING SKr:LS - Draft.

SCANNING III

Job Sheet #2

OBJECTIVE: To develop the skill of scanning for a name and number.

MATERIALS: Architecture, Drafting and Design.
Section l491 Pp. 452-459
Pen

PROCEDURE: You are to scan methods of checking.
2. Read the questions that follow below.
3. Scan for the answers, mne question at a time.
4. Time yourself. Note time on your record sheet.

QUESTIONS:

Give one method of determining the adequacy of,room sizes
and give proportions.

2. Give the sizes of the following:

a. Freezer

b. 8 cubic foot refrigerator

c. Stove

d. Dryer

e. Double Bed

f. Vanity

g. Corner Bathtub

h. Large Sofa

i. Dining table for eight persons

j. Round" dining table for six persons
4

o

3. One of they most effective methods of checking architectural
drawings is

8 u



Job Sheet #1

READING SKILLS: Draft.
SCIMMING FOR MAIN IDEAS

e

OBJECTIVE: To develop the skill of skimming for main ideas

Skimming for main ideas is a piragraphbyparagraph eearoh for
the main ideas in a chapter or an article. When you skim for
main ideas, you focus on each of the major points made by the
writer. You still don't read every word, but you now go deeper
into the material than before.

MATERIALS- French, Thomas, Engineering Drawing, Chapter 6, p. 157

PROCEDURE: 1. Skim ,the Chapter for the main idea.
a. Read the title.
b. Read the headings and subheadings.
c. Read the first sentence of every paragraph.
d. Read the last sentence of every paragraph.

2. Answer these questions.

a. When details are not clearly presented in orthographic
projection, what type of illubtration can be used in order
to show them clearly?

b. Theoratically what type of projection is similar to
axonometric projection?

c. What piptorial drawing is the simplest to draw?

d. What are nonisometric lines?

e. Mhat method of drawing is used in presenting an object
with many nonisometric lines?

f. What axonometric drawing is seldom used, duo to the diffi
culty of presenting circles in the projection?

g. What projection or pictorial drawing has axeses which are

unequally foreshortened?

9



ING SKILLS - Draft.
SKIMMING FOR MAIN IDEAS

Job Sheet # 2

OBJECTIVE: To develop the skill of skimming for main ideas

Skimming for main ideas is a paragraph -by- paragraph search for

the main ideas in a chapter or an article. When you skim for main
ideas, you focus on each of the major points made by the'writer.
You still don't read every word, but yoU now go .deeper into the

material than before.

MATERIALS:

PROCEDURE:

Hepler and Wallach. Architecture - Drafting and Design

Unit 24, PP. 145-151

1. Skim the assigned unit for the main idea.
a. Read the title.
b. Read the headings and subheadings.
c. Read the.first sentence of every paragraph.

d. Read the last sentence of every paragraph.
2. Answer.these questions.

a. How do architects and designers develop and record their ideas?
b. What rooms and facilities are planed in the basement?

c. What is the preliminary-step in designing the floor plan?

d. What is meant by closed Plan?
e. Where is the open plan mostly used?,

f. Why is it desirable to construct a house over a long period"'

of time?
g. What part of the house can be added in the future years of

need?
h. Before the initial construotion begins, what part of the

plan should be drawn?



OBJECTIVE:

MATERIALS:

PROCEDURE:

QUESTIONS:

46

READKIND SKILLS Draft.
SKIMMI FOR -MAIN IDEAS

4

Job Sheet # 3

To develop the skill of skimming for main ideas

Skimming for main ideas is a paragraphbyparagraph search for the
main ideas in a chapter or an article. When you skidfor main ideas!,
you focus on each of the major points made by the writers. You
still don't read every word, but you now go deeper intethe material
than before.

French, Thomas, En211:115 Drawing, Chapter 10, pp. 289-299

1. Read-the title.
2. Read the headings and subheadings.
3. Read the first sentence of every paragraph.

4. Read the last sentence of every paragraph.
5. Answer the questions below.

1. For the productiOn of any, part a
necessary, complete with shape and size deseription and giving,
where needed, the operations that-are to be performed by the

2. What is a basting draWingl

3. are made of cast iron, coatbd on the
molding surfaces with a refractory material.

4 Types of operations that are made by heating.metal to make it

plastic and then forming it to shape on a power hammer with or without

the id of- special steel dies are called

5. Name wo classes of machining methods in accordance with the

opera ing principle of the machine performing the work.

is

a.

b.

6. A machine oapable of producing all other machine tools is
Called a

7. The general purpose of grinding is to make a
and more than can be obtained.

-by turning, planing, and milling.
What is a broach?

. The processing of metals by heat and chemicals to change the
physical properties of the material is called

10. Careful is an-important feature of modern

production.



OBJECTIVE:

MATERIALS:

/ PROCEDURE:

QUESTIONS:

Job Sheet # 4

READING SKILLS Draft.
smania FOR *AIN IDEAS

To develop the skill of skimming for main ideas

Skimming for main ideas is a paragraph by paragraph searoh for the
main ideas in a chapter or an article. When you skim for main
ideas, you focus on each of the major points made by the writers.
You still don't read every word, but you now go deeper into the
material than before.

Kepler and Wallach, Architecture Drafting and Design, Unit 35,

PP. 218-232

1. Road the title.
2. Read the headings and subheadingt.

3. Read the first sentence of every paragraph.

4. Read the last sentence of every paragraph.
5. Answer the questions below. 4

1. What are the two main purposes of drawing a plot plan?
a.

b.

2: The plan showing
lot is called

3. Give two" reasons
several years.
a.

b.

4. Define survey:
5. A Survey drawing should be , and should do

wha 9 `).`

6. What el of dimension?
7. The angle of each property

the types and location of vegetation for the

why landscaping a lot may be prolonged through

line from north is known as an

3. What is a transit?
9. A drawing board mounted on a tripod is called a

10. Geographical survey maps dhow the general contour of the

area, including features of the terrain such

as h and 6

ty)



OBJECTIVE:

MATERIALS:

PROCEDURE:

QUESTIONS:

READING SKILLS Draft.

SKIMMING FOR MAIN

Job Sheet # 5

To check how well you have learned the procedure of skimming

Miller, James Nathan, "It's a DeadEmd-Road for the Dropout"

1.

2.

3.

1.

2.

Obtain the opeoified article from the file.
Follow the skimming pr000dure you have been practicing
in the preceding job sheets, and skim the article.
Answer the questions below.

What happens to the person who tries.to "fake" having
a high school diploma?
List three reasons why students often drop out of school,
according to-the article:
a. .

b.

c.

3. Compare working conditions and school conditions as often
experienced by the dropout.

How. do they differ?

In what ways are they alik(h

4. Some jobs are "learning by doing" situations where the

employer trains you. Are those increasing or:decreasing?

Are there more or less people in oompetition for these

jobs?

5. The article states that the high school diploma has oome

to mean three things. Name them.

a.

b.

0.
6. A high school drbpout can always enlist in the Army if he

can't find a job. Yea No

Explain your answer.

7. An employer from Portland, Oregon, is quoted on his feelings

regarding the hiring of dropouts. Summarize what he says.



READING SKILLS - Draft.
ORGANIZINGVHAT YOU HAVE READ

Classification

Job Sheet 441

OBJECTIVE: To be able to identify a classification pattern, its subdivisions,
and the differentiating characteristics of each.

MATERIALS: French and Wierck, Engineering Drawing, p. 18, fig. 2.2 and
p. 19, sect. 2.9

PROCEDURE: 1. The selection assigned is a classification article about
drafting pencils.

2. The caption under the illustration tells you what the general
pencil classifications are.

3. Scan the article to find the general classifications.

4.. Now read the article carefully to find the sub-divisions.

5. In the outline below fill in the correct sub- divisions.

I. Kinds of pencils

A.

B.

II. Grading of pencils

A. Soft

1.

(list)

B. Medium

1.

(list)

C. Hard

1.

III. Uses for qraded pencils

A. Soft

1.

2.

B. Hard

1.

e



READING SKILLS - Draft.
.ORGANIZING WHAT YOU HAVE READ

,

ClensificatiOn

Job Shoot #2

OBJECTIVE: To be able to identify a-classification pattern, its illAiviaionia",

and the differentiating_characteriatics of each.

MATERIALS: French and Wiercki Engineering Drawing, pp. 40-42, "Cleseification
of Alphabet of Lines."

PROCEDURE: 1, The selection aagigned is a olaaoification article about

Alphabet of Linea. v.

2. The drawings for the Alphabet of Linea tell you about
kinds of linen. -

3. Scan the section, "The Alphabet of Lines," to find the two
types of drawing linen.

4. Examine the drawings and read the article #2.39.

5. Fill in the sub - headings in the outline below.

I. Kinds of drawings

A.

B.

II. Widths of lines for finished. drawing's

A.

B.

C.

3 ,r7
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Job Sheet #1'

BEADING SKILLS Draft.
TRADE JOURNAL

OBJECTIVE: To beoome familiar with the format and purpose of ENGINEER

MATERIALS: 3 issues of ENGINEER "

PROCEDURE: Note: To complete this job ,,sheet you will be expected to'

Me. use of all the reading skills you have been practicing.

1. Go to the file and choose any 3 issues of ENGINEER.

2. Overview each issue of the magazine.

3. Preview each section.

4. Answer the following questions.

5. Return the magazines to the file.

QUESTIONS,: 1. Who publishes ENGINEER?
2. For whom is it published?

3. Where is it published?

4. How often is it published?

5. What is the price of a subsoription?

6. To become familiar with the magazine, examine all the part.

List below the special sections which appear in each issue.

7. How many pages are in an average issue?

8. Examine the advertising in ENGINEER. List below fdur
specialized products whioh you find advertised.

a.

o.

b.

d.

9./ On the basis of your overviewing and previewing, State in

your own-words what you consider to-be the purpose of

ENGINEER.



41,

' READING SKILLS - Draft.
TRADE JOURNAL

Job Sheet #2

OBJECTIVE: 'To skimandto comment on'a variety of article° which appear in °

ENGINEER.

MATERIALS:' 3 issues of ENGINEER

PROCEDURE: 1. Go to the file and obtain any 3 issues of ENGINEER.
2. Skim a ykriety of'artioles as suggested iri-ErF;Stiona below.

3. Answer the questions.

4. Return the magazine° to the file.

SPECIAL ARTICLES:

le

1. Skim one feature article. State the title of the article and
the issue (date) in which it appears.

In your own wordo,,otate what the article is about and what inform-
ation you learned by skimming it.

2. Skim one editorial. State the issue (date) in which it appears.

In yoixi own words, state the topic which the editorial discusses
and the position which the writer takes.

3. Examine the "New Products" section. In your own words describe a
a product whioh is featured which you have never heard of befoO.

4. What is the Reader Service card? How doers it work?

5. Read one Letter to the Editor. What is the writer saying in hip

letter?

6. List four way° in which reading ENGINEER would be useful to

draftsman or an engineer.

1.

2.

3.

4.

gri /I

AIL



READING' SKILLS - El's.

OVERVIEWING

Job Sheet ti 1

OBJECTIVE: To develop the actin of overviewing a textbook or a technical book.

Overviewing is a quick and efficient way to get a general idea about what is
in a book, a chapter, or an article. By overviewing you find out what a writer
is saying without reading every word he has written.' There are two reasons for
overviewing: "(1). To examine new material to find out what it contains, and (2).
To determine whether a specific book contains information you-want.

MATERIALS: Zbar, Paul,

PROCEDURE: 1. Imagine
to find

Industrial Electronics.

you are looking at this book for the first time and want
out what it contains.

2. Read the title:

3. Quickly scan:

(a). the table of contents
(b).' the preface or forward
(c)':' the introduction
(d):. the pictures, maps, graphs, or tables

(e): ,the appendix
(f). the index

4. Recdrd your findings below:

(a). The title of this book is

a.

(b). Read the introduction and in your own words state the purpose
of the book.

(c). The table of contents shown that this book contains

of sections, broken down into
no.

of bhaptera.
no

(d). Your overview shows that this book also contains the following:
Check if applicable

(1). index
(2) . appendix
(3). introdUction
(4). other (lint)(

5. From your overview state the purpose for which you believe this
book would be useful.

q g .



READING SKILLS - Elec.
OVERVIEWING I

Job Sheet #2

OBJECTIVE: To develop the skill of overviewinc a textbook or a technical book.

Overviewink is a quick and efficient way to get a general idea about what is

in book, a-chaptor4 or an article.____By_overviewingyoujind,out what a'Writer

is-H'saying without-reading-every-word-he-has-writ4en, There' are two-reasons for

`OverviewinF: (1) To examine new material to find out what*it contains, and
(2) To determine whether a specific book contains in-formation you want.

MATERIALS: Kiver, Milian, Transistors.

PROCEDURE: Imagine you are looking at this book for the first time and want to
find out what,it contains.

. 41

a

1. Read the title."
2. Quickly scan:

a, The table of contents
'1).- The preface or_forward
c. The introduction
d. The pictures,' maps, graphs, or tables'
e. The ffpendix
f. The,imlex

3. Record your."findings

a.\ The title of this bOok is

'b. Read the introduction and in your own words state the-purpose
of the book:

c. The table of contents shows that this. book contains
;no

of sections, broken down into of chapters.
no

d. Your overview shows that this book also contains the following:

Check if applicable

1. Index

2. Appendix

3. Introduction

4. Other (list)

e. Frowyour overview, stat the purpose for which you believe
this book would be usefu

1.

2.

3.



READING SKILLS - Elect,
OVERVIEWING I

Job Sheet #3

OBJECTIVE: To develop the skill of overviewing a textbook or a technical book.
0

4h

Overviewins is .a quick and efficient way to get a general idea about what is

in -a bookt a_chapter, an artit A. By overviewinK you find out what, a writer

is saying without -readi-nr-every worelhe-has-wri-t-ten.There-are -two -reasons-for-

overviewing: (1) to examine new material to find out what it contains, and

CO to determine Whether a specific book- contains inforMation yOu wailt
17*

MATERIALS: ,Duarte and Duarte, Eledtronics Assembly Methods.

PROCEDURE: Imagine you are looking 4t this book for the first time and want to
find out what-it contains.

1: Read the ,t it le.

2% Quickly'scan:
a. The table of contents

The 'preface or forward

c. The introduction
a. The pigtUres, maps, graphs, o r tables

e. The appendix
f. The index

3. Record your findings below:

a. The title of this book is .

b. Read the introduction and in your own words state the purpose
of the book. N..-

c. The table of contents shows that this book contains
no

of sections broken down into of chapters.
no

Your overview shows that this book also contains the following:

Check if applicable

1. Index

2. Appendix

3. Introduction

4. Otter (list)

e. From your overview, state the purpose for which you believe
this book would be useful:

1.

2.

3.
. 9 8



11
OBJEC

4
TIVE: To develop the skill of overviewing, a textbook or a.tethnical book.

Job Sheet 44

READING SKILLS - Elec.
OVERVIEdING I

07erviewing'is,a quick and efficient 'way to get a general idea about what is -

ih a book, a chapter, or an article. By overviewing: you find out what a writer
-i-s---sa-74-ng-wi-thoutread-ing-every-word-he-has -written.- --There are two reasons for
overviewin: (1) To examine new material to find out what it containstand
(4) To determine whether a specific took Contains information you want.

MATERIALS: Faber, Rodney B. and Heiserman, Rusell L. Introduction to Amplifier

PROCEDURE: Imagine yOu are looking at this book for the first time and'want to
find out what it contains.

1. Read the title.
Quickly scan:

a. The table of contents
b. The preface or forward
c. The introduction
d. The pictures, maps, graphs, or tables
e. The appendix
f. The index

Record :roar findings below:

a. The title of this book is

b. Read the introduction and in your own words state the purpose
of the book.

0,Sc. The table of contents shows that this book contains
no

of sections broken dowi into ofchapters.
no

d. Your overview shows that this book also contains the following:

Check if applicable

1. Index'

2. Appendix

4 1 Introduction

4. Other (list)

e. Erom your overview, state the purpose for which you believe
this book would be useful:

1.

9 9



((.
READING SKILLS-Elec.
OVERVIEWING II

Job Sheet -01

, OBJECTIVE: To develop the sill, Of overViewing a chapter in a textbook or a

technical book.

what is in-d-bo-k,-adhapUr-,--or- -art icie:----By-overviewing-you-find-out-what

a-writer-is-sayi without- reading e Ty word he has written. There are two

Overview is a wick an& fficient way to.get a general ideallabout.

reasons for overvie 'ng: (1) To examine new material to find out what it con-

tains, and (2) To det mine whether a specific chapter contains information

which you want and nee .

MATERIALS: Introduction to Amplifiers, Exp. #4, "An Introduction to Tube

Amplifi s."

PROCEDURE: Overvi w the chapter as follows:

1. Read the title,

2. Read the boldi4ace headings.

3. Read the opening paragraph(s).

4 =Look for illUstratians, tables, symbol charts, diagpala, ic.

Read the captions.
5. Record your findings below

a. The title of this'chapter is

b. This chapter is divided into of sections.

no.

c. Most chapters indicate in the opening paragraphs whit the chapter will be

about. Read the first paragraphs of this chapter and in your own words

state its purpose`;

d. List all the bold-face headings which develop the chapter:

e. State the technical purpos's for which the information in this chapter

would be useful:

v./



Oob Sheet #2

READING SKILLS-Elec.
OVERVIEWING II

OlijAITITv.: To develop the skill of overviewing a chapter in a textboo. or
A teen:deal book.

Overviewing is A quick and efficient war to get a general .islea about
a-chapterT-ar-an article. lay overviewing-you-find-ou

4hat a ,xriter is typing without reading every word he has written. There
re two reasons for o rviewing: (1) To qxamine new materlial to find out
that it contains, and ) To determine what a specific chapter contains
information which you ant and need.

UnRIALS: Introduction to amplifiers, EXp. 15, "Titroduction to graphical
nnalysisi of a transitoramplifier"

PhCCEDURE: Overview the chapter as follows;

1. mead the title.
2. Read the boldface heading.
J. Read the openingLparAgraph(s). A

. Loot for illustrationai-tables, symbol charts, diagrams, Ste.
. iead the captions.

5. Record your findings below:

Tne title of this chapter is

b. This chapter is divided into
no.

of sections.

c. Aost chapters indicate in the opening paragraphs what -the chapter will
be about. Read the first-paragraphs of this chapter and in your own
words state its purpose:

List all the bold-face headings which develop the chapter:

;tats: the technical purposes for which the information in this chapter
would be useful:

101



READING SKILLS -

OVERVIEWING II

Job Sheet #3

OBJECTIVEtTo-everview-a-chapter- in a-telettook without writin all the

mation down.

Overviewing is a quick and efficient way to get a general idea about what is
in a book, a chapter, or an article. By overviewing you find out what a writer
is saying without reading every word he has written. There are two reasons for
gverviewing: (1) To examine new material 410 find out what it contains,' and
(2) To determine whether a specific chapter contains information which you
want and need.

MATERIALS: Electronics in Action. Circuit 11, "The Oscilloscope"
-11

1.4

PROCEDURE: Overview the chapter an follows:

1. Read the title.

24 Read the boldface heading.

3. Read the opening paragraph(s).

4. Look for illustrations, tptles, symbol charts, diagrams, etc.
Read the captions.

I
5. If you have correctly followed the process of overviewing, you

should now be able to state the purpose of this chapter without
having to write out all the information you listed in Job
Sheet #1 and #2.

We purpose of this chapter is:



READING SKILLS

ongvimixo II

JOB SpEET #4

OBJECTIVE To overview a chapter in a textbook without writing all the infor
mation down.

Overviewing is a quick and efficient way to get a. general idea about what is
in a book, a chapter, or an article.... By overviewing you find out what a writer
is saying withdut reading every word he has written. There are two reasons for
overviewing: (1) To examine new material to find out what it contains, and
(2) To determine whether a specific chapter contains information which you
want and need.

MATERIALS: Electronics in Action, Circuit 27, "Introduction to Transistors" _-

PRuCEDURE: Overview the chapter as follows:

Read the title.

2. Read thd boldface headings.

3. Read the opening paragraph(s).

4. Look for illustrations, tables, symbol charts, diagrams, etc.
Read-the captions.

*f co5. f you have correctly followed the process of overviewing, you
should now be able to state the purpose of this chapter without
having to write out all the information you listed in Job Sheets
#1 and #2.

The pArpose of this chapter.is:
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READINS SKILL Laeo.'

PREVISNING

To d'ir l t% 'a ohs.,:tr.'

ha ?,2 you, id,..ra of what it-in 7t_k

2booL, a ha:?t r, or an artid,. In prqvizwini,-, you take clos,Jr look at a .

.r, an articl-, or booki-t a more 3-cific idea of its contents-.

You not: r _ad th titi., h_adins and subhadings, words in special type,

eaptions and notes, 1 ou read the first and last para:::raphs and any

summary you may find.

rvi win 0 most us ful trite 'short 3 ,lections; it is least uSefal with

1, n,:t777177t7777711 1iI t ?rvxain helps you salr valuable time and

,_ffort. It gives you a jucd idoJa of that is in an article withaut roadine

-t r7 word.

: FEi.L Color T. V* Crviein Made 1..;asy, Vol. 2, Sams Publication.

1a2: 1, 1(j, to th_ library and obtain a copy of th above book.
Pi not ch_el- this bud: out of the librry; work on this job

sh.2et in t't_. ribrar.

cha-t ot as,ned boo,: as toilows:

h. R, ad th

b. k-al th icadin an sukh,2adi10-1.

c. Ra:d ti 2 first and last i.taratiphb.

J . 1 jhras . J , and s,..xit enc,_s in boldface , it al ics

4-Jr other sp,.cial typ .

a an5' Jilmtnar:,* that you might fit .

f. Lc: ll at t'.; picturJ, tables, maps, id craph3.

EHad th,2

1. iinow r th- fellowin, lastions:
a. Ph titl of this chaptr is
U. i alotrith

c. T4 firlit main :Lr_adin:: of the chapter tells

J

d. what is th o second w'tain heading of the chapterT

what information can you :,:cpect under this heading'

f. .:hat itido of lists can you find in this chapter, and for

w%at vould th o b us fur. S.

?or t,70.114 to information in this ohapt 2r bo usefur'

turn t:e- to th d, )0k.

r
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PREVIEWING

OBJ2CTIV: To divelop th shill of in'Aipwin2 a chapter.

l_tv2rviewin, as you lay._ seen, L;iv you a ,3en2ral id_a of what 13 in a
a chaoter, or an artiol . In .pr_Ifiovini; yea take a olosor look at a

an trt-icic -oi -a bociki t t a-mo4,2_,4J-Ip.I.cifio-iilra of its- contents. _

7uu read the titlo, headin,v, and subheadincs, words in special typo,
ca-Aieno, and notes.

'!.r,:rviollinL, is most wJful with short selectiono; it 18 Llast useful with ler-IL:thy

material, like a textbook. .1Previewina hApo you save valuable time and ffort.
a if;ood idea of what is in an article without readinc er2ry word.It ("Vol) you

LLPERIAL:

PhUCE_TR33: 1.

3

4-aterSnclosur_ol Howard j'aVe & Co.

Go to the library and obtain a copy of the abov. book.
Do .not ohecl. this tool: out of the library; work in the library.

Pr vi_w cat 1 in the assi,-ned book az follows:
th_ title

b.

C.

d.

Road the newitns and. zuhoadins.
Read the first and last para6Taphs.
Road i,:ords, nhrasJs, and 4ntnotx; in balfac,
or other opeoial t :4

e. head any summary that you m16'ht find.
f. Lou.: at the pictureol tables, maps and L:raphs.

ca,Aionoe.

A7110,,r the fellowin6. citl_Gtiorw:

a. Th titio of this ohafAer is
b. The chaltr.deals" with

italic,

Read the

o. Ph first main hiadin,; of the chapter is,

d. What is the second main huadin in the chapter?
J. What infOrmation can you expect under this heading

f. What kinds of lists can you find, in this cha4ter, and for
what would they be useful'.'

L;. For that purpos i would the information in this chapter be
useful-

2,_turn th, book to the library desk._
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Rai= aILLS - Elec.
PREVIEWING

Job jhot

To d:;:21eDd tho ohili f .;ir.2viewi% a clavtor.

(CAr ao :;ou lay 3(2un, clx,_,s you a 0_11(2ral idea of what is in a

boo; a chaptJr., or an articlo. In -01.-.v1owin,. you take a sic:13r look at a

chapt_r, an articlu, or a bool-.L.tt to g',4 _a more -apc-cific- idca of-its-contents,

Ywu not: r2ad the tit1_, h_adingp, and subh,;ading, words in specific type,
cations, and noto.s. :Aso, you road th first and last paragraphs and any
summary you nay find. .

most ud-ful with ohort id least useful with
ir_ngthy matorials, holps you av2 valuablu timo
anl ffurt. It ivu you a ood icta uf. 1:ha is in an article without reading

Tudami2ff Davis, .--;puaLer-1-_,nclosurJs Howard 6.'amo & Co.

:.-ILCI1EURII;: I. Gu to th(,_, Library and obtain a 004 of the above book.
Do not chc1 this book out of th o library; work on this .job

.sh2ot in th,_. library.

3. Provi_w th, chapter ontitlod "CrosoovtJr U,Aworkson as follotku:

a. hi_.ad the titl
b. ILad 00_ noadinjs and subheadins.

R a tho first and last paradrapho.
d.* h-al phrao J, and srmt2no.ls in boldface, italics,

oth r aicjtl tyd .

R_ad any oonmry that you might
f. Look at th o piotur,o, tablos, maps, and graphs.

2.,ad the captions.

;. Anow r th _ qu_ztiono:
a. I1 titlo of the chadtor io

Ph r d_alo with

s. 'Ph- first main 1v2,ading of the clia:itHr tolls

1. hhatT thu second main heading in the chapter?
!rlint /And'.1 of lists oan you find in thc hartor, and for
hat ould thy be uloT,'

f. .;ummario in your ohli vordo the information containud in
thin ohapt.Jr and th purposos for which it would 1/J usoful?

hturn,t4' oh to th library dock.

1 n ;00
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READING SKILLS - Elec.
:SCANNING

Pro-Teat

OBJECTIVE: The purpose of the Scanning Pre-Test is tó help you become aware of'.
the importance of having skillainLiecating.Apvcific infoation
both-qUiCkly-and-accuratelt.----.

PROCEDURE: 1. ,Obtain from the file a copy of the article "Whit to or in
a Miniscreen TV"

2. When you begin the test, record your time on the line pro ided.

3. Working as-rapidly as possible, find all the informat ked
for in each questions. ,

4. When you finish the-Pre-Test record your me and e the
total time it took you to,do this. Put your o time in the
spaceprovidedonyour record sheet.

BEGINNING TIME
CONCLUDING TIME
TOTAL TIME

WESTfONS: 1. One manufactdrer boasts that his miniscreen set contain
number of solid state devices.

2. What is the alte of the smallest TV screen made?

3. How many ways can a portable TV be powered?
4. What is the basic coal for a battery pack for a TV set?
5. The antenna on most miniscreen TV sets is single rod. What

is it called?
6. 13 a color miniscreen available?
7. List three other features available with a miniscreen TV:

a.

b.

C
3. Do all seta come with UHF?
9. What channel° does UHF cover?
0. What is the name of the-new oolor picture tube which will be

used in miniscreen TV?
11. Give the typical price of an eight-inch black-and-white T.V.

12. What is the highest price that you can pay fora miniscreen
T.V.

13. A T.V. is classified as a miniscreen if it measures lest than
square inches.

14. How many translators does a miniscreen TV contain?
15. How many times can the battery which comes with a miniscreen

TV bu recharged?
16. List three problems encountered when putting a miniscreen

T.V. in a car or boat:
a.

c.

107 /e/
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READING 'WI LLS Elec.
SCAN NO

Job Sheet
0

OBJECTIVE: TO develop the skill of scannini rspecific facts

Scanning is a planned.hunt-skip-re: oess for findihg specific
factss_namest4ateal sizes, distances, prices, and sifilar
information. When you have to locate specific factspadannin6
may be the best way to do it.

'When you scan for a specific fact, you do very little reading.
Insteadl you allow your eyes to move rapidly overthe material
'until you find What you are looking for.

MATERIALL'I Mar, Paul, Eleatricity-Electrohics Fundamentals: A Test-lab Man
Exp. A

PliOCEDURE: 1. Read the following questions, and scan, for' the' answers one atl
a-time, following these guides:

a. Keep clearly,in mind the question you want to answer.
b. Decide in what form the answer should appear. For exaMp,

should the answer be a word, a name, a number,- ore date
c. Move your eyes quickly over the page, looking for your clues.
d. When you find what you think is the answer, read more /I

carefully.
e. Stop reading When you have found the correct answer.
f. Record the answer is the space provided.

2. Time yourself. Note your time on your record sheet.

QUESTIONS: 1. How is the resistance value of a resistor identified?
2. How i© the capacitance value of a capacitor identified?/
3, What is the difference in basing between an octal tube /and a

7 pin miniature?
.

4. show many leads are'there-is a resistor? In a capaoitOrT
t5. Why is a.power transformer so heaVy?
6. List three ways -in which transistors are used?

a.

b.

c.

7. What do the letters EIA stand for?

I I! /0a4.



OBJECTIVE:

MATERIALS:'

READING SKILLS - Elec.
SCANNING I

Job Sheet #2

To develop the skill of scanningforspecific :Sots

Scanning is,a planned hunt-skip-read process for finding specific
facts--names, dates, sizes, distances, prices, and similar inform-
ation. When you have to locate specific facts, scanning may be the
bedt way to do it.

When you so= for a specific tact, youdo very little reading.
Instead, you allow your eyes to move rapidly over the material
until you have found what you are looking for.

ZBar, Paul, Electricity-Electronics Fundamentals: A Text -Lab

Manual. "EXp. #3-

PROCEDURE: 1.

QUESTIONS: 1.

S

Read the'questions below, and scan for the answers one at Ectims,
following these guides:
,a. Keep clearly in mind the question you want answered. .

b. -Decide in what form the answer should appear. For example,
should the'answer be a word, a name, a number, or a date?

c. .Move your eyes quickly over the page, looking'for your-clues.
d. When you find what you think is the answer, read more carefully.
e. Stop reading when you have found the correct answer.
f. Record your answer in the space provided.

Time yourself. Note your time on your record sheet.

List the hand tools which an electronics technician uses.
State the purpose of each.

Tool Purpose

2. How does a soldering pencil differ from a soldering gun?

3. Does the diameter of a wire affect its current carrying capacity?

4. Where is coaxial cable used?
5. What is the braided shield on coaxial cable for?
6. What is a heat sink?
7. What is a heat sink used for?
8. What is the differepce between standard and solid hook-up wire?

9. What is the wattage of heavier soldering irons?
10. What is the wattage of a popular soldering gun?

1119



READING SKILLS Eleo.
SCANNING I

Job Sheet 43 (

OBJECTI1E: To develop the skill of scanning for specific facts

Scanning, a planned hunt-skip-read process' for finding specific
factsnames, dates, sizes, distances, prices, and similar inform-
ation. When you have to locate specific facts, Acanning may be
the bestway to do it.

When you scan for a specific fact, you do very little reading.
Instead you allow your eyes to move rapidly over the material
uAtil you find what you are looking for.

MATERIALS: Mar, Faull.Electricity-Electronics Fundamentals: A Text-Lab
Manual Exp. 44

PROCEDURE: 1. Read the questiods below, and scan for,the answers one at a
time, following these guides:

a. Keep clearly in mind the question you wantlismswergd.
b. Decide in what form the answer should appear. Por example,

should thd answer be a word, a name,. a number, or a
date?

c. Move your eyes quickly over the page, looking fbr your
clues.

d. When you find what you think is the answer, read more
carefully.

e. Stop reading when you have found the correct answer.
f. Record the answer in the space provided.

YJ

2. Time yourself. Note your time on your record sheet.

QUESTIONS: 1. Why are electrical connections soldered? r.

2. What is a cold soldered joint?
4 3. What kind of fix is used in soldering electronic components?

4. What kinds of solder is used in electronic components?
5. What precautions must be taken in soldering eleotronic components

to a printed circuit board?
6. What is the purpose of tinning an iron?
7. What is the purpose of tinning a wire?
3.` What is a soldering aid?
9. Wbut is a mechanical connection?

10. What happens if excessive heat is applied to a printed circuit
board?

110



READING SKILLS - Elec.
SCANNING I,

Job Sheet #4

OBJECTIVE: To develop the skill of scanning for specific facts
Scanning is a planned hunt-skip-read process" for finding specific
facts -- names, dates, sizes, distances, prices, and similar inform-

ation. When you have to locate specific facts, scanning may'be°
the best way to do 'it.

When you scan for a specific fact, you do very little. reading.
Instead, you allow your eyes to move rapidly over the page (material)
until you find what you are looking for.

MATERIALS: Delpit and Johnson, Electronics in,Action Circuit 27

PROCEDURE: 1. Read the questions below and scan for the answers, one at a\
time, following these guides:,

a. Keep clearly in mind the question you want answered.
b. Decide in what form the answer should, appear. For

example should the answer be a word, a name, a number,
or a date?

c. Move your eyes quickly over the page, looking for your

clues.
d. When you find what you think is the answer,, read -more
4

carefully.
e. stop reading when you have found the correct. answer.

f. Record the answer in the space provided.

,2. Timewourself. Note your time on your record sheet.

QUE6TIONJ: 1. Why is the term solid state used in connection with transistor? 41

2. What does semi-conductor mean?

3. Name to basic materials which are used in the construction of.,

transistors?

4. What is the letter symbol for a transistor?

5. The base of a transistor is comparable to what element'in a vacuum

tube?
6. What is the name that is being used in the electronics industry

to replace the word "cycle"?
7. What are two types of transistors?
'3. What do the letters E B - C stand for?



READING SKILLS Elec.
SCANNING II

Job Sheet #1

OBJECTIVE: To develop the skill of scanning for numerical faets-

MATERIALS: RCA Receiving Tube Manual, pp. 530-31

PROCEDURE: 1. On the specified pages in the assigned material is a table or
letters. Using the following procedure, scan thettable for
answers to the questions listed below:

. a. Keep clearly in mind the questions you want answered.
b. Decide in what form the answer should appear. For example,

should the answer be a word, a name, a number, or a date?
c. Move your eyes quickly over the page, looking for your
,

d.' When you find what you think is the answer, read-more
carefully.

e.. Stop reading when you have found the correct answer.
Write the.answer on this job sheet.

2. Time yourself. Note your time on your record sheet.

CIPESTIONS:

1. What is the basing diagram number for a 7B8 tube?
2. Is there any other tube on the page that has the same basing

diagram?
3. To what tube must you refer to find all the characteristics

of the 7B3 tube?
4. Are the heater ampere of the 7B3 typieal of all the tubes

on thip page?
5. Is the outline of the 7B3 tube typical 6f the other tubes

on the page.
6. The 7H7 has plate volts of 100. List other tubes on the page

that also have 100 .plate volts.

6
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READING SKILLS - Elec.
SCANNING II

Sheet #2

OBJECTIVE: To develop the skill of scanning for numerical acts

MATERIALS: Attached Table of Transform

_PROCEDURE: 1 Using he following procedure scan the Table of Transformers
for answers to the questions which are belew:
a. Keep clearly in mind the question you, want answered.

b. Decide in what form the answer should appear, for example,
should the answer be a word, a name, a number, or a date?

0. Move your eyes quickly over the page, looking for your
clues.

d. When you find what you think is the answer, read more
carefully.

e. Stop reading when you have found the right answer.

2. Time yourself. Note4Our time on your record sheet.

QUESTIONS: 1, What are the three types of transformers?
2. Which are usually the larger ohms, primary or secondary?

3. Is a TMO-6 an imput or output transformer?

4. Is a TMO-6 transformer 369 for a hundred or more?

5. Can you get an 8 ohm secondary,transformer in miniture and
sut-minitUre?

6. Does an imput traniformer have less than 1K secondary in

miniture transformers?
7. What does the * stand for?
3. Does a TMO-1 transformer cost less than a TOS-1 for 10-99?

9. Can you get an imput with a CT either in miniture of sub-

miniture?
10. Does a driver come in a LOOK primary?



laNi AT ME TRANSFORMERS SUB-MINIATURES

Miniature and sub-miniature transformers are selected for maximum reliability.
Windings are sealed and all oores are of a high quality heat-treated core
material. Pins on the printed circuit'types (4 are speced for mounting ease.

N(YPE: * is for printed cirouit mounting.

DIMENSIONS

MINIATURE: 5/3 X 5/8 X 1/2 inches
SUB-MINIATURE: 1/2 X 1/2 X 1/2 inches

MINIATURE

STOCK NO. TYPE PRIMARY
OHMS

SECONDARY
OHMS

1-9
COST EACH

10-99 100-up

TMO-1 Output 500 CT 8 .49 .44 .36
TMO-1P Output 500 CT 4 & 3 .49 .44 .36
TMI-2 Driver 10K 2K CT .59 .49 .39:::

*TMI-2P Driver 10K 2K CT .59 .49 .39.
Output 1.2K CT 4 d: 8 .59 .49 .39

*TMO-3P Output 1.2K CT 4 & 8 .59 .49; .39
wrmo-4P outp t .,200 3 .49 44 35
TMO-5 Imp 100K 1K CT .89 .79 .69

*TMO-5P Imput 100K 1K CT .79 .69 .63

TMO-6 Imput 20K 1K CT .69 .59 .49
*TMO-6P Imput 20K 1K CT .69 .59 .49
TMO-7' Imput 500K 1K CT .89 .79 .74

*TMO-7P Imput 500K 1K CT .99 .89 :84

TMO-3 Output 800 4 & 8 .49 .44 .36

*TMO-P Output 800 4 & 8 .59 .49 .39

SUB-MINIATURE

STOCK NO. TYPE PRIMARY
OHMS

SECONDARY
OHMS

1-9 10-99 100-up

T00-1 Output 500 CT 3 .49 .39 .35
*TO -1P, Output 500 CT 9

.49 .39 .35

TOS-2 , Driver 10K 2K CT .49 .39 .35
*TOS-2P Driver 10K 2K CT ,47 .37 .33
TOS-5 Imput 100K 1K CT .79 .69 .59
*TOS-5P Imput 100K 1K CT .79 .69 .59

1 ' 4 /,)6F-
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Job Sheet3

READING SKILLS Eleo.
SCANNING II

OBJECTIVE: To develop the skill of scanning for numberioal faote

MATERIALS: Atta hed Table of Electolytic Caoitore

'PROCEDURE: 1. Using the following procedure scan the Table of Electrolytic
Capaoitors for answers to*4he questions whidh are below.

a. Keep clearly in mind the questions you want answered.
b. Decide in what form the answer should appear.
o. Move your eyes quickly over the page, lOpking for your,

clues.
d. When you find what you think is the answer, read more

carefully.
e. Stogy reading when.you have found the oorrect answer.

2. Time yourself. Note your time on your record sheet.

QUESTIONS: 1. What are the voltage sizes?
2, Can you get 5MF-10 volts?.
3, Can you get a number of sizes at 25 volts.
4. Which costs more, the higher the MF or the higher the voltage?
5. Is there a correlation between the 6 volts group and the 15

volt group?
b. What is the correlation between the 6 volt group and the 15

voIt group?
7. Does the stock no. tell you anything about the M.F.?

If so, what?
",) Does the stock no. tell you anything about the volts?

If so, what?

1 5 /"9



ELECTROLYTIC CAPACITORS

Miniature Single-Ended Electrolytic Capacitors

Aluninum foil electrolytic capacitors sealed into an aluminum case. with single-
ended termination. Their small size and upright terminal structure make them
ideal for transistor and printed curcuit work.
gives maximum reliability and minimum leakage.

ME VOLTS STOCK NO.

Their high quality construction

COST EACH
1-99 100

2

5

10
10

50
100

6

6

6

6

6

6

U6-2
U6-5
u6-10
U6-30
U6-50
U6-100

.07

.08

.09

.09
:12

.14

.

.06

.07

.08

.08

.10

.11

10
10
30
100
500
1000

10
10
10
10
10
10

U10-5
UIO-10
U10-30
um-100
u10-500
U-30-1000

.10

.11

.11

.14

.26

.33

s

.08

.09

.09

.13

.;22

e9

2

5

10

30
50

too

15

15

15
15

15
,15

u15-2
u15-2
u1510
U15 -30

u15-5a
U15-100

.08

-.10
.12
.13
.15

.16

.07

.09

.10

.12

.13

.14

U2 5 -mil .15 !14

e



READING SKILLS - Elec.
.Scanning II

Job Sheet #4

OBJECTIVE: To develop the skill of scanning for numerical f_ acts

MATERIALS: Attached Table of Black & White Picture Tube Characteristics

PROCEDURE: 1. Using the following procedure, scan the Table of Black
& White Picture Tube Characteristics.
ar. Keep clearly in mind the question youyant answered.
b. Decide in what form the answer should appear.
c. Move your eyes quickly:over the page, looking for your clues.
d. When you find the correct answer read more carefully.
e. Stop reading when you have found the correct answer.

2. Time yourself. Note your time on your record sheet.
i.

QUESTIONS: 1. Find a 16 WP4. What is the filament voltage?
2. What is the G2 voltage?
3. What is the anode voltage?

4. What is the deflection angle?
5. Does it require an ion trap?
6. What ig,the weight of this tube?
7. What is the screen area in inches?
8. Does-to volt/MA rating change with the deflection angle?
9. At what deflection angle does the busing change from an 3HR

to a 12D or 12N?

eft

1 1 7
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2EADINeSKITt &leo.

SCANNING III

Job sheet d 1

OBJ.!;CTIVE: To develop the skill of scanninpfor a name and number.

NATI;A1A16: G. C. aectronics Catalog for 71-72, p. 205.

FROCSDURk:: 1. You are to scan a list of antenna leadins.
2. Read the questions.
3. Scan for the answers, one question at a time.
4. Record your findings below.
5. Time yourself. Note your time on your recDrd sheet.

LE.1J.22,41,1: 1. Give the part no. of lowloss 300 ohm twin lead, 100 ft.

Give the list price

3. Give the net price

4. hat lengths does it come in?

ihat colors 4oes it come in?

4hat is the `weight of 100 ft?

7. Does low loss lead come the same as the flat lead per 100 ftk

/hz



aEADING alec.
SCANNING III

Job 3heeti7 2

OBJECTIVE: To develop the skill of scannjnj for a name and number.

MATER1AL6: (LC. Electronics catalog for .71 -72, p. 117.

PROCEDUUE: 1. You are to scan a list of indoor TV antenna..
Read the questions.

3. Scan for the answers, one question at a time
4. Make use of the illUstrations wherever necessary,
5. Record your findings below.
b. Time yourself. Note your time on your record sheet.

OESTIONE: 1. What is the cat., no. for a RCA 0147 1853-1 antenna?

What is the JH) no. for a Zenith 1-101. antenna?

3. Ahat is the net price for an antenna.cat.-no. 61-810'

4. Now many antennas come packaged for cat. no. 61-818?

5. Do all Zenith antennas on this page cost the same?

b. Is the Antenna cat. no. 61-818 a dual antenna?

Does the antenna JFD no. TA 482 come with a wire lead?

I I 9
//,3
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R.CADIUG STILLS Elec.
SCANNING III

Job Sheet ;'",3

develop the- shill of scaaning, for a name and number.

G.C. Electrohics catalog for 71-72, p. 112..

1.

1.

C-0

"J

Youare to scan a list of hn bs.
Read the cuestionS.
Scan for the answers, one question at a time.
Record your findings-below.
Time yourself. Note your time on your record sheet.

$

What is the cost of a pointer knob, cat. no. 25-03.8.i

Does this knob come in black only?

How many of the above knobs come in a standard pa4age?

,.. Is the knob cat. no. 120 white?'

5. tlhat,Lnob would you useAtilit needed to be a pointer,
1 1/4 inches in diameter::

nit and

!ihat is the cat. no. anC Price for a: knob with a me l.ic insert?



. READING SKILLS Elec.
SCIMMINO FOR MAIN IDEAS

MEMINNIM

Jbb Sheet # 1

OBJECTIVE: To develop the skill of skimming for main ideas.

Skimming for main ideas id a paragraphbyparagraph search for
the main ideas in a chapter or an article. When you skim for
main ideas,,you fool's on each of the major points made by the

writer. You still don't read every word, but you now.g0 deeper
into the material than before.

y.

MATERIALS: "A 11(01 Era of Portable Power," Electronics Digest

PROCEDURE: 1.' Skim the attached article for the main idea.
2. Read the title.
3. Read the headings and subheadings.*

4. Read the firet sentence of every paragraph.

5. Read the last sentence) of every paragraph.

6. Answer the questions.

QUEtTIUM: 1. What is the name of the new battery?'

2. Can this battery be recharged?
3. If so, how long can it be recharged?

4. List five tools that are being powered by this battery.

5. What organizations have used this battery for starting
their motors and for standby power?

6. How long did it take to develop this battery?

I

3



ODJECTIVE:

MATERIAL3:

PROCEDURE:

QUIZTIoNg:

Job Sheet #2

4

To dorelop the skill of ekimminG for main id

READING OKILLS - Elec.
SKIMMING FOR WAIN IDEAS

OOMMO MM. ....1111.010

Skimming for main ideas is a paragraph-by-paragraph 'search for the
main ideas A a chapter or an article. When you skim for main .

ideas, you focus on each of the major points made by the writer.
you still don't' read every word, but you now go deeper into the
material than before.'

"New Coaxial Telephone Cable"

A,
1. Skim the attached article for the main idea.
2. Read the title.
3. Read the headings .and subheadings.
4. Read th;5first sentence of every, paragraph.
5. Read the last. sentence-of every "paragraph.
6. Answer the efuesfions.

1. That 'in the name of thin new telephone cable?
2. What are four advantages of this cable?

a.

b.

C.

d.

3. Who manufactures the new cable?
4. What is the saVing'in production costs

cables?
of obis Cable over.other



miuttab41.14p---a-i)a.-
SKIMMING FOR MAIN IDEAS

Job Sheet # 3

OBJECTIVE: To develop the skill of skimming for main ideas rs

Skimming for main ideas is a paragraph-by-paragraph search for the
main ideas in a chapter or an article. When you skim for main
ideas, you focus on each of the major points made by the writer.

You still don't read every word, but you now go deeper into the
material than before.

MATERIALS: "The Electronics Service Technician"

PROCEDURE: 1. Skim the attached article for the main idea.
.2. Read the title.
3. Read the headings and subheadings

4. Read the first sentence of every paragraph.

5. Read the last sentence of every paragraph.

6. Answer the questions.

QUESTIONS: 1. What is the outlook in the next few years for the consumer
electronics business?

2. What has been the yearly increase in factory sales over the
past ten years?

3. What are the needs for service technicians?

4. What is the usual starting salary per week for a technician?

5. With several years experience, what salary might a good technician

redeye?,
6. List four things you can do in planning your future in

a.

b.

c.

d.



OBJECTIVE:

MATERIALS:

PROCEDURE:

QUESTIONS:

READING SKILLS -Elec.
SKIMMING FOR MAIN IDEAS

Job Sheet #4

To develop the skill of skimming for main ideas

Skimming-for main ideas is a paragraph-by-paragraph Search for the

main ideas in a Chapter or an article. When you skim for main ideas,

you focus on each of the major-points made by the writer. You still

don't read every-word, but you now go deeper-into the material than

before.

Cavallari, F.D., "The Transistor" - Study Guide No. 5,

P BASIC ELECTRONICS

1.. Obtain the specified article from the file.

2. Read the title.

3. Read the headings and sUbheadings.

4.- Read the first sentence of every paragraph.

5. Read the last sentence of every paragraph.
6. Answer the questions.

1. HoW long has it been since people began to understand the

transistor?
2. What are transistors primarily used for?

..,.
What other uses do they have?

4. What company was first to use the transistor?

5. What are two types of junction transistors?
a.

j b.

6. Draw a common emitter amplifier.

121 my
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READING SKILLS - Elec.
SKIMMING zat MAIN IDEAS

Job Sheet # 5

OBJECTIVE: To check how well you have learned the procedure of skiminK.

MATERIALS: Miller, James Nathan, "It's a Dead-End Road for the Dropout"

PROCEDURE: .1. *Obtain the specified article from the filo.
2. Follow the skimming procedure you have been practicing in

the four preceding job Sheets.
3. Answer the questions below.

QUESTIONS: 1. What happens to the person who tries to "fake" having a
high school diploma?

2. List three reasons why the article states that students often
drop out of school:
a.

b.

c.

3. Compare working conditions and school conditions as often
experienced by the dropout.
How do they' differ?
In what ways are they alike?

4. Some jobs are:"learning by doing" situations where the
employer trains you. Are these increasing or decreasing?
Are there more or less people in competition for these jobs

5. The article states that the high school diplomaHhas come to
meanthree things. Nam6 them.

a.

b.

c.

, 6.. A high school dr000ut can always enlist in the Army it he
can't find a job. Yes No
Explain your answer.

7. An employer from Portland is quoted on his feelings regarding
the hiring of dropouts. Summarize what he says.

(

I



OBJECTIVE:

lLATERIALS:

.

PROCEDURE:

READING SKILLS Eleo.
ORGANIZING WHAT YOU HAVE READ
I. Explanation of a tech.

process

Job Sheet #1

To gain experience in reading the written and diagramatic explanation
of a technical process.. To be able to organize in a list the sequenee .
of events in the process.

Duarte and Duarte, Electronics Assembly Methods, chap. 39 "Soldering
Principles."

This is a technical selection and you should read it differently
than you read, literature or social studies. This Selection explains
processes which . . . *

These instructions tell, you how to read, material that desexibes a
process:

1. Study the diagram. Riad the names of the parts. Then try to
name them without reading the label,.

2. Read all of the boldfaced headings in the selection to find out
what processes will be described.

3. Read the introductory paragraph. Read the fiist section; read
just one acntence at a time. If it mentions something shown in
the diagram, look back at the diagram after reading the sentence,
read the next one in the same way. Stop and think about each
sentence after you have read it to make sure that the meaning is
clear to you.

4. After reading the entire section in this way, try to explain to
yourself without looking_ at the book just how the process takes
place.

5. Work With each of the remaining sections in the same way
that you worked with the firt one.

6._ Do the following without referring back to the book (if possible).
a. List in order the steps that take place in the process

which has been described.
b. Draw a diagram illustrating the process you have just outlined.

toe /4,20



OBJECTIVE:

mApkran.s.:

PROCEDURE..

READING SKILLS Elec.
ORGANIZING WHAT YOU HAVE READ
I. Explanation of a teohnical

Prooess,

Job Sheet #2

To gain experience in reading the written anc4 diagramatic explantion
of a technical process. To be able to organize in a list the sequence
of eventF_I in the process.

Duarte and Duarte,
Wire Preparation."

This is a technical
you read literiture
processes which . .

Electronics Assembly Methods, chap. 7, "Wire and

selection and you should read it differently than
or social studies. This affection explains

Thede instructions tell you how/to read materialithat describes a
process. _

1. study the diagram. Redd the names of the ports. Then try to
them without rereading the labels.

- Read all of the boldfaced headings in the selection to find out
what processes will be described.

3. Read the introductory paragraphs. Read the first selection; read
just one sentence at a time. If it mentions something shown in
the diagram, look back at the diagram after reading the sentence,
read the next one in the same way. Stop and think about each
sentence after you have read it to make sure that the meaning is
clear to you.

4. After reading the entire section in this way, try to explain to your
self without looking at the book just how the process takes place.

.5. Work with each of the remaining sections in the same way that you
worked with the first one. Without referring back to the book

(if possible) do the following:

a. List in order the steps that take place in the process whiph
has been described.

b. Draw a diagram illustrating the process you have just outlined.

197 /



'READING SKILLS - Elec.
ORGANISING WHAT YOU HAVE READ
III. Classification

Job Sheet ,l

OBJECTIVE: To be able to identify a ,classification pattern, its subdivisions,
and the differentiating characteristics of each.

MATERIALS: Gerrish, Elebtricity and Electronics, pp. 107-109

PROCEDURE: 1. eotion below is a classification article about capacitdrs.
4

2. The old-faced headings tell you what the general classifications
are.,

3. The underlined headings name the small classifications under
a general heading.

4. Scan,the article to find the general classifications.
Clue phrases to look for are: (Examples - three dif. kinds)

5. List on the chart below the general classifications
6. Now read the article carefully to find the subdivisions

and their characteristics.
7. Fill in on the chart the subdivisions.

List the characteristics which differentiate one group from
the other.

TYPE'S OF

CAPACITORS
SIZE AND
SHAPE

43YMBOL DOES IT
HAVE A &

NUMBER OF
LEADS

TYPE OF
MATERIAL

'

.

. -
...

.

--,

.

r

4,

t



OBJECTIVE:

MATERIALS:

PROCEDURE:

READING SKILLS - Elec.
OtANIZING WHAT YOU HAVE READ
I . Classification

Job Sheet #2

To be able to identify a classification pattern, its subdi-
vision, the differentiating characteristics.of each.

Gerrish, Electricity & Electronics, pp. 41-43

1. The selection below is a classification article about
resistors.

2. The bold-face headings tell you 'what the general class-
ifications are.

3. The underlined headings name the smaller classifications
under a general heading.

4. Scan the article to find the generil classifications.
Clue phrases to look for are: (Examples- -three different
kinds)

5. List on the chart below the general classifications.
6. Now read the article carefully to find the subdivisions

and their characteristics.
Pill in on the chart the subdivisions.

. List the characteristics which differentiate one group
from the other.

401

TYPE OF
RESISTORS

SIZE AND
SHAPE'

WATTAGE 'SYMBOL APPLICATION
.

MATERIAL

. -

k

1 9p



OBJECTIVE:

MATERIALS:

PROCEDURE:

Job Sheet #3

I

To be able to identify a classification
and the differentiating characteristics

Duarte and Duarte, Electronics Assembly

1. The selection below is a clastificat
Quantity.

2. The boldface headings tell you what
are.

3. Scan the article to find the general
to look to look for are: (Elamples

4. List on the chart below the general
5. Now read the article carefully.to fi

their characteristics.

READING SKILLS Elec.
ORGANIZING WHAT YOU HATE READ
III. Classification

pattern, its subdivision,
of each.

Methods , page 5

ion article about Units of

the general ciassirications

classification. Clue phrases
-- three different kinds)
classification.
nd the subdivisions and

b. Subdivisions are listed. Fill in the Units and their abbreviations.

RESISTANCE
UNITS

ABBREV. ' VOLTAGE
UNIT

ABBREV. 1 CURRFNT
UNITS

ABBREV.

1 PI n 4,11(



OBJECTIVE:

MATERIALS:

PROCEDURE:

READING SKILLS - Else.
"ORGANIZING WHAT YOU ,HAVE READ
III. Classification,

Job Sheet # 4

To be able to identify a clasiification pattern, its subdivisions
and the differentiating characteristics of each.

Duarte and Duarte, Electronics Assembly Methods, page 906-93

1. The selection below is a classification. article about
inductors.

The bold-face headings tell you what the general classifications
are.

3. ,Scah-the article to find the general classifications.
Clue phrases -0 look for are: Examples -- three different kinds

4. On the chart below the general classification are listed.
S. Now read the article carefully to find the subdivision and their

characteristics. 111

6. Fill in the chart'from figures 12-7 page 93.

TYPE OF
INDUCTORS

SHAPE SYMBOL LEADS
AND SIZE IDENTIFIED

COVERING

,

1

..

--

.
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Job Sheet #1

READING SKILLS Elec.
ORGANISING WHAT YOU HAVE READ
III.' "Effects and Cause"

OBJECTIVE: To gain in identifying cause; that produce an effect

MATERIALS: Article: "Super Long Electromagnetic Waves"

PROCEDURE: 1. Go to the file to obtain the specified article.
2. Read the entire article.
3. In this article, the effect of something is given first. Then

followb an explanation of the cause. Sum up in your own words_
the effect as stated in the article. Write on the linebelow:,--

4. Sum up three of the causes which produced this effect. Write
the causes on the approximate lines below.

Cl

EWEICT:

CAUSES: 1.

2 .

4.0

3.

5. Return the article to the file.

"
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Job Sheet #2

READING SKILLS Eleo.

ORUANIaNa WHAT YOU HAVE READ
TrI-77C-flfecta and Caused7-7

'OBJECTIVE: To gain-experience in identifying causes that produce an effect.

MATERIALS: Article: "Steps to Safety"

PROCEDURE: 1. Co to the file to obtain the specified article.

2. Read the entire article.

3. In this article the effect is given first. Then follows an

explanation of the causes which produce this effect. In your

own words state the effect on the line below.

4. Find six causes which produce this effect. Write the causes

on the approximate lines-

oFEC T:

CAUSES: 1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

5. Return the article to the file.

,e



READING 0kILLS - E106.
ORGANISING WHAT YOU HAVE READ
III. "Effect and Causes"

Job Sheet 13

r
OBJECTIVE: To gain experience in identifying causes that produce

4MATERIAL': Article: "Tape Recording 0 teens"

an effect.

PROCEDURE: 1. Co to the file to obtain the specified article.

3.
Read the entire article.
In this article the effect is given first. Then follows

an explanation of the valises which produce Ethic effect.

In your-own words ,state the affect on the lines below.

MECT:

CAUSES:

4. Find'as many causes as you can which produce this effect.
List the;causes on the lines below.

5. Return the article to the file.

1 9 1
/t?'
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REAMING SKILLS Elec.
ORGANIZING WHAT YOU HAVE READ
III. "Effects and Causes"

Job Sheet #4

ODJECTIVE: To gain experience in identifying causes that,prodlice an effect.

MATERIALS: Article: "Yesterday"

PROCEDURE: 1. Go to the file to obtain the specified article.

2. R. the entire article.;
1. In this 'article, the effect is given first. Then follows an

explanation of the causes which produce this effect. In your

own words state the effect on the line below.

n. Find as many causes as you can which produce this effect. List

the causes. on the line below.

EFFECT:

CAUSEE:

5. Return the article to the file.

9



pBJECTIVE:

MATERIALS:

PROCEDURE:

CAU3E:

CAUSE:

EFFEUT:

READING SMILLO II - Elec.
ORGANIZING WHAT YOU HAVE READ
IV. Conan and Effoo4

Job Sheet #1

gaih experience in identifying effects produced by pauses.
To determine how and why the causes had thu effects they did.

Duarte and Duarte, Elgotronics Assembly Methodst.Chap. 9

In the assigned material the causes are given which lead up to

some effect.'

1. Find the causes in the chapter and sum them up in a few words

on the line following-cause.
2. Then find the effect and sum it up in a few words on the

line following effect.



OBJECTIVE:

MATERIALS:

PROCEDURE:

READING SKILLS II Elec.

ORGANIZING WHAT YOU HAVE READ

III. Cause and Effect-

Job Sheet 02

To gain experienoe in identifying effects produced by causes.

To determine how and why the causes had the effects they did.

"Cover Story" attached

In the attached article the causes are given which lead up to

some effect.

CAUSE:.

1.

2.

CAUSE:

EFFECT:

t

Find the causes in the article and sum it up in a few words

on the line following cause.
Then find the-0feet and sum it up in a few words on the line

following effebt.

;17



'COVER STORY

A

When completed, the Browns Ferry NUcleir Plant (shown on cover)'
will be the worlds largest steam electric plant. It will have a capadity
of 3,456,000 kilowatts of electricity in three units of 1,152,000.kw
each. The units had been scheduled in for operation consecutively in
1970, 1971, and 1972, but operation of the first two units will be later
than originally planned because of a delay in equipment deliveriee. The
side of the plant is in Limestone COUnty, Alabama, on the north side of
Wheeler Reservoir.

Although the nuclear plants will qualify as "heavy industry" in terms
of size, their impact on the environment will be a vast improvement over
former systems. Nuclear plants have no fuel storage pile, no smoke, and
leave no residue,in the vicinity. They will be quiet, clean, and will
follow modern architectural trends in design of the various buildings in
the complex.

Today, government and industry are working together to develop new tech-
nology to cope with air pollution problems. These technological advances can
not only improve control of present air pollution sources, but can in many
instances replace them with new 'pollution-free subetitutes such ae eleotric
heating and the nuclear power plants. Perhaps even greater potential lies
in the develOpment of a practical electric car, whioh could reduce the
single largest source of air pollutants---fuel powered vehicles.

1 2 re



OBJECTIVE:

MATERIALS':

PROCEDURE:

r

READING SKILLS 1110c.',

ORGANIZING WHAT YOU HAVW READ
-T117776157TiTlar7r Hatar

.,

Job Shoot #1

To gain practice in finding central toPical'Aajor and minor details

in paragraphs.

1. Basic Electricity and Electronics, by Mar .

Selection is experiment on: vacuum tube power amplifiers

2. Informational packet on blaock diagrams and paragraphs

1. Carefully read the informational packet on outlining a
paragraph.

2. Read the selection.

3. Make a block diagram of this (or these) -paragraphs.
Make one diagram for each paragraph-,

1 R 9



READING .SKILLS Elec.

ORGANIZING WHAT YOU HAVE READ

VI. Major and Minor Ddtails

Job Shout #2

OBJECTIVE: To gain practice in finding central topics, major and minor details

in paragraphs.

MATERIALS: 1. Basic Electricity and Electronics by Zbar

Selection is the experiment on the lound speaker.

2. Informational packet on Block Diagram and Paragraphs

PROCEDURE: 1, Carefully read the information packet on outlining a paragraph.

2. Read the selection.

3. Make,a block diagram of this (or these) paragraphs.

Make one diagram for each paragraph.

a r.

iaY



Job Sheet #3

READING SKILLS - Elec.
ORGANIZING WHAT YOU HAVE READ
1T-17-3ITG Detar.ir

OBJECTIVE: To gain practice in finding central topics, major and minor details

in paragraphs.

MATERIALS: 1. Basic Electricity and Electronics, by ZBar
Selection in the experiment on silicon controlled rectifier (SCR)

2. Informational packet on Block Diagrams and Paragraphs

PROCEDURE: 1. Carefully read -the informational packet on outlining a pas-

agraph
2. Read the selectionb
3. Makea block diagram of this (or these) paragraphs.

Make one diagram for each paragraph.

4 1



OBJECTIVE:

MATERIAL-3:

INFORMATION:

PROCEDURE:

READING SKILLS Elec.

ORGANIZING WHAT YOU HAVE READ
VII. Statement of Fact

Job Sheet #1

To gain experience in reading a detailed statement of fact pattern.

YESTERDAY "HISTORICAL EVENTS IN ELECTRONICS" attached.

This selection gives straight information about a topic.
The facts are dense and they may contain a definition or a sliate
ment of a principle,. The beat way to read this material isto-
look for the main idea and then the cluster of supporting ideas,
for eahc main idea.

1. Preview for headings, words in italics, and illustrations.
2. Read the entire selection rapidly for general information.

Read as fast as you can. Time yourself and record time
here

3. Answer the general fact questions below.
4. Read the informational packet on Block Diagrams.
5. Make an outline for each paragraph in block diagram form.
6. Write out any definitions of principles you find stated.

A; General Fact Questions:

1. 'How long ago did automatic telephones begin?
. Afhat :kirpf4 of telephone companies were the first ones?

3. Who developeda telephone system without an operator?

B. Dlock Outline Form

C. Definition or principle:



READING SKILLS -.Elec., ,

ORGANIZING WHAT YOU HAVE READ
VII. Statement of Fact

Job Sheet #2

OBJECTIVE: To gain experience in reading a detailed statement of fact pattern.

MATERIALS:

INFORMATION:

PROCEDURE:

Informational packet on Block Diagrams

Article: "Magazines and Books on Magnetic Tape"

This selection gives straight information about a topic.
The facts ate dense and they may contain a definition or
a statement of a principle. The best way to read this mater=
ial is to look for the main idea and then the cluster of
supporting ideas, for each main idea.

1. Preview for headings, words in italics, and illustrations.

2. Read the entire selection rapidly for general information.
Read as fast as you can. Time yourself and record time

here

3. Answer the general fact questions below.

4. Read the informational packet on Block Diagrams:

5. Make an outline for each paragraph in block diagram form.

6. Write out any definitions or principles you find stated.

A. Ceneml fact questions:

1. Who developed talking books?
2. Who were they developed for? .

3. What type of books are available under this plan?

B. Block outline form

C. Definition or principle:

a

1 13
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READING SKILLS Elec.
ORGANIZING WHAT YOU HAVE READ
VIII. Outlining

Job Sheet #1

OBJECTIVE: To outline a paragraph to show the relationship between the
main idea, and"the relationship between major and minor details.

MATERIALS: PORTABLE COLOR C_ AMERA HAS MANY APPLICATIONS, article below

PROCEDURE: 1. Read the informational packet on outlining paragraphs
carefully.

2, Read the article once as quickly as you can, to get the main
ideas.

3. Read the article over again more slowly and make an outline
of the paragraph(s) below. Be sure to use Roman numerals
I, II, III for the main ideas; capital letters for the major
details; Arabec numberals for minor details.

SEkECTIONS.
PORTABLE COLOR CAMERA HAS MANY APPLICATIONS

A broadcastquality color television camera, small enough to be carried

by'an astronaut on a manned lunar exploration mission, may also find use in

a, number of industrial and broadcast television applications.

Th camera, its portable power supply, and receiving and transmitting

radio equipment weight a total of 56 pounds, as contrasted to an average of

200 pounds for compakable color TV cameras, not including power supply. It

was developed at RCA's AstroElectronics Division in Princeton, N.J.

The camera was designed to be carried and operated by one man, making

it suitable for use in manned luniir exploration. It could be carried on the

moon by an exploring astronaut to provide scientists with color views of the,-

lunar environment. The pictures could be viewed instantly on earth TV re

ecivers and could also be stored on conventional video tape to provide a

record of the 'scenery for later detailed analysis.



READING SKILLS - Elec.
ORGAMIZINO WHAT YOU HATE'READ
VIII. putaar74

Job Shoe% X.

OBJECTIVE: To outline a paragraph to show the relationship between the main

idea, and the relationship between major and minor details.

MATERIALS: Article below, NEW DOUBLE LIFE LEAD-ACID BATTERY

PROCEDURE: 1. Read the informational packet on outlining paragraphs carefully.

2. Read the article once as quickly as you can to get the main

iaeas.

3. Re-read the article more slowly and make an outline of the

paragraphs. Be sure to use Roman numerals I, II, III for

the main ideas; capital letters for the major details;

Arabec numerals for minor details.

SELECTIoN:
NEW DOUBLE. LIFE LEAD-ACID BATTERY

A new cylindrical lead-acid battery, whose performance actually
improves

during the greater part of its lifetime and whose life span is twice that of

other batteries, has been developed by Bell Telephone Laboratories.

' _The new battery has an anticipated life greater than 30 yearsdoubling the

typical 15-year life span of present batteries. The improvement is achieved

without increasing 4he weight or volume of the cell.

Bell systemlelephone companies will use the new battery primarily is a

source of emergency power should commercial power sources fail. The Bell

System purchases about $15 million worth of batteries each year, and expects

that the now batteries, will be made by outside suppliersen are all Bell

System batteries, This developMent will provide the Bell System with a common

'battery design, reducing about 66 different battery configurations to possibly

as few as four.

The battery, is covered by U.S. Patent No. 3,434,633, issued to L.D.

Babusci. B.A. Cretalla, D.O. Feder. and D.E. Koontz, as well as a number of

pending patent applications. The battery was discussed at a recent Symp-,,

osium for battery manufacturers in Murray Hill, N.J.

One of the unique features of the new battery is the use of circular,

grids made of pure lead--a material that corrodes more slowly than commonly

used lead alloys of calcium or antimony.

The cylindrical 4:esign provides a more rigid structure than the familiar

rectangutir shape and thus permits the use of the softer pure lead.

1 15



READING "KILLS Met. 3h.
OVERVIEWING I

Job :sheet h 1

OBJECTIVE: To develop the skill of overviewinr a textbook or a technical book.

Overviewinp is a quick and effidient wacV to get a general idea about what is

in a book, a chapter, or an article. By overviewing you find out what a writer

it; saying without reading every word he- has written.' There are two reasons for

oyerviewinr: (1). To examine new material to'find out what it contains, and (2).
To determine whether 4 specific book contains information you want.

MATC4IAL: Peterson, American Labor Unions.

PUOCED1R8: 1. Imagine you are looking at this book for the first time and want
to find oat what it contains.

2.. Read the title.

Quid* scan:

a. %e Table of.Amtents
b. 2he Preface or Forward
c. ne Introduction
d. '2"ae pictures, maps, graphs, or tables

e. The Appendix
f. The Index

. F ecord your findings below:
4

A. The title of this book is

b. RerJd the introduction or forward and in your own words state tie

purpose of the book:

c.. The table of contents shows that this book contains
no.

of sections, broken down int° of chapters.
no.

'4.444.

dr. Your overview shows that this book also contains the following:
Check if applicable

(1). Index

(2). Appendix
(!'). Introduction
(4). Other (List)

5. From 7our overview state the,purposes for'which you belieVe this
book won't( be useful:



Job Sheet # 2

READING SKILLS - Met. 5h.
OVERVIEWING I

OBJECTIVE: To develop the skill of overviewing a textbook or a technical book.

.
Overviewing is a quick and efficient way to get a general idea about what is

in x book, a chapter, or an article. By overviewing-you.find out what a writer

is saying without reading every word hq has written. There are two #reasons for

overviewing (1). To examine new material to find out what it contains, and (2).

To determine whether a specific book contains information you want.

MATERIALS: Kursh, Apprenticeships in America.

PROCEDURE: 1. Imagine You are looking at this book for the first time and went

to 'find out what it contains.

2. Read the title.

3. Quickly scan:

(a). the table of contents
(b). the preface or forward

,(c). the introduction
f(d). the pictures, maps, graphs, or tables

(e). the appendix
(f). the index

4. Record your findings below:

(a). the title of this book is

(b). Read the introduction and in your own words state the purpose

of the book.

(c). The table of Contents shows that this book contains
no.

of Sections, broken down into of chapters.

no.

(d). Your overview shows that this book also contains the following:

Check if applicable

Cl). Index
(2). Appendix.,

(3). Introduction
(4). Other (List)

5. From your overview, state the purposes for which you believe this

book would be useful:

(1).

. (2).

(3).

1.17



READING SKILLSSKILLS. Sh.
OVERVIEWING I

Job Sheet # 3

OBJECTIVE: To develop the skill of overviewing a textbook or technical book.

Overviewing is a quick and efficient wry to.get a general idea about what is
in a book, a chapter, or an article. By overviewing you find out what a writer
is saying without reading every word he has written. There are'two reasons for
overviewing: (1). To examine new material to find out what it contains, and (2).
To determine whether a specific book contains information you want.

*bTERIAL8: Lindbeck and Lathrop, General Industry

PROCEDURE: 1. Imagine you are looking at this book for the first time and want
to find out what it contains.

2. Read the title:

3. Quickly scan:

(a). the table of contents
(b). the preface or forward
(c). the introduction
(d). the pictures,'maps, graphs, or tables
Xe). the appendix.
(f). the index

4. Record your findings below:

(a). The title of this book is

4IP

(b). Read the introduction and in your own words state the pur-
pose of this book.

(c). The Table of Contents shows that this book contains
no.

of sections, broken down into of chapters.
no.

(d). Your overview shows that-this book also contains the following:
Check if applicable

(1). index-

(2). appendix
(3). introduction

(4). other (list)

5. From your overview, state the purposes for'which you believe this
book would be useful:,



REST (7.7.[-,

Job Sheet 4

Mete
OV1 :1011.1,11EIC I

Ti T fievelop the sLill or overviewin a textbook or a technital book.

lvervie°yL is a cuici, and efficient, way to get a general idea about what
is in a boo, a chapter, or'aa article. Py overviewilw you find out what a
writer 16 sayine: ;JithOut readifiL: every word he has written. There are two reasons
for overviewin: (1) To examine new material to find out what it contains, and

To determine whether a specific book contains information you want.

Nachine Tool Operation, Part I.

1- Imagine jou are looking at this book for the first time and want to
find out tniat it contains.

dead the title.

,Juicily scan: .

the table of contents
the preface or forward
the introduction
the pictures, maps, graphs or tables

) the index

L. Record ypur findings below:

(a). The title of this book is

(b). Read the introduction and in your own words state the purpose
of this book.

). The Table of Contents shows that this book contains
no.

sect ono, broken down into of chapters.,
no.

(d). Your overview shows that this book also contains the following:
Check if applicable

1,31

index
appendix
introduction
other (list)

From your overview, state the purpose for which yoU believe
this boo): would be useful:

J

1 1 n 1;$(.3



READING SKILLS Met. Oh.

OVEVIEWING II

Job Sheet 0 1,

OECTECTIVEr To develop the chill of overviewinn a chapter in a textbook or a
technical booL.!

2yervie,4illc is a quick and efficient way to get a general idea about what is
in a boot, a chaptee., or an article. Ry overviewinn you find out what a writer is
sayirw without reading every word he has written. There are two reasons for
overviewin. (1) To examine new material to find out what it contains, and
(1 To dtermine whether a spedific chapter contains information which you need.

MATERIAW: McCabe and Bauer, Metals, Atoms a,c1 Alloys, chap. 1. ,_ "Cutting the'
E,1 -,:e of Civilization.'

FROOMAIRL: view the chapter as follows:

1. Read the title.

21 Read the boldface he inga.

Read the opening paragraph

1. Look for illustrations, table symbol charts, diagrams, etc.
Read captions

Record your findingc below:

L. The title of this chapter w

b. This chapter is divided into
no.

of sections.

c. Moot chapters indicate in the opening paragraphs' what the chapter will be
about. Read. the firut paragraphs of this chapter and ein your own words
state its purpoce:

1. Lint all the boldface headings which develop the chapter:

e. Mate the technical purpose for which- the information in this'chapter
would be useful.



0

READING SKILLS Metal Shop

OVERVIEWING II

Job Sheet #2

OBJECTIVE: To develop the skill of overviewing a chapte, in a textbook or a

technical book.

Overviewing is a quick and efficient way to get as general idea about what is

in a 7,0*, a chapter, or an article. By overviewing you find out what a writer

-is saying without reading every word he has written. There are two reasons for

overviewingt., (1) To examine new material to find out what it contains, arid

(2) To determine whether a specific chapter contains information which you need.

MATERIALS: Machine Tool Operation, Part I Chapter#1,1 "The Machinist Trade."

PROCEDURE: Overview the chapter as follows:

1. Read the title.

2. Read the boldface headings.

3. Read the _opening paragraph(s).

4. Look for illustrations, tables, symbol charts, diagraxs, etc.

,Read the captions.

5. Record your findings below:

The-title-of this chapter is

b. This chapter is divided into of sections.
no

c. Most chapters indicate in the opening paragraphs what the chapter will be about.

Read the ,first paragraphs of this chapter and in your own words state its

putpose:

d. List all the boldface headings rhich develop the chapter:

e. State the technical purposes for which the information in this chapter would/
be useful.

0-



READING SKILLS kEtal Shop

pVERVIEWING II

Job Sheet #3

OBJECTIVE: To overview a chapter in, a textbook without writing all the infor
mation down.

MATERIALS: Iman and Koch, Labor in American Society, Chapter #2, "Craftsman
and the Courts."

PROCEDURE: Overview the chapter as follows:

1. Read the title.

2. Read the boldface headings.

3. Read the opening paragraph(s).

4. Look for illustrations, tables, symbol charts, diagrams etc.
Read the captions.

5. If you have correctly followed the process of overviewing a
chapter, you should now be able to state the purpose of this
chapter without having to write out all the information you
listed in Job Sheets #1 and #2. Complete the following state
ment:

The purpose of this chapter is



Am-

READING SKILLS Metal Shop

OVERVIEWING II

Job Sheet #4

OBJECTIVE: To overview a chapter in a textbook without writing all the infor
mation down.

X

MATERIALS: Kursk, Apprenticeships in America, Chapter #2, "Wanted,, More Skilled
Workers."

PWCEDURE: Overview the chapter as follows:

1. Read the title

2. Read the boldface headings

3. Read the opening paragraph(s);

4. Look for illudtrations, tables, symbol charts, diagrams, etc.
Read the captions.

If you have, correctly followed the process of overviewing a
chapter, you should now be able to state the purpose of this
chapter without having to write out all the information you
listed in Job Sheets #1 and12. Complete the following state
ment: *

The purpose of this chapter is:

t

/1/7
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trAforvi

book, a cILL

chapt-,r, an

*1u now ra
and not2s.

FEADDIO' I1ILL3 - Met . h.
7ILEV111.,ING

*Job Sho -t

12o dovolop th, sLill of pre,,fiewir: an articli.

win, as yoZi havo seen, gives you a general- idea of what is in a
,t r, or dn In .provitwin you take a closer look at a
article., or a bolt to got a mort spcific idea of the contents.

1 tho title, headings and subheadings, words in special typt, captions,
so, you rtad the first and last paragraphs and any summary you may

Pr vi s;1a is most us .ful vith short solections; it is least useful with
1w:thy ma t. riall lik a t-Abook. Provi2win ,,. helps yOu save valuablt time

an ofrort. it ;1',V,2,13 you a good idea of what is in an articlo without r2ading

11.APITIAL_;: Amrica's Labor Unions, Part II, chapt or 3.

chapt r part 2 of the assigned mat,:rial using th,J following
Trtoodure:

1. 'filoatht
2. Had th headings and subh-adino.
31 Ru1 the first and last paragraphs.
1. t iurJa, ::41-iruo_-.31 and s!_mt,2nces in boldfaco, italics, or

oth-r sr2 cial typo.
% 5. IL summary that you mi,-7ht find.

6. Loo1: at tho pictures, tables, maps, and graphs. R2ad the
cations.

7. Answor th, following questions:
a. T11-,, LIU,: of the section ,is

b. This action of the book deals with

c.,,Th first main h:adinc of the soot ion tolls

d. that is the second main heading of the section
. :hat. information can you oxpoct unlor this heading*':

I. 1hat. .iniu of lists can you .find in this section, and for
what would thy'bt usofur

g, IrlPor what purposts would tyre information in this shapt.r
b( It,-:fur2

r

pie
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"/Y2

A

an rtio1.,_-.

;let.

ao you hav I.it2. 4,Jr1t 1 %iv,41,ypu a cintai id 2a of

. a cit4tr 0,2-. an , 'Nxticl, You take a closer look
artio14, or a tub let to

1,L1,1inti, and

,you the firut

moist..

1 40t1hy mat Aals,
ATort. It ,:ivec you a

word.-;

'71TER1aj: Labow,,Today,Chapter .11-Part 1.

what 1,->' in a book,
at

opoifio idea of the o;Jnt.ents. Yoa new r,_:ad

worda in special typ:, unl notes.

and la. t paracrapha and any summary you may rtnd.

as,_1:u1 A.th ;port solt;tioldo; it is icaot uo,ful wi.th
-'.22:203.Hiw-:,...1'10.110 you aav_ valuabl'Ytime and

ood.,idea of what ta"t ail artidl; without readinc ,,vary

- POCEDU10:' r'r.Jvi,_iw Chapter 1, Part 1 of the assigned material uoinc thu followinc,°

cy.oeduro:

4

. g41 tiv- tl,tr

2. R.e.d th hualiniz'o'and Jubll-adincp.

I-Lad th firA and la at paraL7rapha.
JL'a,21 all (:,uotationc, and L-.1,2nt,:licco sk,t apart in upocial type:.

an; Joriha317,1 you miL.tt find.

Ut t »Y iotureug tableo, map, and &rapt. liead th72 c.a.:Atom.

1.. laaw,,r

titit orth 6i1aptur.ic

infurmation. centaintid in the onaptr do le with

j
I

o. your olni words list two ovinions given rt,r:ard 110_7,

automLtiori:

word o y,cJar int,..JrprAation tne tat_,mnt

in ttas unapt -r, "It iu sumetimuu said that automation down-
-
rad_u tIL:L, laborer to the status of a servant to a machiw,:l."

175
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ALADIN4 Z}ILL ; Met. h.
PREVIIZING

Job SliA2,:t

Pk, develup th skill of previewi% an artiol-i.

ov Tvi-t.iog, as you hav, son, 6iV0.20 you a g_ieral id a of what is in a
a chat r, or an article. In .previewinc you take a cloo,tr look at a

chapt r, an article, or a booklet to get a more specific idea of the contents.
You now rad th2 title, headings and subheadings, words in special type, captions,
and not s. Also, you read the first and last paragraphs and any summary you may
find.

reviewin,' is moot useful with short selections; it is' least useful -with

111Lt y material, like alteytbook. Previewing helps you save valuable time and

ffort. itives, you a good idoa of what is in an article without reading ivory
wurd.

op s of thy_ Jublication tol Facts.

PRDSPU: 1. 4u to tn. file and obtain copies of Steel Pacts.

rlind an article which interests ydu and ..r.2-vieu it, us nj th

fo1looiri roccdure;

a. R,:ad the title.

b. V_ad t4, 4ng!:,' and oubhadings.

a'_ad th, first and last paragraphs.

d; 11!2ad words, phrases, and sentences in boldface, italics, or
oth;-r special

any summary tha t you might find.

f. Lee!: at t1 pictures, tables, maps, and raphs. head the

captions.

Answer tn, fellowinL;questions:

a. The titl of the article is
in th .

and it appears
issue of jte1 Pacts.

h. The artiol deals with

c. 'Ph firt main headinL: of the article tells

i. Ph: othur main points which the artic1,,,' deals with are:

(2)

(3J. (i)

o. For what purposes would the information in this article be
usefuI7

f. :.ummarie ,,. in too or three !3entenees the content of tir2



Job hu t

1EA1017P4 nt.

obJEOP1VS: 00 do-Ir.:lop the shill of an article.

01.72rvi.uing, as you ha l) seen, giv .A you.a oncra1 id_a of what is in a

boo.k, a cha it r,' or an artiol,_. In orevi-sin- you tal: a closer; look at a

ohapt r, an article, or a booLlet to get a mort_ .snecific idea of the contents.

You nr-J., rJ thJ title, headings', and subheadings, words in special
captioao, and notes. Also, you read tir,, first and'last paragraphs and any

',1UmMary you m-ly find.

? rvi ig is most useful tiitti short selections; it is l'ast upLful with

1' nt niaterial, lik a t(,z-tbook. Previ:win h1120 you sav i. valuablJ time and

ffort. It Liv ,13 you a good.idJa of what is in an article without reading every

word.

opies of tit,: publication Nedel'ationist.

21iCCE11YRL: I. Go to the file and obtain copies of The Fed_rationist.

Find an article which interests you and preview it, using the
t'ollowing procodure:

a. RePA the title.
b. R-?ad the headings and subheadings.
c. Rai the first and last paragraphs.
d. Read words, phrases, and sentences in boldface, italics, or

other s:'cial type.

2. Itad. any summary that you might find.

f. Lee at the pictures, tabl-s, maps, and graphs. Read the

captions.

Answer th_ following questions:

U. The titl of th article is it appears

in the issue of The Federationist.

(date)

b. This article deals with
e. Th, first main heading of the article tells

d. The other main points which the article deals with are:

(1) (2)

(14 (4)

What Lind8 of lists found in this article, and for what would
th2y'be useful!,

f. Summi'iri17,e in two or three sentences the content of the article.

is/



REApING SKILLS - Metal 2422

SCANNING

Pre-Test

OBJECTIVE: The purpose of the Scanning Pre-Test is to, help you 'become aware of the
importance, of having skills in locating specific information both
quickly and accurately. y,

PROCEDURE: 1. When you begin the test, record your time on the line provided.
2. .'Locate the books assigned in the library, in the classroom, or in

the Metal Shop.
3. Working as rapidly as possible, find all the informatiOn asked for

in each question.
4. When you finish the Pe-Test record your time and figgre your total

time. Put your total time in the space provided on your Record
Sheet.

BEGIMMING

LUESTIONS:

I

1... I.A. METAW WORK

Before screws had to be cut by hand.
(date)

Cooley, R.R., Complete Metal Working

Files are named and classified according to length, sectional form,
and

3. General Industry.

There are many kinds of arc welding, such as (1)

(2)

(3)

4. Tucker andConCatalog.

What is the package quantity of 1/4 dia. x 2" long carriage bolts?

5. south Bend Catalog.

and

What is the cost of 6 flat, smooth 10" long files?

6. General Metals, p. 71

What is the secondary color marking on an E6016 electrod?

1 r
/45-01



DING SKILLS - Metal Shop

SCANNING PIE- ''.EST, P. 2

Do All Cutting Tools.Cataloi, pp. 86-87.

What is the decimal equivalent of a number 12 drill?

P. Do All Cutting To_ ols Catalofro,,

1

What is the catalog numberof a 10-24 N. C. 2 Plutet plug Chamfer H 3
limit Tap eeries No. D-305?

N

r tr

Concluding Time

Total Time



'READING SKILLS - Metal-11a
SCANNING I

Job Sheet #1.

OBJECTIVE: To develop the skill of scanning for specific facts

Scanning is a planned.hunt-Gekip-read process for finding specific facts --
names, dates, sizes, distances, prices', and similar information. When
you have to locate specific facts, scanning may be the beat way to do it.
When Au scan for a specific fact, you do very little reading. Instead
you allow your eyes to move rapidly over the material until you find what
you are looking for.

MATERIALS: I.A. Metalwork, Unit 13, pp. 65-67

PROCEDURE: Read the following questions and scan for the answers, one at a time,
'following these guides:

a. Keep clearly in mind the question you want answered.
b. Decide in what form the answer should appear. For example, should

the answer be a word, a name, a number of a date?
e. Move your eyes quickly over the page, looking for your clues.
d. When you find what you think is the answer, read more carefully.
e. :*top reading when you have found the correct answer.
f. Record the answer in the space provided.
g. Time yourself. Note your time on your record sheet.

QUESTIONS: 1. is a way of cutting a spiral groove

around the outside of a bolt or shaft.

2. The most common screw thread series are

and

. The 1" National Course bolt has threads per inch.

4. Hand taps are made as or
tapee

5. cut internal threads.

6. cut external threads.

7. are the same
as taper taps except that they are used for holes smaller thank".

A device used to hold the die is called a die

9. A complete set of common taps and dies in a wooden carrying case is
called a



READING SKILLS M. SHOP.
SCANNING I

Job Sheet #2

OBJECTIVE: To develop the skill of scanning for specifio faots

Scanning is a,planned huntskipread process for finding specific faots--
names, dates, sizes, distances, primes, and similar information. When
you have to locate speoific facts, scanning may-be the best way to.do it.
When you soan for a specifics faot you do very little reading. Instead, you
allow your eyes to move rapidly over the material until you find what you
are looking for.

MATERIALS: Cooley, R.H. Complete Metal Working, "Piling," pp. 36-40.

PROCEDURE: Read the questions below and scan, for the answers, one at a time,
following these guides:

a. Keep clearly in mind the question you want answered. .

b. Decide in what form the answer should appear. Por example, should
the answer be a word, a name, a number, or a date?

c. Move your eyes quickly over the page, looking for your clues.
ti d. Record the answer in the space provided.

e. Time yourself: Note your time on your record sheet.

QUESTIONS: 1. What is the name fore the portion of the file that receives the handle?

2. Piles are named and classified according to, whit three fe:Acme
a.

b.

c.

3. Single cut files are used on hard or soft metals?

4. What is meant by the safe edge of the file?

5. List tae files named on these pages:

`6. What is the main fault in filing?

7. Turning the file 900 to the
called filing.

and moving it sideways is



READING SKILLS e- Met. S .

SCANNING I

Job Sheet #3

OBJECTIVE: To develop the skill of scanning for specific facts.

Scanning is a planned hUnt-skip-readvrocess for finding specific facts- -
names, dates, sizes, distances, prices, and similar information. When you
have to locate specific facts, scanning may be the best way to do it. To
scan for a specific fact you do very little reading. Instead, yeu allow
your eyes to move rapidly over the materiel until you find what you are
looking for.

MATERIAL: Lindbeok and Lathrop, General Industry, Chapters 33 and 34 "Adhesive
Fasting of Metal, and Welding, pp. 136-142.

PROCEDURE: Read the questions below and scan fdr the answers, one at a time,
followiiag these guides:

t

QUESTIONS: 1.

ON 2.

UNIT 3.

37
4.

Keep clearly in mindthe question you want answerec4
Decide in what form the answer should appear. For example,
Should the answer be a word, a name, a number, or a date?
Move your eyes quickly over the page, looking for your clues.
When you find what you think is the answer, read more carefully.
Time yourself. Note your time on your record sheet.

Soldering temperatures are held below degrees.
Solder is'a mixture (alloy) of and .

To solder successfully the work pieoes must be7 and .

The most common filler rods used in braying are copper alloys such as
or alloys.

OESTIONO: 1. is another word for welding.
ON - Pressure or force is sometimes used to help join the work pieces.

UNIT This is called
3. The most 'common kinds of welding are

and welding.
4. In gas welding the most common inflammable gas Used is
5. Other gases that also can be used in gas welding are

, and

(1. 2

x.6-41



READING SKILLS - Metal Shop
SCANNING I

Job Sheet #4

OBJECTIVE: To develop the skill of scanning for specific facts

Scanning is a planned hunt-ekip-read rprocess for finding specific facts- -
names, dates, sized, distances, prices, and similar.information. When

you have to locate specific facts. scanning may be the best way to do it.,
To scan for a specific fact you do very little reading. Instead,you
allow your eyes to move rapidly over the material until you find ihat you
are looking for. ' oe

MATERIALS: Read the questions below and scan,for the ans*ers, one at a time, following

these guides:

a. Keep clearly in mind the question you want answered.
b. Decide in what form the answer should appear. For example.

should the answer be a word, a name, a number, or a date?

c. Move your eyes quickly over the page, looking for your clues:

d. When you find what you think is the answer, read more carefully.
e. Time yourself. Note your time on your record sheet.

'0E0TION: 1. Name the.two more common types of drives for the engine lather.

2. What heavy duty lathes use plain bearings made from what kind
cf material?

3.t. What is the lead screw's main function?

4. }Dow is the lead screw driven?

J. The first gear of the gear train is called the

6. All lathes use a split nut called a

-^?

0 lea



READING SKILLS Met. au)
SCANNING II

Job Sheet #1:.

OBJECTIVE: To develop the skills of scanning for numerical facts

MATERIALS: Tucker and Sons Catalog, 1970.
pen or pencil

PROCEDURE: 1. In the catalog find the table

2. Scah the table for answers to
6

3. Tine yourself. You should be
questions fl 4.in

of American Files and Rasps.

the questions -which are below.

able to scan the table and answer
minutes.

QUESTIONS: 1. How is the size of the file determined?

&401 How many,)" files are packed boi? ,

3. How many,fplue files are packed in a box?

4. What would be the,00st of 3 &lan mill second cut 10" long files?

5. On the diagram page 135 which-cut is shown as the courest?

6. What is the difference between the plain file card and the combination?

7. NO. 103 file handles are for what size file?

What brand files are on these pages?

Whet address will you mail to for this order?

Record time

164 /5---/-



OBJECTIV:

MATERIAL:

16:M1ING .11:11,W - Met. Sh.

=ANN= IT

Job ShectI2

To develop the skill of scanxiiitg for numerical facts.

Doall Cutting Tools Catalog

In the assigned catalog fihd the
series.

1

ca the -table for answer to the questions which are below.

How to scan:

PROCKDIRE: 1.

<Le

(ITInTIONS :

1. What do the symbols LNR indicate?

"Itz4

table of Micrometers, No. 850

a. Jeep, clearly in mind/the question you want answered.
b. Decide in what form the answer should appear. For example,

should the answer bei a word, a name, a number, or a date?
c. Move your eyes quickly over the page, looking for your clue13.
d. When you find what you think is the anuwer,read more carefully.

Time yourself. Note your time on Your Record Sheet.,

1. liat do the symbols LNRV indicate?

3 . What is the catalog number for an English measure set 0-6" LNRV. -

4. What is the total cost of a "-3" mike English measure LNRV and
carbide.tipped with case?

5. Give the full description and. price of the mike listed under
catalog number 607-205168.

165



READING SKILLS Met. Sh.
SCANNING II r----

Job Sheet ,3

OBJECTIVE: To develop the skill of scanning for numerical facts.

MATERIALS: `American Steel Catalog(Th

PROCEDURE: 1. Scan the assigned catalog to find the answers to the questions
14sted below.

2. How to scan:4

a. Keep cilearly in mind the question you wnat answered.
b. Decide in what form the answer should appear.
c. Move your eyes quickly over the page, looking for clues.
d. When you find what you think is the answer, read more care

fully.

3. Time yourself. Note your time on your Record Sheet.

QUESTIONS: 1. Round mild steel bars can be ordered in what range of diameter?

2. What lengths are the above standard?

1. If given a cost per hundred pounds Can you, by using this catalog,
figure the price of a length of bar stock?

4. What is the weight per ft. of a piece 2 1/2 round mild steel bar?

5. This the largest diameter machine bolt listed in the catalog?

You want to purchase a bull, container of 3/4 diameter 5 1/2" long
machine bolts. How many will you get?

7. You will now need some heavy duty hekagon nuts for the above
bolts. would you have enough if you purchased a package container?

r3. You now must order standard wrought waphers for the same 3/4"
machine bolts. If you purchased 50 lbs., would you have more or
less than enough?

11(i goe)



Job .Nieet 4-

(rUftTIV: To develop the !ALM of scanning for numerical facts.

nATERIALS: Tucker and Sons Catalog, 19701,p. 174

READING SKILLS Met. 311.

SCANNING II

PROCEDURE: 1. In the above catalog is a table of prices for pliers.

Scan the table for prices to solve the problem listed

1.. Time yourself. Nate your
Is your speed in locating

PFM.iLM: I wish to purchase several ite
of tLe following order.

TYPE

time on your Record Sheet.
numerical facts improving?

below.

ms. Please give me the total cost of

a. 17,17`Innfllocl. Linemand,

b. nannelloa pump
Lq.agonal Cutter

:. (Iripmaster

e. Poci,et size'

f. flip Champ

li

NO. SlEE PRICE

2 pr.
6 pr.
3 pr.

4 pr.
2 pr.

4 pr.

6"

9"
7"

1:7s

6z"
10"

Total Cost



READING MILS - Met. Sh.

SCANNING M

Job Sheet #1

OBJECTIVE: To develop the skill of scanning, for a name and number.

MATERIALS: General Metals, p.

PROCEDURE: 1. In the assigned material find a chart of common mile-steel
electrodes.

2. Following the procedure' for scanning which you learned in
Scanning I and Scanning, II, scan, for the answers, one
question at a time.

3. Time yourself. Note your time on your Record Sheet.

QUESTIONS:

1. What is the one thing which,all the rods listed have in common?

2. For deep penetration, would you select a 6013 rod?

3. What cplor designates the 6013 rod? z
4. What,two of these rods do we use most commonly in our metal -shop?

State both number and color.

No. Color

No. Color

Which rod has a listing for D-C only?

6. One-rod in,particular is given for use on pipe lines. ,Give its
number.

. If you were going to weld on your car bumper, which rod would you use?

8. What is the main difference between an E6013 and an E6014 rod?
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READING SkILLS- Net. Sh.

SCANNING III

Job Sheet #2

OBJECTIVE: To develop the skill of scanning for a name and Number.

1ATERIALS: South Bend Catalog

PROCEDURE: I. Fill in the Part No., Description, or Item No. wherever missing.

1

2. Following the procedure for scanning which you have learned,
locate the information as rapidly as you can. Be accurate:

3. Time yourself. Record your time on your Record Sheet.

WESTIONS:

1. 101: V.U. Headstock lodel A.B. & C.

4.

Item No. Part No. Part Name

18 Oiler

10

Solid Shim (List All)

0512K1

Vide Range Gear Box

Item no.

24

49

91

90

Part No. Part Name

A

AS6746R2

Index Plate (23)___,



READING SKILLS ,Met. Sh.
SCANNING III

Job Sheet ,3

OBJECTIV: To develop the si ill of scanninr, for a name and number.

MATEIO.ALS: F#.2irer, General Metals, p. 71, Fig. 12-6, Table 1 1.

PROCMliti: 1. Locate the Assigned Figure and Table.

Fcllwoing the procedure for scanning,which you learned in
,carotin K I and II, scan for the answers to the questions below.

S:

Time yourself. Record your time on your Record Sheet.

1. Are number or letter drills larger in diameter?

'lhat'is the decimal equivalent of a number 72 drill?

TAtich is the larger in diameter, a 5164" drill or a number 41 drill?

1. lhat is the diameter of the largest letter drill?

5. "that is the diameter of the smallest number drill?

which is the closest to a 7/32" diameter drill,a number
or a number 2 drill?

sets of gills are. there whio' are smaller than

4
That are the number ranges of the number set?

'What are the letter ranges of the letter set?
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READING SKILLS - Met. Sh.

SCANNING III

Job Sheet #4

OBJECTIVE: To develop the skill of scanning for a name and number.

MATERIALS: Doall Cutting Teals Catalog, pp. 86-87.
r.

PROCEDURE: 1. In the assigned material find the table of pricWfor taps.

2. Following the procedure for scanning which you learned in
Scanning I and II, scan for the answerS to the questions below.

3. Scan rapidly and accurately.
J

4. Time yourself. Record your time on your Record Sheet.

QUESTIONS:

1. List the price of 1 of each of the following; No. 106.303:

a. 5/16-18 NC 2 flute plug chamfer, Limit H2

b. 5/8-11 NC 3 flute, plug chamfer, Limit H3

c. 3/4-10 NC 3 flutes, plug chamfer, Limit H3

2. list theb catalog number for the following No. 41-305:

a. 4-40 N.C. 2 Flute PlugOhamter,limit H1

b. 4-48 N.F. 2 Flute ,Plug Chamfer, Limit H1

c. 8-32 N.C. 2 Flute Plug Chamfer Limit H2

d. 6,32 N.C. 2 Flute Bottoming, Limit H1



OBJECTIVE:

PROCEDUAE:

READING SKILLS -.Met. Sh.

SCANNING

Post-Test

rht, purpose of the Scanning Post-Test is to determine how much you have
imporoved your scanning skills.

1. When you beginethe test, record your time on the line provided.

2. Locate the assigned books in the library, in the classroom and in the
Metal Shop.

:3. Working as rapidly as possible, find all the informatlon asked for in
each question.

4. When you finish the Post-Test record your time and figure your
total time. Record your total time on your Record Sheet. Have

you improved your scanning skills?

Compare the tide it took you to complete this Post-Test with the
time you recorded on yOur Pre-Test performance. Record the DIFFERENCE
in number of minutes

BEGINNING

'TOTAL 14111-MLA OF MINUTES

CONCLUDING TIME

1. Do All Cuttinr, Tools Cataloro pp. 60-7.

Find the catalog number of a 10-24 N, C, 2 Flute, Plug Chamfer H3
Limit Tap series No. D-305.

I.A. Metals Work

Screws had 0 be cut by hand before what date?

General Metals, p. 71.

Give the decimal equivalent of a number 12 drill.

Cooley, R. H.4 Complete Metal Working.

Files are named and classified according to

and

5. General Metals, p. .64.
Name the secondary color marking on an E6016.eleetrode.

6. General Industry.
List three kids of arc welding and the page on which you find the information:

1. . Page

Page

3. Page



7. Tucker and Son Catalog
.

Find the cost of 6 flat, smooth 1CP long files.

8. American Steel GEttlas.

Give the package quantity of 1/4 dia. x 2" long carriage bolts.

South Bend Catalog.

Find the part number and part name for item number 20 for headstock 10 KVD, Model
A, B, & C.

(Part No.) (Part Name)



READING SKILLS Met.Sh.
SKIMMING

Job Sheet #1

OBJECTIVE- _To-doveIop°the skill of'likimminVfar main ideas.

I

Skimming for main ideas is a paragraphbyparagraph search for the
main ideas in a chapter or an article. _When you skim for main
ideas, you focus on each of the major points amade by the writer.
You,stili don't read every word, but you now go deeper into the
material than before.

MATERIALS:, popular Mechanics, June 1970, "Maka Your Own Coil Springs."

PROCEMURE: 1. Go to the library and obtain the above magazine.
2. Skim the assigned article using the following procedure:

a. lead the title.
b. Read the headings and subheadings.
c. Read the firbt sentence of every paragraph.
d. Read the last sentence of every paragraph more than five

lines long.

3. Answer the questions below.

4. Return the magazine to the librarian.

QUESTIONS:
1. In your own words, summarize the information contained in

this article.
What kind of wire do you use to make coil springs?

3. How much longer should the mandrel be than the spring?

A
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OBJECTIVE:

MATERIALS:.

P.,-

414ING SKILLS As11.- h.
SKIMING

Job Sheet 412

To develop the Skill of skimming for Maim ideas;

Skimming for main ideas is a'paragraphbyparagraph search for the

main ideas in a chapter or an article. When you skim for main ideas,

you focus on each of the major points made by the writer. You

still don't read every word, but yoi go deeper into the material than

before.

Popular Mechanics, June, 1970, "Tapping Crooked Holes? Try

This Gadget."

PROCEDURE: 1. Go to the library and obtain the above magazine.

2. Skim the asaigned article using the following procedure:.

a. Read the title.
b. Read the headings and subheadings.
0. Read the first sentence of,-every paragraph.

d. Read the last sentence of every paragraph more than

five lines long.

3. Answer the questions below.

4. Return the magazine to the librarian.

WESTIONS: 1. In your own words, summarize the information contained in this,

article.
2. What materials ao you-need to make. this device?

1 75'
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READING SKILLS Met. Sh.
SKIMMING

Job Sheet #3

OBJECTIVE: To develpp the skill of kairmim for main ideas
..1.1110

MATERIALS: Rcpular Mechanics, March 1971, "A MiniDrill Probe for Hobbyists."

PROCEDURE: 1. Go to the library and obtain the above magazine.
2. Skim the assigned article using the following procedure:

a. Read the title.'
b. Read the headings and subheadings.
c. Read the first sentence of every paragraph.
d. Read the last sentence of every paragraph more than five

lines long.
3. Answer the questions below.
4. Return the magazine to the librarian.

QUESTIONS: 1. In your own words, sumtharize, the information contained in
this article.

2. What kind of motor powers this press? What horsepower?

3. What maximum size drill will it take?

17i;
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a

I
oBJECTIVE: 'To

MATSHIAL: Mil

PIA)ChTURk.:: 1.

2.

3.

READING SKILLS Met. Sh.

SKIMMING FOR MAIN ItiEAS

Job Sheet- g 4 fPit

check how well you have learned the procedure of skimming

ler, -James Nathan, "It's a Dead End -Road for the Dropout",

Obtain the specified article from the file.

Following the skimmiig procedure you have been practicing in

the pr6deding job sheets1 andskim the article.

Answer the questions below.

=TioNS: 1. What happens to the person who tries to "fake" having a

high school diploma?
List three reasons why students often drop out of school,

aceerdik; to the article:

a.

b.

c.

. Compare working conditions and school conditions as often

experieced bythe dropout.

How do they differ?

In what ways are they alike?

4. Some job are "learning by doing" situations where the

employer trains you. Are these increasing or decreasing?

Are there more or less peOple in competition for the jobs?

5. The article states that the high shcool idploma has come to

mean throe things. Name them.

a.

b.

c.
6. A high school dropout can always enlist in the Army if he

can't find a job. You No -

Explain your answer.

An employer from Portland, Oregon, is quoted on his feelings

regarding the hiring of dropouts. Summarize what he says.

/7/
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KADIN SKILLS Mtit. 3h.
OROANIUNG WHAT YOU HAW READ,

1. 10cplanation of a

Teohnical'Procods

Job Sheet 41

OBJECTIVE: To gain experience in reading the written and diagramatic explanation of a technical process. To be able to organize in a list
the sequence of events in the process.

MAMIALS: 1. Pamphlet, "Welding and Cutting", pp. 32-33
2. Diagram of cutting torch. Obtain the diagram from the filecabinet. Return the diagram to the file when work is finished.

PROCEDURE: This is a technical selection and you should read it differently
than you read literature or social studies.

This selection explains a process.

These instructions tell you how to read material that describesa process.

1. Study the diagram of the cutting_ torch. Read the names, of theparts. Then try to name them without rereading the labels. o

Readthe introductory paragraph.' Read the first sections readjust one sentence at a time. If it mentions something ShoWn on
the diagram, look back at the diagram after reading the Sentence.
Read the 'next sentence the same. way. Stop and think about each
sentence after you have read it to make sure that the meaning is
clear to you.

3. After reading the entire section in this way, try to explain
to yourself without looking at the book just how the process
takes place. _

4. Work with each of the remaining sections in the same way that
you worked the first one.

5. Then, do the following:

List in order the otos that take place in the process which
has been described. Use this job sheet for your listing.

Return the diagram to the file and the pamphlet to the correctshelf.

178 .fiy,



31;ADITIG ,;hop

ORGAIII7INC-1111A-T' YOU ifAITI; :ft-Ai-

l:II. Cause and i:Sfect

Job ;beet_ 1

To gain experience in identifying effects produced by causes.

II:IT"P.MT.,3: Pamphlet: Welding and Cutting, page 80,paragraph.
page f:31, paragraphs 1 and 2

F'.7-.-J1iRL: 1. 2ea,1 the assigned paracraphs.

In the paragraphs assicned causes are given which lead up to an

effect. ReiTad the paragraphs to identify the causes and effect.

Find two causes in para Taph 5 and sum ther up in a feu rods on
the lines'fol1014ng

V. Pin tao effects in pa::-Lraph 5 and sum then
the lines following .!:;ffct.

in a feu e4rc,rd un

Repeat P c durc T and fo combined laragraphs 1 ,and on p.

12%raap

: I .

.wm..r.1111101....

, liaranh and

T: 1.



OBJECTIVE:

MATERIALS:

PROCEDURE:

Job Sheet A

READING SKILLS Met. S .
.ORGANIZING WHAT YOU HAVE READ

III. Cause and Effect

To gain experience in identifying effects produced by causes.

MachineToo101peratien, X, page 186, paragraphs 1 and 2

1. In the paragraphs assigned causes are given which lead up
to an effect. Read the paragraphs to find out what these are.

2. Find the cause in each paragraph and sum it up in a few words
on the line following cause.

3. Find the effect in each paragraph and sum it up in a few words
on the line following effect.

Page 166, paragraph 1:

CAUSE:

EFFECT:

Page 136, paragraph 2:

CAUSE:

EFFECT:

180
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. OBJECTIVE:

MATERIALS:

PROCEDURE:

READING SKILLS Met. Oh.

ORGANIZING WHAT YOU HAVE READ

IV. Instructions for a procedure

Job Sh-et41

TcLread and understand instructions for carrying out a

Smith, Machining of Metals, pp. 110-116.41,

1. Read the assigned
different ways to

2. Be sure to notice
are explanations.

procedure.

material slowly and with care to find out

locate center'and c rater drill.

which sentences are directions and which

3.- On the back of this sheet answer the questions 1-3 on page

4. In your own words list the procedure for each way of locating a

center.

5. In your own words list the procedure for center drilling.

6. Describe briefly the result you wish to obtain when this

procedure is followed.

.181



READING SKILLS Met. Sh.
ORGANIZING WHAT YOU HAVE READ

V. InstructionSfor a
Procedure

Job Sheet

OBJECTIVE: To read and understand instructions for carrying tout a procedure.

MATERIALS: Gen. Industrial Machine Shop., pp. 36-37

PRMEDURE: 1. You will learn how to work safely on a drill press.

2._ Read the following directions slowly and with care. 'Be sure
to notice which sentences are directions and which are ex
planations.

3. List the' directions in order in a few words.
a.

b.

c.

4. Answer the following questions:

a. Why not reach behind a operating drill press?

b. Why should you not hold the work to be drilled by hand?

c. Describe briefly the result you wish to obtain when this
procedure is followed. (Note: Appearance, size, color
what should the finished procedure or product look like:



READING STILLS Petal hop
ni/nANI7inn TIAT YOU _Ti 1:A'

V. Instructions for a Fr;iceOuee

Jbb ;Leo-L-43

II : TO uwg 11c,r:3V-triti iitut iict lotto for carryinc; out a procclur.:..

C:en. Industrial Kachine pp. 36-17

,Th 1. You will learn how to uorLsafely on a drill press.

Real the followinc diredtions slowly and with care. Be cure to

notice utich sentences tre directions and which are explanations.

Lizt the lirect ions in der in a few uords.

1. AiLliser thrr followiho '1 tions;

. not reach behinJ a operating drill preoo.

houlA :jou not hol,J the work to be drilled by hand'?

14,1ribe b,..iefly the ult you wick to obtin thic

folloed. Terance, oize, colorwhut uitt1 tt ii

ca pror:elure or produc loo..

183
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Job Sheet // 3

READING SKILLS - Metal Shop
ORGANIZING-WHAT-YOU-HAVE-READ
V. Instructions for a Procedure

OHJI:OVIV: To read and understand instructions for carrying out a procedure.

rAT71JALS: Oen. Industrial Machine Shop., PP. 36-37

PROCVDURE: 1. You will learn how to work safely on,a drill press.

2. Read the following directions slowly and with care. Be sure to
notice which sentences are directions and which are explanations.

OUESTIONS:

3. List the directions in order in a few words.

a.

b.

0.

4. Answer the following questions:

1. Why not reach behind a operting drill press?

2. Why should you not hold the work to be drilled by hand?

Describe briefly the result yOu wish to obtain when this procedure
is followed. (Note: Appearance, size, color-what should the fin-
ish procedure or product look like?)

184
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OBJ1rTrn:

IlATIMATZ:

PROCrIURE:

REFERENCE SKILLS Auto. Mech.
Draft_

Elec.
Met. 3h.

Alphabetical Order

Job *.-i,heet #1

To gain practice in alphabeti7ing:.

Information Packet on Alphabetical Order.

1. Read'the Information Jacket carefully.

2. Below are some words which have been left out of theword list
in the Information Packet.

3. In the space provided, write the two words that each word listed
below would come between. The first one is done for you.

After Word

marriage married

1. mattress

2. mayor

3. means

4. melody

5. memorize

6. mend

7. merely

8. message

9. method

Before

marry

9



Job Shoot #

REFERENCE SKILLS Auto. Mech.
Draft

Met. Sh.
Alphabetical Order -

OWOCTIVF: To gain practice in alphabetizing.

nATERTALS: Information Packet on Alphabetical Order.

PROCraiURE:

A. Pill in the following blank spaces with the letters as they would
appear in alphabetiCal order. The first one is done for you.

MNOR
H

B. ,Arrange the following words in alphabetical order.

summit, summer, summons, summery, summoner

1. 2. 3.

5.

C. Write the following book titles in alphabetical order.

1. Erasi,les 1.

2. St. Anthony 2.

3. A Special, Scrapbook 3.

4. 100 Hats 4.

5. The Middle*Mountain 5.



REFERiNCE SKILLS Auto. Mech
Draft

AlphsystioelOrder

Job' Sheet # 3

OBJECTIVE: To gain practice in alphabetizing.

MATERIALS: Information Packet on, Alphabetical Order.

PROCEDURE:

A. Decide whether each statement is true or false.
If you think the statement is true, circle the T.
If you think the statement is false, circle the F.

aeo.
Met. Sh.

1. The word leacher would come before teach. T F

2. The word fieoal would appear before the word
first in a dictionary. T F

3. The name M6Neil would appear after the name
Maas in a telephone direotorye T F

4. Mt. Hope would appear after Mt. Devon in a
direotory. T F

5. In an alphabetical listing, officer would
come after official. T F

B. The following names are to be'added to a telephone book. Arrange
these names in alphabetical order and write them in Column B.

Column A

1. Alice Meier

2. Carl Meyer

3. John McNeil

4. Herbert Msgler-

5. Jason Morris

6. Mary"MoAdams

7. Bernice Manners

S. Ellen Meyers

9. COhstanoe Korton

10. Ralph Mathews

187 a/
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OLJECTIVO:

MATERIALS:

PROCEDURE:

REFERENCE SKILLS - Auto. Mech.
_Draft-

Guide Words

Job Sheet N 1

To gain practice in using dictionary Guide Words.

Information Packet on dictionary Guide Words.

Elec.
Met. Sh.

1. Look at the list of words below. Take one word at a time, and
look at its letters carefully.

2. Then lookthroUgh the list of guide words on the Infor. Packet.
3. Find the pair or guide words that would appear on the page where

your word would be found, and write these words below. The first
one is done for you.

1. card capture careless

2. whiskers

3. jingle

4.. drawn

5. jail

6. intend

7. grade

b. enormous

9. supeirmarket

104 elect .

11. valley

12. zone

13. teach

114. yesterday

15. victory

16. realize

17. frame

188,



1

OBJECTIVE:

MATERIALS:

PROCEDURE:

1. dad

REFERENCE SKILLS Auto Mech.
Draft
Elec.
Met. Sh.

Guide Words

Job _2

To gain practice in using dictionary Guide Words.

Information Packet onAictionary Guide Words.

1. Below are four pairs of guide words that could be found on dic
tionary pages. Under each pair of guide words is a lint of words.

2. Decide which words in the list could be found on that page.
3. Circle these words.
4. Then write the circled words in alphabetical order in the space

provided. Two words in Group 1,a.re done ler you.

decide
daisy
deal
dangerous
damp"

eap,

level
lemon
library

lightning

3.

Eskimo
envelope
escape
enter
everybody

4. 141,aa

useless
understood
unhappy
upper

.Franlesp.

darkness 4),

debt
date
dam
December
dandy

lesson

* * *

a. daisy

b. dam
C.

d.

e.

leave b.

less
lime
least
linen

e«linator

especially
enormous
enjoy
event
enough-

usual

uniform
urge
use
unusual
upsta,irs

c.

d.

e.

a.

b.

0.

d.

e.

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.



HEFERENCE-SKILLS-- Auto. Mech.
Draft.
Elec.

TABLE OF CONTENTS
1.121. Sh.

Job Sheet #1 '

OBJECTIVE: To gain practice -iti using a table of contents

MATERIALS: Information packet on table of contents

PROCEDURE: 1. Read the information packet on table of contents carefully.

2. Use the table of contents of the book Science for Yol_ian'people

(included in the information packet) to answer the following

questions.

QUESTIONS: 1. On what page would you begin to read if you wanted to find out

how electricity is produced by generators?
2. Write the title of the chapter which tells about how people grow.

3. If you wanted to find information on heating where would you look?

4. Write the name of that part of the book which would tell about

interesting things that you can do to learn about science.

5. Write the numbers of the two chaptere-whi-ok tell us about water.

6. What are the three kinds of simple machines -mentioned in this book?

Answer the following questions YES or NO:

7. The index in this kook comes before the glossary.

. "Friction" is a chapter heading.
9. "Organisms" is a aubtopic under Chapter V.

10. Page 257 has picturep on it.

11. You will probably find some information about ores under the subtopio

which begins on page 12.

12. You find "Heat" listed as a subtopic in this table of contents.

13. Chapter V will l-probably tell about machines.

14. There are nine chapters in this book.

190



Job Sheet #2--

NEFERENCE'SKILLS
TABLE OP CONTENTS

OBJECTIVE: To gain practice in using a table of contents

MATERIALS: Information packet on table of contents

PROCEDURE: 1. Read the information packet on table of contents carefully.
2. -Use the table of contents of the Science for Young People

(included in the information packet) to answer thejollowing
question/.'

,QUESTIONS: Answer the following questions YES or 110:,

a 1. You can find out how sound travels if you read Chapter II.
2. The chapter ",Simple Machines" includes generators.
3. You would find meanings for apeoial words on page 261,
4. The chapter "Chemical Changee contains a aubtopic entitled

"Chemicals in Air."
5. The,reference sections in the table of contents include a

bibliography.
6. This table. of contents tells how many pages the index covers.
7. You will probably find some information about eyes in Chapter II.
3. Chapter I will probably discuss oxygen.
9. Each chapter has three subtopics.ONINII M1D

10. You will find information about something which surrounds us on
page 6. ,

Write the answers to the following questions in the space pr6vided:

11. On what page loes the section about music begin?
12; Where in the book would you look if you came aorose a word whose

meaning you didn't know?

On which page does it begin?
13. Whioh is the /ouger chapter, "The World We live In" or "Seeing

and Bearing"?

!

1.



OBJECTIVE:

MATERIALS:

PROCEDURE:

Ctia3TIONE:

Job Sheet #3

REPERISNCZ ;SKILLS
TA)31101P CONTENIS

To gain practice in using a table of contents

Information packet on table of contents, Part II

Read the information packet on table of contents, Part II carefully.
Use the Table of Contents from the sooial studies book (included
in Part.II) to answer the following questions:

1. What does chapter 20 say that free people need?
2. What are the names of the chapters that make up Unit-14?
3. What was a cause that led to the first world,war in 1914?
4. What is the great issue whioh is facing the world today?
5. What brought about new ways of working?
6. Who were leaders in world trade?
7. Following what world war was the United Nations formed?
8. In what countries did dictators take over during World War 1?
9. To what page would you turn if you wanted to read the chapter

entitled "World Was today"?

fV
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REFERENCE SKILLS
TABLE OF CONTENTS

Job Sheet44

OBJECTIVE: To gain practice in using a table of contents

MATRNTAISThe table of contents ptihted below

PROGEBIRE: -Use-the falowing tithIe -of-contents --to-answer the questions- below.

2. Write each answer in the space provided below each question.
3.- Then write the page number on/which the chapter begins on the

line after the word page. The first one is done for you.

1

Testing

Ideas

2

Conditioning

the

Air

TABLE OF CONTENTS

How Do Scientists Get Answers?

Forming and Testihg Hypotheses
Hypotheses by Piecing Togehter Information
Einstbin and the Atom Everyday Hypotheses #

Testing Your Hypotheses Anot'er Way to Find 00

Why Condition the Air? 17

Humidity Relative Humidity Finding the Bela-

tive Humidity

Warming Up
How Do We Get Warm by Conduction? How Do We
Get Warm by Convection? How Do We Get Warm

by Radiation?

Heating Our Homes
Space Heaters Central Heating Fire

Prevention Controlling the Humidty of. Air
Heating Systems for the Future

Cooling Our Homes
Why Houses Get Hot in the Summer- How Do We
Cool Houses? Cooling by Moving the Air

Cooling by Shading Cooling by Reflecting

the Sun's Rays Cooling by Air Conditioners
What Temperature is Best for You? ,

1. Hoy do scientists test their ideas?
a. Forming hypotheses b. Testing hypoth s Page 3

2. What are three ways in which we get warm?

a. b. o. Page

3. What are four ways in which we cool our homes?

a.

23

28

b.

0.

193
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REFERENCE SKILLS Auto. Mach.
Draft.
Elec.
Het. Sh.

Index

Job Sheet #1

OBJECTIVE: To gain practice in using the Index of a book.

MATERIALS: Information Packet on Index, Part 1.

PROCEDURE: 1. Read the Information Packet on Index carefully.
2. Using the sample index page in the-Info. Packet, Part 1, answer

the questions below. Thelfirst one is done for you.

*friesra*

QUESTIONS:

1. On what pages will we find information about what magnets can pick up?
Pages 141-143

2. What does 125 after the topic "Moon" mean?

3. Where can we find information about what causes night?

4. Is there-a picture in the book about muscles in the eye?

5. What is the first page on which we can find inforition about milk?

6. Where- can we locate information about how plants grow taller?

7. Write the number of every page that tells abdut how plants with seeds
grow.

. Under what topic would you look to find out if crickets molt?

9. Where can we find information about the distance of the moon from the earth?

10. Is there information on milk in the diet on pa' 167?

.194



OBJECTIVE:

Job Sheet 42

To gain practice in using the Index of a book.

REFERENCE SKILLS

Index

,MATERIALS: Information Packet, Index, Part I.
Sample of an Index printed below.

PROCEDURE: 1. Below is part of an index that might have been taken from social
studies book.

01/

2. Use this index to answer the questions which follow. The first one
is done for you.

CORN
in Inwa,_169
In Ohio, 170
in Pennsylvaina
used by Indians, 61
used by Pilgrims, 63-63

COWBOYS
clothes, 14
horses, 15-17
Texas, 94-96J

Western, 18, 93, 112

QUESTIONS:

DAIRY FARMING
begining of, 37
pioneer, 38
Wisconsin, 99-101

FARMING
in Arizonz, 184-189
in Middle Atlantic States, 211-223
in Middle Western States, 235, 241

_in Southwest, .257-268

in Western States, 244-234, 272, 284

FIREARMS
muskets, 153
pistoli, 15
rifles, 143

1. On what page will you'find when dairy farming began in America? page 37

2. What does the social studies book tell us about cowboys?

3. About what kind of firearms can we find information?

4. In what states is corn grown?

5. What pages will tell us about farming in the Western States?

6. In the topic Corn" why does the subtopic "used by Indians" come before
"used by Pilgrims"?

7. Where can we find information about dairy farming in Wisconsin?



REFERENCE SULLS

Index
1.

Job Sheet #3

OBJECTIVE: To gain practice in using the Index of a book.

MATERIALS:Information Packet on Index, Part II.

PROCEDURE: Read the Information Packet, Index Part II carefully.Using the Index included in the packet for reference, complete thefollowing exercises,

A. Underline the key words you would choose to locate the following. Than
writthe numbers of the pages on which this informftion can be found.The rot one is done for you.

1. A map of the Aegean Sea
page 91

2. A picture of Addis Ababa
page

3. A table about Algeria
Page.

4. A diagram about Afghanistan
page

5. 'A picture of an abacus
page

6. A map shoang Amman, Jordan
page

3
E. Underline the key words you would choose to find information on eachof the following questions. Then write the number!: of the pages onwhich this information can be found. The first one is done for'you.

1. What are the area and climate of Africa? pages 446 408,430
2. iWbat are some of Africa's

problems?

3. What is the importance of the Adriatic Sea?

4. What can you tell of the
population distribution in Africa?

5. Why is Amsterdam
an inportant city in the Netherlands?

62 Why would a traveler
enjoy visiting Adelaide, Australia?-

7. In what way was Alfred the Great,an important figure in history?
.....nommi....10-

8. What are some of the products for which Africa is noted?



TIVE:

ALSa

PROCEDURE:

Job Sheet #4

To gain practice in using the Index of a book.

Information-Packet-on-Ihdexl-Tart II.

1. Refer to the sample index included in Info. Packet, Index Part II.
2. Underline the key words you would choose to find information

on each of the following questions.
3. Then write the numbers of the pages on which this information can'

be found. The first one is done for you.

A. 1. Where is Abadan?

2. Where is the Acropolis?

3. What was the Age of Metals?

4. Who was Alexander the Great?

5. What is aluminum?

e.

6. Who were the aborigines of
Auytralia?

Where can you find

page 82; m.83

page

page

page

page

page

1. A picture of the Australian
aborigines? page

2. A map of Accra, Ghana?

3. A table about Albania?

4. A picture of an Alphabet?

5. A map ofiAmaterda0

6. .A picture of an agora?

Page

page

page

Paige

page

C. Below are some questions on Africa. Look in the index to'tind where you
might locate the answer to these questions.

Write the key words in the apace providid. For example, in-the first question
the word crops is used. The word crops is not in the index. Words -th the
index which mean about the, same as crops are farms and farming. These would
be your key words.

1. What crops are grown in Africa?

'2. Are there many diseases in Africa?

19 7 /9/



Arch Sheet #4 Continued

-t

3. How do the Africans provide enough water:Tor their crops?

4. What valuable ores are mined itLAfrica?

5. What kind of education do children receive in Africa?

198



REFERENCE =LS Auto.. eOh.
Draft.
Eleo.
Wet. 3h.

Glossary

Job Sheet #1

OBJECTIVE: To gain practice in using the glossary of a book

MATERIALS: I Ormation packet on glossary

PROCEDURE: Read the information packet on glossary carefully.
2. Refer to the glossary page included in the packet to answer the

questions below. The first one is done for you.

QUESTIONS: 1. Why iu the page number 164 after the meaning of the word enzyme?

It tolls'where the word is first midi.

2. Write the meaning of the following words:
gravity:
germs:

fungi:
eclipse:

Y. Write sentenceskwhich help to explain the following words.

humus:
friction:
filter:
eardrum:

4. Write the page nusbers where these words ars first used.

.fire prevention ' page
evaporation page,

iodine page

M9



REFERENCE SKILLS
GLOSSARY

Job Sheet #2

OBJECTIVE: To gain practice in using the floesary of a book

NATERTALS-:----Information-paoket-on glos nary

PROCEDURE: 1. Review-the information packet on gleasel7.

R.,. Refer to the glossary below and follow directions.

Here-le part of a glossary from a social studies book. Use

it to answer the questions below.

Africa (af' ri ea): the continent south of Europe, 10

Allah (al' a): the Arab word for Cod, 111

alphabet (al' fa bet): the soundssymbels of a language arranged

in their usual order, 247
altitude (al' ti tud) : height above sea level, 151

Ar..71na'am' a zon): a river of South America, the largest in the

world, 53
Andea (an, dez): a range of high mountains whiWrunstough

Peru, 151 -

Antaxatica(ant ark' ti ka): the ioe-covered continemt-around

thu South Pole, 10 4
Arab (are ab): belonging to a race of people who are spread over

northern Africa and southwestern Asia, 109

Artie Ocean: (are tik): the ocean around the North Pole, ISt,

artist WI tint): a person who is skilled at painting, drawing,

or some other art, 156

Asia (a' tha): the largest continent, east of Europe and Africa,

10 *
8

1. Write the meaning of the following words:

Asia:
Artie Ocean:

1 Africa:
Antarctica:

2. On what pages are these words first used:

Andes page alphabet page 0.11111111110

Artiot page Arab page

Decide whether each sentence is trueor false. Write T

for true and F for false in the space provided.

a. The Amazon River is the largest in the world. Iftwarmimil

b. Africa t s. on the continent of Europe. .......

o. Altitud means how deep water is. .01.11111.0011810

d. The Arab word for God is Allah. ..............

Om* the answer key.



REFERENCE SKILLS
Reference Tabled

Job Sheet di

OBJECTIVE: To gain practice in reading reference tables

_MATERIALO: Informatien, packet on reference tables

PROCEDURE: Read the information packet on reading reference tables. --

Refer to the table in the information paoket to answer the questions

below. The first one is done for you4

* * * * *

WIESTIONS: 1. In what year did Georgia enter the Union?

2. What iu the capital of Maine?

3. What is the area of Montana?

4. What is the population of Texas?

5. Which state has the smallest population?

6. Which state capital has the largest population?

7. Which state entered the Union most recently?

8. Which state has the smallest area?

9. What is the population of Wyoming's capital?

10. What Jo the earliest date on which states were
admitted to the Union?

11. Which state has the largest population? SNOW

12. What is the capital of Utah?

13. How many states entered the Onion in 1889?

14. Of what state is Dover the Capital?



I

OBJECTIVE:

-14..IA/^STE :

-PROCEDURE:

S

4.

REFER/Mg-ZEUS
Reference Tables

Job Sheet #2

To gabn practice in reading Reference Tables

Information packet on Reference Tables

1. Reread the information packet on reference tabies.
2. Refertto the attached reference table and follow directions.

.202
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MORE PRACTICE IN READING REFERENCE TABLES

Use this t*ble to answer the questions below.

AMERICAN COUNTRIES
A.,c, In

60,,,,G, mil Papulnlion Ccu.Inl PiMifietiO
Lanus, City
elk.. than COOP& oputialon

Alvvealna ...1,072..467 20.737 000 Buenos Alms .....8.650.000 Rosario . ., 625 000
?,,,,,W.11.-t , 424 052 3.356 i100 La Paz , , 375.000 Cochabamba 80,785

ri,,..,,,iir . .3.286.344 64.837,000 Brasilia ... . 48.100 S",io Paulo 4.2L0.000
c.,tiada. ....3.8A,113 17.118,000 Ottawa ...... 350.000 Montreal ..... 1.900.000

ii

t-hilt,
-,,,oilibia 439.405

7.560.000
14.105030

Santiago -
Bogota, _ 780.000

Valparaiso' 335,000
510.000

II

47,,,' ea We*
0.itia .. ..

19.647
v. 44.217

1.194.000
6.627.000

San Jose 180.000
Havana 1 450.000

Cartago
Santiago do

12.944

Cuba 175.000
1-44mitAran kepi 18.311 2,02E000 Ciudad Trujillo .. 225.000 Santiago - . 56.192
C. ill 0,11,-,ir _ . 104.479 4,191.000 Quito t 240,000 Guayaquil 300.000
ti--L t-,...11vatior 8_260 2.556.000 San sinvador . 240.000 Santa Anti 51.702
.i,r.i.ai,ala 42,031 2584.000 Ounternala 335.000 QuetaltenangO 27,696
Haiti . 10.711 3492.000 Port-au-Prince .. 175,000 Cap trait:len 24.957
Horidura....; 43,266 1.915.000 Tegucigalpa .._ 115,000 San ...Pedro Sul*. 21.139
510,5.ick-..., 758.061 33.954.000 Mexico City . _ _5.000.000 Guadalajara 475.000
lkih4;,,s-agua 57.128 1.489.000 Managua , . - . 140.000 Leon .... .... 30.544
Palo:nue 26.475 1.040,000 Panama 225.000 Colon , 62.204
Paraguay :57.008 1.736.000 Asiineleon 235.000 I/Marries 14,680
Peru .... . .... _ 462,133 10,640.000 Lima Arequipa 112,700

.., lirdted -States , 3.615.210 178.784.000 Washington .....2,025.000 New York 15.175,000
rip..igtiay .

2.709.000 Montevideo ... . 850.000 Paytarulis
le Pi 4rzUeia :. :1 352-.051 6.622.000 Caracas - .....1,350 I I I Maracaibo 3100.000-
w5'nt Indies lrederation. . . 8.005 3.279.000 Port -of -Spain ... 210 Klopton 330.000
*Sw. elty is Hu toctot 10 a motimpollulop

EDL-114-4 WS

arm, pointleilne *wee we Ise the *NUM ens.

OPferlv Od.lp (rein 6cegraphy eJ the New Worbi, by been /I Bortheit sad Jar MeGuips. ismissit 199
b. 6pn.i Sh Nally &

1. Which country has the greatest area?

Which country has the smallest area?

Which country has the largest population?-'
4. Which country has the second largest

population?

5. Which country has the capital with the
largest populatiw?

6. in which country is'the city with the
largest population located?

1. What is the city in Canada with the
largest population?

8. What is the largest city in Ecuador?

9. How many cities with a population, of
over a million are listed?

Check the answer key.
101 seuo*Clutllb UNARY', COL. mum`rlsorom. N. V. NPONICO IN U. IL A. 0 lest, atf COUCATIONAI, OCVCCOPNICNCAI. LAOORATONIt1
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REFERENCE SKILLS Auto. Mechem.

Elec.

Met. Sh.
Copyright tice

Job Sheet #1

OBJECTIVE: To gain practice in reading a Copyright Notice.

Information Packet on Copyright Notice.

1. Read the Information Packet on Copyright Notice carefully.
2. Using the sheet of Copyright notices included in the packet,

answer the questions below.
3. Write your answers on the lines provided.

MATERIALS:

PROCEDURE:

QUESTIONS:

1. What was the first publication date of each of the following books?

Book First Publication Date

The Eastern Hemisphere

Discoverkni:Our World

The, Wpnderful World of Science

Webater's Elementary Dictionary

Animals of yeeterdsy

2. Write the names of three books on which the copyright protection has
ended and tell the year in whiCh this happened.

. Write
ended
will

a

he names of two books on which the copyright protection would have
if a new copyright had not, been obtained. Ti find this answer you
eve to check both the first and-last publication dates.

4.. Write t e names of two books about medicine and give thi latest publication
date for _each.

MIII/011141/.~.=lowMk.110111.01.



./
REFERENCE SKILLS cont.

If you had to choose between these, two -books for material about progress in
medicine, which would you select?"
Why?-

to,



REFERENCE SKILLS

Copyright Notice

Job Sheet #2

,OBJECTIVE: To gain practice in reading a Copyright Notice.

MATERIALS: Information Packet on Copyright Notice.

PROCEDURE: 1. Review the InforMation Packet on Copyright Notice.

2. Using the sheet of Copyright Notices included in the packet,

complete the following exercises.

3. Write your answers os the lines provided.

QUESTIONS:

.1. Put U on the line following the book title below, if you think that the
material in-the book is up to date for use as a reference. Put 0 on the

line if the book is out of date and for that reason would not be useful

as a reference. Keep in mind that not all books are out of date because

they are old; that changes and new discoveries make a difference in the-

use of a book.

Ihe Wonderful World of .Science

All About Dinosaurs

Animals of Yesterday

Living Together as American Neighbors

Webster's Elementary Dictionary

2. Using the symbol adopted after the Universal Copyright Convention as a
guide, list the books which have a copyright date sihce the symbol was

adopted. Write the copyright date on the line to the right.

3. Name the book in which the copyright notice tells you that a new section

of that book was copyrighted.

2



'REFERIOCE 'Auto. Mech.

GUIDE WORDS

Job Sheet

OBJECTIVE: To gain practise in using dictionary Guide Words.

MATEaia: The American Loose Leaf Dictionary

PROCEDURE: 1. Look at the list of words below. Take one word at a time and
look at its letters carefully.

Using The American Loose Leaf DictiOnary find the pair of guide
words on the page where each word would be found.

For each word listed in the first column write the guide words.'
The first one is done for you.

***

1.' block

terminal

3: balance

4. swing

5. tread

6. thrust

7. ,,eeper

cam

9. seal

10. boost

11. point ,

12. stationary

/3'. extract

14. bearing

15. circuit

16. series

<0'



,REFERENCE Auto Mech.

SPECIFIC REFERENCE

Job' .3heet #1

OWMIVE: I IL" learn how to find information on repair, replacement and overhaul
of automobiles.

MATERIALS: _Motors Repair Manual.

PROCEDURE: 1. Obtain MotorS Repair Manualt1970.

2. Find the chapter on al968 Jeepster.

3. Using your reference skills, answer the following questions.

_1. The compression pressure on a F4-134 engine should be?

2. The hot idle speed for a V8-327-1966 model with automatic trans
mission is"?

3. The valve stem clearance on a 1969 6 cylinder 225 cubic inch is?

4. List the parts contained LI the valve train of a 1969 V8-290 engine?

List below the 19 steps required to install an engine in a Jeep.

2018
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OBJECTIVE:

MATERIALS:

REFERENCE Auto. Me h.

gPECIFIC REFERENCE

Job Sheet #2

To gain practice in finding necessary And useful information for
dging a particular job.

Alemite's Recommended Traininig Procedure for Wheal Alignment

PROCEDURE: L.

2.

3.

QUEZTIoNj: 1.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

3.

9.

10.

Obtain the assigned material'from the file.
Using your reference skills, answer the questions below.
Return the Alemite pamphlet on Wheel Alignment to the file.

On what pages will be found information about Basic Fundamentals
on Caster?
What does negative caster mean?
On what page can be found information about the causes of
scuffed tires?
Is there a picture in the book illustrating static unbalance?
What is the first page on which we can find information about

toein?
On what page can you locate information about front end troub]?
List the number of each page that contains information about
tire wear.
Give the number of the chapter which would give you information'
about making alignment correction.
On what pages can you find information about the steering
geometry of the automobile?
On what page would you find information about steering components?

k



REFERENCE Auto. M_ edh.

SPECIFIC REFERENCE

Job Sheet #3

OBJECTIVE: To learn how to find information on repair,. replacements and overhaul
of automobiles.

MATERIALS: Chilton Repair -dual, 1969 edition

PROCEDURE: 1. Obtain the-Chilton Repair Manual, 1969:
2. Locate the Section for Volkswagen.
3. Turn to the VW index ang find the pages for transmission disassembly.
4. Find tIle information necessary to answer the following questions.
5. When you have completed the job sheet, return the Chilton Manual

to the shelf.

QUESTIONS; 1. What is the No. 4 step in disassembly?
2. In assembly of transmission should a 'gasket be used between the block

halves?

3. The proper torque for the lockout on the drive pinion assembly in
ft. lbs.

4. The first step to disassemble the drive pinion is to do what?
What is the second:step in assembly of the main driveshaft?

6. 'What should the clearance between the axel and fUlorum plates be?,
7. What is the double row pinion bearing preload?
3. Name the tool used to press out the differential.
9. What,is the second step for replacing the main drive shaft oil seal?

4
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JPLi

MATERIAW:

PROCEDUR1::

(ATLI-2210;Z :

1.

REFERENCE BALLS - Auto. Mech.

Table of Contents

Job 3het 1

To gLin vrctie in itc.g -a Table aOontento.

Information Packet on Table of Contents, and Automotive Mechanics
by Crouse.

1. Read the Information Packet On Table of Contents carefully.,

2. Use the Table of Contents of the book Automotive Mechanics by
Crouse to answer the following quebtiono.

On what pace ,uould you begin to read if you wanted to find out how
eleotricity io produced by geherators?

you. If o wante J. to find information on cooling where would you look?

-rite the ntwe of that part of the book which would tell about inter
esting things that you can do to learn about automatic transmission cer

',rite the hus-Aero of the two chapters which tell about water.

5. lhat are three kiado of simple machines mentioned in the first chapter:-
c.,

An=er the follcming oluestions Yes or No;

6. The inde in this booL comeu before the glossary.

7. "Friction" is a chanter heading.

eng ine is a subtopic under Chapter V.

Pace lizzu pictures on it.

4.=11.1111.

lo. You t7111 probably find some information about Specifications
under the btopic which begins on page.,12./. 11. You find "neat" listed as a subtopic in this Table of Contents.

12. Chapter V ii1 probably tell about machines.

13. were are forty two chapters in this book.



a

OBJECTIVE:

MATERIAL,:;:

PROCEDURE:.---_---_

REFERENCE SKILLS Auto. Woch.
Table of Contents

Job Sheet #2

To gain practice in using the Table of Contents.

Information packet on Table of Contents and the textbook,. ,Automotive
Mechanics.

1. RLad the information packet careful/Y.
2. use the Table cf Content> from Automotive Mecbanics to answer

the -folio ai questions:

qUEZTIOW: 1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
6.

7.

What does chapter 20 say aboUt a tapered journal that is out of
round? 4

Name three conditions in the cylinder,: block that could cause uneven
main bearing wear?
Explain how to check mainbearing fit with plastigage.
What is meant by servicing the crankshaft?
Name the patagraph on how to'hone oylinder walls.
What oils or fluids are used to hone cylinder walls?
Name the paragraph on how to bore a cylinder,



REFERENCE SKILLS Auto. Mech.
Table of Contents

Job Sheet AL

OBJECTIVE: Togain,practice in using a Table of Contents.

MATERIALS:: Information packet on Table of Contents, and Automotive Mechanics
by Crouse.

PROCEDURE: 1.- Read the infortation packet on Table of Contents carefully..
2. Use the table of contents of the book Automotive Mechanics by

Crouse to answer the following questiond.

1. On what page would you begin to read if you wanted to. find out
how electricity is produced:by generators?

you wanted' to find information on cooling where would you
lookT

3. Write the name of that part of the book which would tell about
interesting things that you can do to learn about automatic
transmission service.,

4. Write the numbers of the two chapters which tell about water.
5, 'What are three kinds of'simple machines mentioned in the first

chapter?

Answer the following.:, uestions Yt or-No:

6. The index in this book comes before the glossary.

7. "Friction" is a chapter heading.

3. Radial engine is, a subtopic under Chapter V.

9. Page'257 has pictures on it.

10. You:will probably find some information about specifi
cations under the subtopic which begins on page 12.

11. You find "Heat" listed as a subtopic in this table of Contents.

12. Chapter V will probably tell about machines.

13. There are fortyttwo chaptersin this book.

QUESTIONS:

1 3



Job 1 et

iiEFERLDCE f'-2)KILLO-braft.

Alphabetical Order

*.

2T17n.: To L,7.4in prctice -h

Inflematioh 1-=',.1c,.et on Alphabetical Order and nrchitectural Wilding
Tradeo Jictionar by Townsend, Burke &

i 41 : 1. eaJ the Information Pacet carefully.

ffter

i-igiTeL7ate

h

Welow art?, come words which have been left out of the word liLlt
found L thc Trades DictionsF.

?). In the provided, urite the two words that each word noted
below would ,-ome between. The first one is done for you.

* ,

Word before

aerograph1. African mahogany

air drain

anchor

4. anO.e shaft

5.- arbor

6.

7.

axis

baluster

bargeboe.rd

9. 'L-atter

1. ,ore

11. box frame

1,2. brazier

13. bridging joist

14. buttery

4 15. canopy

16. carrel

17. catch

..11=11M,

'ft'. 0,2'11

1(-4.

A. cinder fill



sr,
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REFERENCE SKILLS - Draft.

Alphabetical Order

OBJECTIVE: To gain practice

MATatIALS: Bibliography - Drafting

kOCEDME: Put each of the authors into correct alphabetical

Job Sheet
-

in alphabetizing.
74

:44

order.

1 ,

3.

fiarthort5

1.Thomas

-i?Jaterty

Glachine ue Ikukema

A4
2.

4. Raisz 4.

5. Kepler 5.

Ilamcey 6.

7. `Luna der 7.

Pjeatt 3.

9. Guptill 9.

10. -'2,ventien , 10.

11. Libby 11.

12. Watson 12.

13. Zipprien 13.

14. Brown 14.

1). hoover 15.

t21 i
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ICE SKILLS

Alphabetical order

Jop deet

013,TIrCTIT:: To gain practice inalphabetitting.

MAwalIALCA Bibl iu raphy brafting

PRoord '!Irite the following book titles in alphabectioal order.

Titled Alphabetical Order

1. C'aphic Architecture Draftinr 1.

Technical illuuti;stimi 2.

rletal Pattern 3.

P(24-ianical Dra rig

Deoii14 Terthoo.

-4.

5.

ncioleo of CartoLliphy G.

11,ehlf_,T41

Dt

,

11. oa.ftihL rundawenta

Frobleac in Architectural

our,ce in Pencil ',:_)!Letch

5.

For Techa cal Thet gain

1up C,"reatil Perol,ective

Jt

7.

Lo



REFERFSCE SKI= - Draft.
Guide Words. - Architecture

Job Sheet 41

OBJECTIVE: To gain practice in using dictionary Guide Words.
-

MAARIALS: Information Packet on dictionary Guide WOrds, and
Architecture & puiDling,TrAdvpistimull, Burke, and Dalzell.

PROCEDURE: 1. Look at the list of 'Words below. Take one word at a time
and look at its letters carefully.

2. Then look through the list of guide words on the Info.
Packet.

3. Find the pair of guide words that would appear on the page
where our-word would be found and write those words below.
The first one is done for you.

1. gate house gas log Georgian Architecture

111.

2. Gothic

3. slab

4. panel

5. granite

6. annealed wire

7. foot pace

8. header-Joist

jalousies

10. tenon

11. wind boar

12. veneer

13, staircade

14. balcony

15. calking
1

16. tenement Wars

17. rammer

18. lag sorew

19. gazebo,

10. fireproof

II
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REFBRENCE SKILLS 7 Drafting.
Guide Words Architecture

Job .sheet

JECTIVE:. To gain practice in using dictionary G dP Words.

Information Packet on dictionary Guide Words and Architectural
Ouilding Trades Dictionary by WWnsend.

liiii]CLDUaL: 1. Below are five pairs bf guide words that could befoulll on
dictionary pages. Under each pair of guide words i&a list of
wordi.

0

2. Decide which words in the list could be found on illaePage.

4

1.

. Circle these words.

4. Then write the circled words in alphabetical orderin the *ace
provided. Two woids"in Group I are done for you.

Bandare-

balcony

baptistry

baluster

band saw

balk-

Gamber piece

campanile

calking

camber arch

caliber

cancelli

cPilinpuholk

center line

cell

reitar

cement gum

door detctil

door step

doorframe details

dome

doorbell

door pout

bar handle

barefoot

bar

a,

banister d.

balloon framing e.

balance sash f.

cantilever joists

caliper
.

a,

canopy b.

canalistb

cambium-

ca

center punch

centigrade a.

center piece b.

ceoapool c.

cavil d

cellar e.

door atrip

doorhead

domical vault

door chec-ti-

d oorcaudnk:

doorstep

21

C.

d,

e.

a,===



expansion strip eyebrow dormer

eyebolt .extra heavy a.

expansion bite expansion sleeve b.

escalator exonarthex 0.

exterior wall, estimating d.

extender excavator e.

219
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-REFERENCE SKILLS Draft.

INDEX

Job Sheet -#1

OBJECTIVE: To gain practice in using the Index of a book.

MATERIALS: Information Packet on Index, Part I and Engineering and Drawing by
French h-and Vierck.

PROCEDURE: L. Read the Information Packet on Indexcarefully.

2. Using the sample index page in tle Info. Packet Part I,
answer the questions below. The first one is done for you. c

,44gESTIONS:

1. On what pages will be fount information about aeronautical maps and
symbols?

2. Write the number pf every page that'tells information about dimension
ing a cylinder.

Is there inforMation about fasteners used in wood on Page 373?
and on what pages do you find threaded pines?

4. Where can you find information about diagrams in electricity?

5. Where can you find information abou4. heat power symbols?

6. Is there a picture on orthographic projection showing the different
views? on what page?

7. On what page can you find information about pictorial sketching?

8. On Pages A42 to A47, what mathematical functions are shown?

9. On Page 18, fig. 18.2, what information does it give?

10. On Page 457, what charts are illustrated?

220
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OBJECTIVE:

MATERIALS:

PROCEDURE:

EXERCISE:

WERE= SID= - Draft.

Job Sheet #2

To gain practice in using the Index of a book.

Information Packet on Index, Part III and Enginseripr Drawing by
French.

1. Read, the information Packet, Index, Part II carefully.

2. Using the index: include the packet for, reference, complete
the following exercises.

Underline the km, words you would choose to locate the follow-
ing. Then write the numbers of the page on which this inform-
ation can be found., The first one is done for you.

1. Calipers are divice6 to take measurement. PAge hge:

2. Most commercial and advertising signs are made with boldface letter-
ings. Page

3. Objects whose true size are not shown in the orthographic views are
mostly diverted to auxiliary projections. Page

4. Isometric projections are always presented at thirty degrees. Page

,==.1.01=

5. Oblique hexagonal pyramids has six sides. Page

6. A drawing of perspective projection. Page

7. Pictorial sketches are alwayi necessary in technical sketching.
Page

86' Dimensioning an object is related to size desription. Page

9. T-squares are divices to draw horizontal lines. Page

10. View spacing is necessary so that the drawing will be balances within
the space provided. Page



OBJECTIVE:

MATERIALS:

PROCEDURE:

QUESTIONS:

REFERENCE DRAFT

Specific Reference

Job SheetoW

To gain experience in finding information on architectural standards
design, electrical, plumbing.

44

Architecture; Design, Engineering, Drawing.

Making use of the index and table of contents in the assigned material,
locate the information to answer the following questions.

How will the source of light in a room be controlled? Explain.

2. How do you determine the average spacing of electrical outlets in:
(a). bedrooms

(b). living room

(c). kitchen

What are the heights of the switches and outlets in the living room
and kitchen? Explain.

4. Explain the word special control?



OBJECTIVE:

MATERIALS:

TERMS:

REFMNCE DRAFT

Specific Reference

Job Sheet #2

To gain experience in finding definitions and abbreviations of
technical terms.

Architectural and Building Trades Dictionary.

1. Backing

2. Riser

3. Soffit

4. Hip

5. Miter

6. Furring

7. Flashing

8. Batter Boards

9. Coping

10. Girder

/7



OBJECTIVE:

MkTERIALS:

PROCEDURE:

TERMS:

REFERENCE - DRAFT

Specific Reference

Job Jheet h5

To gain experience in finding definitions and abbreviations of
technical terms.

Dictionary of Technical Terms

1. Making use of your alphabetir1 skill and the Guide Words in the
dictionary, locate and write out definitions for the following terms:.

1. Cantileuer

2. Teurplate

3. Keyway

4. Ashlar

5. Bearing Wall

6. Sill

7. Lintel

8. Bridging

9, Ashlar

10.)plora

2!) 4



OBJECT411

MATERIALS:

PROCEDURE:

TE1'11 .

Job Sheet #4

,Sq

REFERENCE - DRA,T,

SP0944c Rettreliali

To gain experience in finding definitions, and' abbreviations of
technical terms.

Dictionary gLtschnical Terms

1. Making use of your alphabetizing skill and the Guide Words in
the dictionary, locate and write out definitions for the following
terms:

1. Canter

2. Valley

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

Purlins

Lintel

Diagonals

Clearance

Girt

Cover Plate

Beam

Joist



6BJECTIVE:

MATE2IALS:

PROCEDURE:

REFERENCE SKILLS Elec.

Alphabetical Order

Job Sheet 01

To Lain practice in alphabetiAnR.

Information Packet on Alphabetical Order.
Modern Dictionary Of Electronics.

1. Read the Information Packet carefully.
2. Lonk up the words in the Modern Dictionarl,Of Electronics.

3. In-the space probided, write the two words that each word listed
below would come between. The first one is done for you.

After

marriage

WORD Before

1. marcked marry

2. cable

3. dry cell

4. emitter

5. ground

6. Idk

7. tic

8. P.A. System

9. Rf

lu. 'zoom

4. In the card catalogue-in the library, find the call numbers for the
followin6 books. Write the call number in the blank.

1. 48,000,000 Horses

2. A Prof:rammed Course in Basic Electticity

3.

4.

ABC's off Electronic Test Irobes

A Giant Set

J. The Makinil of the Electrical Age

PG



a 4 NCE SKILLS - Elec.

Job Sheet #1

GUIDE WORDS

OBJECTIVE: To gain practice in using dictionary guide words

MATERIALS: Howard Sams' Modern Dictionary of Electronics

PROCEDURE: 1. _Below are four pairs of guide Words that are found on dictionary
pages in Modern Dictionary of Electronics. Under each pair of
guide words is a hist of worms.

2. Decide which words in the list could be found on that page.
3. Circle'these'words,,
4._ Then write the Circled words in alphabetical order in the

space provided.
5. Chtict they Modern Dictionary of"Electronies when you have fin -

ished to determine if your answers are correct.
6. Turn in job sheet.

1. backwardwave tube

balance

%-balancer
balanced -wire circuit
bakelits
baffle

2. dial Cable

dielectric current
dielectric guide
dielectric amplifier
dial light
dial

3. screen milt

screen grid
SCR
secondary oell
search coil
selector

4. N.Q.

OAO
octal
Nyquist interval
off center display
null .

balanced voltage, a.

bar
bandstop filter b.

balanced line 0.

balanced voltage d.

band width e.

dielectric constant

die banding
dielectric capacitor
diamond antenna
datent
DO

a.

b.

0.

d.

e.

secondary color

secondary color a.

secondary line b.

search gate 0.

seam welding d.

scope e.

aohamatio

°"- 131

off set
Ohm meter
Ohm's law
oil
octave

'277
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c.

d.

a.



OBJhCPIVE:

MATERIALS:

PROCEDURE:

REFERENCE SKILLS Elec.
MIME WORM

Job Sh_let 12

To gain practice in using dictionary guide words

Information packet on dictionary guide words

1. Look at the list of words below. Take one word at a time,
and look at its letters carefully.

2. Then look through the guide words in Modern Dictionary of
Electronica.

3. Find the'pair of guide words that appear on the page where
your word would be found, and write these guide words below.
The first one is done for you.

1. Card capture careless

2. Fixed resistor
3. Inductance

4. K
5. Motherboard
6. Pf
7. Relay
3. Multiplex
9. Vacuum tube
10. Yoke
11. Stereo
12. Probe
13. Arc
14. AVC
15. A.C.
16. D.C.
17. Beta

228



REFERENCE SKILLS Eleo.

Table of Contents

Jbb Sheet #1

OWECTIVE: To gain practice in using alable of Contetents.

MATEAIALS: Information Packet on Table of Contents.
ABC's of Capacitors

PROCEDURE: 1. Read the Information Packet on Table of Contents carefully.

2. Use the Table of Contents of the book, ABC's of Capacitors, to

answer the following questions.

gESTION:74

1. On what page would you, begin to read
measurements for capacitors?

I). If you wanted to find information On

look?

if you wanted-to find out units -of

ceramic capacitors, where would you

. Write th6 name of that part of the book which would tell about oapacitem

testing.

4. Write the numbers of the two chapters which tell the constructioncf aw

capacitor.

5. What are the nine kinds'of capacitors mentioned in this book?

Answer the following questions Yes or No:

amiworomerwr
6. The index in this book Comes before the glossary.

7.. "Testing" is a chapter heading.

"Lead length" is a subtopic under Chapter V.

9. Page 60 has pictures on it.

10. You will probably find some information about temperature under the sub

topic which begins on page 77.

11. You find "out of circuit capacitor shed/er" listed as-a subtopic in this

table of contents.

12. Chapter V will probably tell about position of a capacitor.

, 13. There are nine chapters in this book.

229



rIATIV2TAL:1:

?ROC MRE:

Job Sky 3t b

To gain practice in using a rabl.! of Contents.

Iuformation Packet on Table of: Contents.
ABC's Canacitors

REPgRENCE SKILLS Elec.
Table of Contents

1. Read the Information Packet on Table of Contents carefully.

Use the Table of Contents of the book ABC'e of Capacitors;
to answer the following questions.

Write Yes if the statement ii correct. Write No if the statement is not
correct.

4.11

111011111.ffi

1. You can find out how a capacitor works if you read Chapter II.

The chapter "Capacitor Application" includes soldering precautions.
F.0

3. The chapter "Capacitor Theory" contains a subtopic entitled
"Capacitor Safety."

4. The reference sections
Taphy.

5. This table of contents

6. You will probably find
Chapter II.

in the table of contents include a bibl o

tells how many pages the index covers.

some information about power factor iii

7. Chapter I will probably discuss farad.

Each chapter has three subtopics.

9. You will find information about something on how capacitors wort
on page 6.

230
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OBJNCTITH:

UTTRIALS:

PROCIMHZ:

rafirMICE F VAC
,Olossar7

Job Sheet #1

To gain experience in finding definitions and abbreviations of

teohnioal terms on the AudioArrequiency Amplifier

Thi Dictionary of Zleotrioal Terms

baking use of the Handbook of rleotrioal Terms and the Guide

.Words in the dictionary, locate and writa out definitions for

the following term:

1. Coupling capacitor

2. Resistance coupling

3. Xiorophone

4.- Amplifier, Audio - frequency

5. Grid resistor

6. Phonograph pickup

7. Amplificationl, Stage of

8. Potentiometer

9. Transformer coupling

10. Plate resistor

11. Audio.frquanny (AP)

12.- Piesoelectrio effect



REFERENCE-Elec.

GLOSSARY

Job Shoot 42

OBJECTIVE: ,To gain experience in finding definitions and abbreviations of
technical term0 on tke VaouumwTUbe DeoteCtor - The Triode.

MATERIALS: Dictionary of Electrical Terms

PROCEDURE: Making use,'of your alphabotiting skill and the Guide 'Words
in the dictionary, locate and write out definitions for the
following terms:

TERMS; 1. Grid

2. Circuit, plate

3. rheostat

A.., Meg.

5. Volume centrol

6. Battery-Filament

7. Selectivity

Grid bias

9. Triode

10. Ohm

11. Battery - plate

12. Sensitivity

13. Circuit, grid

14. Grid leak

15. Battery-grid,-biaz

'16. Grid capacitor



ACS glee.
CILOSSART

:ob Sheet #3

OBJECTIVE% To gata'ezperience in finding definitions and abbreviations oL--
technical terms on modulation.'

MATERIALS: Dictionary of Electrical Terms

PROCEDURE: Making use of your alphabetizing skill and the Guide Words in
the dictionary, locate and write out definitions for the following
terma:

1. Facsimile transmission

2. Amplitude modulation

3. Discriminator

4. Crystal microphone

5. Capacitor microphone

6. Channel

7. Carbon microphone

8. Cathode modUlation

23
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OBJECTIVE:

MATERIALS:

PROCEDURE:

TERNS:

REFERENCE - Elea.
GLOSSARY

Job Sheet #41.

To gain experience in finding definitibns and abbreviation of
technical terms on the Cathode-ay tube.

Dictionary of Electrical Terms,

Making use of yours alphabetizing skill and the Guide Words in
the dictionary, locate and write out defin4ions for the
following terms. 8

1. Oscillograph

2. Linear timing - axis oscillator

3. Focusing electrode

4. Photoelectric materials

5. PPI radar,

6. Tuning-eye tube

7. 'Iconoscope

8. Sawtooth oscillator, or sweep ,oscillator

9. Horizontal deflecting plates

10. Radar

11. Linear sweep:

12. Television

13. Mosaic screen

14. Thyratron

15. Vertical deflection plates



REFERONCt- Elec.
mossur

Job Sheet #5

OBJECTIVE: To gain experience in finding definitions and abbreviations
of technical terms on Radio Antennas.

MATERIALS: Dictionary of Electrical Terms

PROCEDURE: ]Wring use of your alpbabetizing,.skill and the -amide,
Words in the dictionary, locate and write out defintions
for the following terse:

TERMS: 1. Center feed

2. Folded dipoe antenna

3. Loading

4. Voltage -fed antenna

5. Standing wave

. Antinodes

7. Hertz antenna

8. Transmission lines

9. ]Marconi antenna

10. .Veztical radiatio pattern

11. Radiation pattern

Current -fed. antenna

13.- Lumped indActances and capacitanoes

14. Refelotor

15. End feed

16. Horizontal radiation pattern

17-. Dipole antenn

18. Loops

19. Nodes

20. Radiation resistance

21. Distributed inductance and capacitances

22. Feeder lines

23. Resonant transmission lines .

24. Nonresonant transmission line

25. Harmonics

26. Fundamental frequency

2 :1 5-
aa 9



REFERENCE - Elec./ mosuirt

Job Sheet #6

OBJECTIVE:

MATERIALS:

PROCEDURE:

TERNS:

To gain experience in finding definitions- and abbreviations
of technical terms on Eliminating the C Battery..

Dictionary of Electrical Terms

Waking use of your alphabetizing skill and the Guide
Words in the dictionary, locate and write out definitions
for the following terms:

1. Grid-leak and capacitor bias

2. Cathode resistor

3. Fixed bias

4. Cathode bypass capacitor

5. Self bias

6. Contact-bias
7. C-Battery eliminator

A



OBJVCTIVE:

MAMMALS:

PROCZDURE:

TERMS:

IV

RIP2RENCI.-11:o.
GLOSSARY

Job Sheet or

To gain skperienoe in finding definition* and abbreviations
of teohnioal is on the Dynamic Speaker

DicOonary, of Electrical. Term

Nakinguse
0

of your alphabetising skill and the Guide
Words in the dictionary, locate and write out definitions
for the following terms:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

Voice call

Dynamic speaker

Output transformer

Permanentmagnet dynamic speaker

Electromagnetic dynamic speaker

Field coil

Spider

Permanent magnet

.

-.. ), ri

,13/



OBJECTIVE:

MATERIALS:

PROCEDURE:

TERM:

RSPERENCE - Elec.
GLOSSARY

Job Sheet #9°

Ti, gain experience in finding definitions and abbreviations of
_

technical terms on electron-tube amplifiers

Dictionary of'Electrical Terms

Making use of your alphabetizing skill and the Guide Word
in the dictionary, locate and write out definitions for the
following words.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

3.

9.

lo.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

Audio-frequency amplifier

Frequency distortion

Distortion

Impedance matching

Degenerative feedback

Nonlinear distortion

Class AB amplifier

Power amplifier

Class A amplifier

Class B amplifier

Voltage amplifier

Negative fe;;dback

Class C amplifier

Delay distortion

Inverse feedback

Overloading

Phase distortion

Third harmonic

Radio-frequency amplifier

Second harmonic



Use.
GLOSSARY

Job Sheet 410

OBJECTIVE: To gain experience in finding definitions and abbreviations of
technical terms. on Tube and Transistor OkaraatsW

UTERI/IS: Diotionary of Electrical Terms
Handbook of Electrical Terms

PROCIBURE: Making use of your alphabetizing skill and the Guide Words in
the diotionary, locate and write out definitions for the
following terms:

TERMS: 1. Alpha

2. Amplification factor

3. Beta

4. Plate dissipation

5. Xeroury-vapor rectifier

6. Characteristic curve

7. Voltage amplification or gain

B. Saturation current

9. Dynamic characteristic curves

10. Emission current

11. Static aharacteristio curves

12. Plate Characteristic curve

13. Power Sensitivity

14. 'Plate efficiency

15. Mutual conductance

16. Plate resistance

17. Transfer Characteristio curve

18. Transoonductance

19. Space charge

20. Saturation point

0

a



OBJECTIVE:

MATERIALS:

PROCEDURE:

TERM:

REFERENCE - Elec.
GLOSSARY

Job Sheet #11

To gain experience in finding definitions and abbreviations of
technical terms on the Electron tube Oscillator

Dictionary of Electrical Terms
Handbook of Electrical Terms

Making use of your alphabetizing skill and the Guide Words in
the dictionaryllccate and write out definitions for the
following words:

1.

, 2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

Colpitts oscillator

Oscillator

Tank

Electron4Cupled oscillator

Hartley Oscillator

Crystal oscillator

Continuous radio frequency

Feedback

Piezoelectric effect

Tuned-grid or tuned-plate oscillator

Carrier

249



VECIAL REFERENCE - ELEC.

JOB,SHEET #1

OBJECTIR: To find the cheapest way to build the following project, by order-
ing the parts from the company which offers the lowest price.

MATERIALS: 1. ,Radio Shack 1970 Annual catalogue.
2. Lafayette Radio Electronics.
3. Catalogue 710, Electronic 1970 Components.

PROJECT: Timer - moisture - light activated,relay. Find copy in folder.

auMME: 1. Look up the e6thponents in the above three catalogues and list
the parts which are cheaper._ r

2. Till in the order blanks below, ordering from each company
those parts which that co4any offers at the cheapest price.

9

RADIO SHACK 1970

Quantity Number and descri tion Individual rice Total 'rice

-uQantity

.

Number and description Individual price Total price

,A
*

a

.

-

.

1970 C M NENTS

.Pqiç Number and descri.etion Individual 'rice Total rice

24 V..70-



MIRE= - Met. Sh.
ALPHABITIZINT-

Job Sheet #1

OBJECTIVE: To gain practice in alphabetizing.

MATERIALS: The subheadings under the miTrheading "Cutting of Threads" contained
on this sheet

PROCEDURE: Place the subheading* in oolumn:1 in correct alphabetical order in
column 2.

ALPHABETICAL order as in an index

1. Cutting of Threads 2. puttinpi of Threads

questions on
metric
on taper

0 without threading dial
gearing lathe for
Acme
internal
American National
left-hand
square
without reverse belt
wil:h compound rest
step-by-step procedure
multiple



OBJECTIVE:

ARTERIALS:

PROCEDURE:

REFERENCE Net. Sh.
ALPHABETIZING

Job Sheet h2

To gAin practiCe in alphabetizing

T4e subheadings under the main heading "Drills, angle and length of
lips of" contained on this sheet

Place the subheadings in column 1 in correct alphabptioal order
in column 2.

1. Drills, angle, and length of lip of:

parts and functions of
threefluted
calculation of r.p.m. for
farmer
sizes of, table
oiltube
grinding
straightfluted
flat
twist
_mtting lubrioants
speeds for
feeds for
types of
sharpening of

Alphabetical order as in index:
2. Drills, angle and length of lips of:

2

0232



REFERENCE - Met. Sh.
Copyright

Job Sh(?t

OBJECTIVE: Ti find out the protection P copyright gives an author.

MATERIALS: Goldberg,. AFL-CIO Labor United.

FVOCEDUR 1. Read the copyright of the assigned book.

2. Answer the following quiestions:

a. What is the copyright date?

b. LiSt the protection given the author by the copyright:

(1).

(1,

(3).



RM.21.11C1.: -. Mit 31%

popSrriart

Job Sheet #2

OBJECTIVE: To find out the protection wcopyright gives an author.

MATERIALS: Cooley, Complete Metal Workingo,

PROCEDURE: I. Read the coPyright of the assigned book.

2. Answer the following questions:

a. What is the copyright date?
1

b. What is the exception for copying frow this book?



s-

Una= Met. 6.

INDEi

Job Sheet A

oBJECTIVE: To gain practice in using the Index of a book

4TERIALS: Brohead Garrett Catalo, 1971'

IJRUCEDURE: 1. Turn to the Index in the assigned materiaL
2. Answer the following "questions.

41JESTION:

1. What does it mean when an asterisc (*) appears in this Index?

GiNte the page numbers on which you would find the following:

Item' Wage no.

a. Bench Grinder

b., Mill File

c. Hook Rule

d. Last word Indicator

e. Drill-Chuck

f. Bench Vise

g. Tap and. Die Set

h. Safety Goggles

i. Machine Oil

j. Precision Milling Machine

k. Magnetic Base Indicator Holder

1, Welling Electrods

4 0
4
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Job '.3heet #2

RIPOSNCE Met. Sh.

INDI1

OBJECTIVE: To gain practice in using the index of a book.

MATERIALS: Do -All Catalog

PROCEDURE: 1. Turn to the Index in the'assigned material.

2. Give the page numbers for the following:

Item

a. Points, Diamon4 Mounted
hack

b. Saw Blades

c. Tool Bits, High Speed Steel

d. Micometer Check Set

e. Die Stock

f. Micrometer Case

g. Plastic Face Hamer

h.
- 4

te,no.l. amp

i. 11 Chu

j. Abrasive Be is

k. :oring Bar

1. Machinist, Universal Vise

Page no.

11011111111111=1L.



CA.

Job sheet

REFERENCE Met. Sh.

III ndex

OBJECTIVE: To practice using an Index to obtain necessary and useful information.

1iATERIALS: Bolt.
Machinery Handbook.

vhOCEDURE: 1. Go to Mr,Simpson to get a bolt; be sure,he gives you the outside
diameter of the' bolt.

2. Using yo reference skills and index of The Machinery Handbook
find the i ormation required to drill and tap a hole to fit the
bolt. A",,

3. In the spac below list all index headings useful for obtaining the
information ou need to do the following:

a. Determine whether the bolt is National Course or
National fine thread.

b. Identify the kind of bolt.

c. 'Find dui what size tap drill to use.

d. Find out what size tap.

List below the Index headings in ThS Machinery Handbook used to obtain information
required to drill and tap a hole to fit' a.. particular bolt:-



it

REYERMICE Het. Sh.

Tibl. Of Contents

Job Sheet #1
4

OB4`,CTIVE: To practice obtaining specific information from the Table of
Contents of a book.

MATERIALS: Kursh, Apprenticeships in America.

PROCEDURE: 1. Skim the Table of Contents of the assigned book.

2. Answer the tonal/1ms 4/estione:

a. How many numbered headings are there?

4

b. If you were looking for information on machinist occupations,
which chapter would be moat useful to you?

c. How many appendixes are listed?

d. What infatuation is found in the bibliography section?

e. How many tables are-lieted?



OBjECTIVE:

MATERIALS:
04

PROCEDURE:

TECH. TERMINOLOGY Auto. Mech.
ABBREVIATIONS

Job Oleet #1 - Pre-/rest.

Pre-test to determine which of the following abbreviations and
symbols you know and which you need to learn..

The following list of 25 words
Pen or pencil .

1. For each term below write the correct abbreviation and/or symbol.
2.. Obtain answer key from file and correct your work. Answers must

. be identical to answer sheet.
3. If you have one or more errore, obtain the following from the file:

Information Packet: Study Procedure for Learning Abbreviations
and Symbols 1

4.

PRE-TEST:

Wen you have learned
thi Post-Test

those you missed on
from the file and follow instructions.

Abbrev. -Term

the,Preafest, obtain

Abbrev.Term

1. American Wire 1'i Britieh Thermal
Gage Units

2. Ammeter 15. bronze

3. Ampere 16. burnish

4. Ampere hour 17. bypass

5. approximate 18. cadmium plate
6. arc weld 19. calibrate

7. area 20. capaoitur

8. assemble 21. cap screw
9. assembly .22. cast

10. automatic 23. cast iron

11. auxiliary 24. cast stool

12. baffle 25. circular pitch

13. balance



'TECH. TERMINOLOGY - Auto. Noah.

ABBRXVIATIOIR

Job Win #1 - Post Test

OBJECTIVE: Post-test to determine which of the following abbreviations yon know
and which you still used to learn.

MATERIALS: The following list of 25 abbreviations
Pen or pencil

PROCEDURE: 1. For each abbreviation below write the correct term in full:

2. Turn in your oompleted post-itest.

POST - !'BST:

Abbrev. Tette Abbrev. Term

1. CP 14. AWG
2._)BAF 15. BTU
3. DAL 16. BRZ

4. MVO 17. BAR
5. AUZ 18. BYP
6. ASST 19. CAL

7. A 20. AWL
AMEX 21. CAP SCR

9. ARC-W 22. CAP

10. APPROX 23. C

11. AMP HR 24. CI
12. AMP 25. CS

13. AX



OBJECTIVE:

MATERIALS:

TECH. TERMINOLOGY,f7- Auto. Mech.

ABBREVIATIONS

Job Wiest Pre-Test

Pre-Test to determine which of the following abbreviations and symbols
you know and which you need to learn.

The following list of 25 words
Pen or pencil.

PR :! 1. For each term below write the correct abbreviation and/or symbol..

2. Obtain answer key from file and correct yoUr welt. Answers must

be identical to answer sheet.
. ,

3., If you have one or tore errors, obtain the following from the file:

Info. Packet: Study Procedure for Learning Abbreviations and
Symbols .

4. When you have learned thoSe you missed on the Pre -Peat, obtain the
Post-Test from the file and follow instructions.
. ,

Ple:!JITST":

Term Abbrev.

1. circumference
2. clearance
3. clockwise
4. clutch
5. cold drawn
6. cold rolled
7.combustion
3. counterclockwise
9. counterbalance
10. counter...sink other-side
11. caws section
12. cubic
13. current
14. dyclo

11

Term

15. cycles per
minute

16. cylinder
17. degree
13. density
19. detail
20. diagonal,
21. diameter
22. diaphragm
23. differential
24. diode
25. direct current

ibbrov.



CO3JRCTIVR:

JUIRRIALS:'

UCH. TZRKUITOLOGT - Auto. Xeoh.~010010 4001
ABBIOVIATIOWS

Job Sheet #2 Poet-teet

Poet-teat to determine which of the following abbreviations and symbols
you know and which you still need to learn.

The following list of 25 abbreviation*
Pen or pencil

PROCKCURIC: 1. Poi each abbreviation below write the correct term in full.
Turd in your poet-tent When yoU have oompleted it.

Tern Abbrev. Tern

2.

Abbrev.

1. DC 14. CV
2. DIO 15. x SILT
3. 1:1177 16. CSK-0
4. DIA 17. CUL
5.
6..,

MAPS
DIAG

CCW

49. CIRC
7. lirr 20. CL
8. DSG 21. CW
9. D 22. CL

/O. CVL 23. DC
11. CV 24. CR
12. CUR 25. COE
134. CU

0

...1 t

X4/7

t.



OBJECTIVE:

XATERIALS:

PROCEDURE:

TECH. TERMINOLOGY - Auto. Mech.
ABBREVIATIONS

Job sheet #3 - Pre-Test

Pre-Test to determine which of the following abbreviations and

symbols you know and which you need to learn.

The following list of 25 words.

Pen

1. For each term below, write the correct abbreviation and /or symbol.

2. Obtain answer key from file and correct your work. Answers must

be identical to answer sheet.

3. If you have one or more errors, obtain the following from the file:

Info. packet: Study Procedure for ,Learning Abbreviations and

Symbols,

4. When you have learned those you aliened on the Pre-rest, obtain the

post -test from the file and follow instructions.

PRE-TEST:
Term Abbrev. Term Abbrev.

1. Directional 14. end to end

2. discharge 15. equipment

3. disconnect 16. estimate

4. distribute 17. evaporate

5. dowel 18. exhauat

6. draw 19. expand

7. drill 20. exterior

3. drill rod 21. external

9. drive 22. extra heavy

10. drive fit 23. fabricate

11. each 24. Fahrenheit

12. eccentric 25. feed

13. electric



mt. inuoaxowar - Auto. Koch.
AURIVIATIONS

Job Sheet # 3 Post.otost

OBJECTIVE: Post-test to determine which of the following abbreviations you know
sad which you still used to learn.

MATERIALS: The following list of 25 abbreviations
Pen

PROCEDURE: 1. For each abbreviation below write the correct term.
2. Obtain answer key from file and correct your work. Answers

snot be identical to answer sheet!
3. Study and learn those you bays missed.

4. Hand post-test in to teacher.

PUST-TEST

Term Abbrev. TermAbbrev.

1. PD 14. X HVY

2. F 15. EXT

3. FAH 16. MCP

4. EXT 17. EVAP

5. EU 18. EST

6. EQUIP 19. ELMO

7. IC to E 20. EA
8. ECC 21. DR

9. IF 22. DR
10. DR 23. DWL

11. DR 24. DISCS
12. DISTR 25. DIR

13. DISC



TECH. TERMINOLOGY - Auto. -Weoh.

ABBREVIATIONS

Job Sheet #4 - Pre-orest

OBJECTIVE: Pre-test to determine which of the following abbreviations and symbols

you know and which you need to learn.

MATERIALS: The following list of 25 words

Pen'

PROCEDURE: 1. For each term below, write the correct abbreviation and/or syibol.

2. Obtain answer key from file and correct your work, Asnwers must

be identical to answer sheet.

3. If you have one` or more errors, obtain the following from the file:

PRE-41EST:

Info. Packet: Study Procedure for Learning Abbreviations amend

Symbols.-

4. When you have learned those you missed on the pre-test, obtain the

post-test from the file and, follow instructions.

Term

1. f6et
2. feet per minute
3. feet per second
4. female

figure
6. filament
7. fillet
8. finish
9. fireproof
10. fitting
11. fixture
12. flange
13. flat head

Abbrev. Term Abbrev.

14: flexible
15. float
16. fluid
17. flush
13. foot
19. force
20. forward
21. frame
22. freezing point
23. friction horsepower
24. fuel
25. fusion point



MUM:

MATERIALS:

PROCEDURE:

TECH. T IN'OLOGY -.Amto. Mech.

ABBREVIATIONS

Job Sheet #4 Post-Test

Post-test to determine which of the following abbreviations you

know and which you still need to learn.

The following list of 25-abbroviations
Pen

1. For each abbreitation below write the oorreot term.

2. Obtain answer key from file and oorreot your work. Answers

must be identicaa to answer sheett

3. Study and learn those you have missed.

4. Hand poet -test in to teacher.

Pui;T -TEST:
Term Abbrev. TerraAbbrev.

1. PNP .14A FP

2. F 15. PR

3. Fm) 16. IMD

4. FL 17. F

5. FLT 16. FT

6. FLEX 19. FL

7. FH 20. FLO

8. PTO 21. FIX

9. FPRF 22. FIL

10. FIN 23. FPN

11. FIL 24. FPS

12. FIG 25. PT

13. FEX



TSCH. TERMINOLOGY -',Auto. Mech.

ABBREVIATIONS

Job Sheet #5 Pre-Test

OBJSCTIVE: Pro-teat to determine whioh of the following abbreviationwand symbols
you know and whioh you need to learn.

MATERIALS: The following list of 25 words
Pen

PROCEDURE:

PRE-I/EST:

For each term below, write the correct abbreviation and/or symbol.

2. Obtain answer key from file and correct your work. Answers must

be identical to answer sheet.

3. If you have one or more errors, obtain the following from the file:
Info. packet: Stu Procedure fol. Learning Abbreviations and

Symbols
When you have learned those you missed on the pre-test, obtain the
post-test from the file and follow instructions:

Term

1.

, 2.

3.

4.

5
6.

7.
3.

9.
10.
11.

12.

13.

gage or gauge
gallon-,
galvanize
gas
asket
gasoline
general
government
governor
graduation
graphic
rind
groove

Abp brev.

8

Term Abbrev.

14. ground
15.,half round
16.'handle
17. heat treat
18. heater
19. high pressure
20. high speed
21. high speed steel
22. high voltage
23. highwat
24. horizontal
25. horsepower



TECH. TERNENOLOGY - Auto. Mech.
ABBREVIATIONS

Job k;heet # 5 Postafest

OBJECTIVE: Post-test to determine which of the following abbreviations you know
and whioh you still need to learn.

AATEM1ALS: The following list of 25 abbreviations
Pen

PROCEDURE: 1. For each abbreviation below write the correct term.
2. Obtain answer key from file and correct your work. Answers must

be identi9a1 to answer sheet!
3. Study and learn those you have missed.

4. Hand post-test in to teacher.

PUST,JPEST:

Abbrev. Term Abbrev. Term

1. HP 14. HOR
2. HWY .15. HV
3. HS 16. ASS
4. HP 17. HT' TR

5. HTR 18. GRV
6. 4 RD 19. GRD
7. GRD 20. GRAD
3. GRAPH 21. GOV
9. GOVT 22. GOO
10. GEN 23. GSAT
11. GAL 24. G
12. GA 25. GALV
13. HML

#4



TECH. TERMINOLOGY - Auto. Mech.
ABBREVIATIONS

Job Sheet 06 - Pre-Test

OBJZOTIVE: Pre-tept to determihe which of the 'following abbreviations and symbols
yon know and which you need to learn-4-

MATERIALS: The following lint of 25 words
Pen 0

PROCEDURE: 1.' For each term below, write the correct abbreviation and/or symbol.
2. Obtaih,anewer key from filo and correct your work. Answers must,

be identical to answer sheet.
If you have one or more errors, obtain the following from the file':

Info. packet: Study Procedure for Learning Abbreviations
and Symbols

4. When you have learned those you mid on the pi. -test, obtain the
post-test from the file and follow instructions.

PRE-TEET:
Term

1. hot-rolled steel
2. hydraulic
3. identify
4. ignition
5. illuminate
6. illustrate
7. impact
3._ hour

9. include
10, indicate
11. industrial
12. information
13. inlet

Abbrev. Term - Abbrev.

14. inspect
15. install
16. instruct
17. instrument .
13. interchangeable
19. interior
20. intorlock
21. internal
22. interrupt
23. interruptions

per minute.
24. invert
25. jack



'TECH. TERKINOLOM - Auto. Neoh.
ABBREVIATIONS

Job Sheet #6 -Post-test

OBJECTIVE: Fost-test to determine which of the following abbreviations you
know and which you still need to learn.

HATERIALS: The following list of 25 abbreviations
Pen

ROCEDURE: 1. Par teach Abbreviation below write the correct.term.
2. Obtain answer key from file and correct your work. Answers must

be identical to answer sheet.
3. Stars-id-Nara those you have missed.
4. Hand post-test in to teacher.

POST-ins .
Term Abbrev. TermAbbrev. 11

1. FD 14. XFAVY
2. F 15. EXT
3. FAR- 16. EXP

EXT 17. EVAP
5. EXH 18. EST
6. EQUIP 19. ELEC
7. E to E 20. EL
8: ECC -21. DR
9. "DP 22. DI

10. DR 23. DWL
I1. DR 24. DISCH
'12. ,DISTR 25. DIR
13. DISC



TECH,. TERMINOLOGY - '"Auto. Mach.
ABBREVIATIONS ,

Job Sheet 47 - Pre-Test

OBJECTIVE: Pre -test to determine which of the following abbreviations and symbols
you know and which you need to learn.

MATERIALS: The following list of 25 words

PROCEDURE: 1. For each term below write the correct abbreviation and/or symbol.
2. Obtain answer key from file and correct your work. Answers must

be identical to answer sheet.
3. If you have one or more erruru, obtain the following from the file:

Info. packet: Study Procedure for Learning Abbreviations and

4. When you have learned those you missed on the pre-test, obtain
the post-test from the file and follow instructions.

PR6' TEST:

Pen

Term

1. job order.
2. joint
3. key
4. key seat
5. keyway
6. kilo
7. kilometer-.'

8. lacquer
9. leading edge

,10. left hand
11. length overall
12. light
13. liquid

Abbrev.

-

Term -Abbrev.

14. low explosive
15. low pressure
16. low tension
17. low voltage
18. low speed
19. low torqpe
20. lubricate
21.-lubricating oil
22. machine
23. main
24. malleable
25. manual



OBJECTIVEt

MATERIALS:

PROCEDURE:

TECH. TEmaarlear-auTo. MECH.
EBBRIVIATIONS

Job Sheet Of Post-Test

Post.4est to determine which of the following abbreviations you
know and Which you still need to learn.

The following list of 25 abbreviations
Pen

1. For each abbreviation below write the correct term.
2. Obtain answer key from file and correct your work. Answers

most be identical to answer sheet!
3. Study and learn those you have missed.
4. Hand post-test in to teacher.

POST-TEST:
Term Abbrev. Term'Abbrev.

1. LO 14. JO
2. LUB 15. KM
3. LT 16. LAQ
4. LS 17. KEY
5. LV 18. KST
6. LT 19. JT
7. LD 20. K
8. LE 21. JO
9. 22. MAN

10. LT 23. MALL
11. LOA 24. MN
12. LH 25. MACH
13. LE

113



OBJECTIVE:

MATERIALS:

PROCEDURE:

PEST:

4

TECH. TERMINOLOGY Auto. Mech.
ABBREVIATIONS

Job Sheet #8 PreTest

Pretest to determine which of the following abbreviations and symbols.
you know and which you need to learn.

The following list of 25 words
Pent

1. Per each term below write the correct abbreviation and/or symbol.

2. Obtain answer key from file and correct your work. Answers must

be identical to answer sheet.
3. If you have one or more errors, obtain the following from the file:

Info. packet: Study Procedure for Learning Abbreviations
and Symbols 4

4. When you have learned those you missed on the pretest, obtain the
posttest from the file and follow instructions.

Term

1. manufacture,
2. manufacture4
3. material
4. maximum
5. imximum working

pressure
6. mecanit::::II

7. mechanism
3. medium
9. melting point'
10. metal
11. micrometer
12.kzailes

t 13. miles per gallon

Abbrev.

t

TL, erm

14. miles per hour
r5. minute
16. mixture
17. model

18. modify

19.
2P.

21.

22.

23.

24..

25.

modulator
motor
mounted
mounting
national
negative
nickelsilver

Abbrev.



TECH. TERZNOLOG! - Auto. Mach.
ABBREVIATIONS

Job Sheet #8 Post-Vest

OBJECTIVE: Post-test to determine which of the following abbreviations you
know and which You still need to 1410".

MATERIALS: The following list of 25 abbreviations
Pen

PROCEDURE: 1. For each abbreviation below write the correct term.
2. Obtain answer key from file and correct, your work. Answers must

be identical to answer sheet!

3. Study and learn those you have missed.
4. Hand pest-test into teacher.

POST -TEST:
Term Abbrev, TermAlthrev.

1. NI-SIL 14. NEG

2. NATL 15. XTD

3. EG 16. MOT

4. MOD 17. MOD

5. MIX 18. MEN
6. MPH 19. XI

7. MPH 20. MP

8. MOD 21. MEGH

9. MI0 22. MU
10. UT 23. XATL.,

11. MED 24. xrD
12. MECH 25. MPG

13. MWP



TECH. TERMINOLOGY - Draft.
Nat. h.

LEBREVIATIONS

Job Sheet - PreaDest

OBJECTIVE: Pre-Test to determine which of the following abbreviations and symbols
you know and which you need to learn.

MATERIALS: The following list of 25 words
Pen

PROCEDURE: For each tern: below write the Correct abbreviation and/or symbol.
2. Obtain answer key from file and correct your work. Answers

must be identical to answer sheet.

3. If you have one or more errors, obtain the following from the
file:
Info. Packet: Studer Procedure for Learning Abbreviations and

Symbols,

4. When you have learned those you missed on the pre-itest, obtain
the post-test from the file and follow instructiens.

PRE-1MT:
Term Abbrev. or Symbol

1. Safety
2. Sand blast
3. Screw
4. Section
5. Set screw
6. Shaft
7. Shipment
8. Shop order
9. Side

10. Sketch
11. Solder
12. Specific
13. Specification
14. Spindle
15. Spot- faced

16. Square
17. Stainless
18. Standard
19. Stiffener
20. Steel
21. Stock
22. Taper
23. Tee
24. Teeth per inch
25. Template



TECH. TERNINCIOCIT Driitt .

ABBREVIATISMS

Job Sheet #1 - Postarest

OBJECTIVE: Post-test to determine which of the following abbreviations and
symbols you know and which you still need to learn.

MATERIALS: The following liit of 25 words
Pen

PROCEDURE: 1. For each term below write the correct abbreviation.

POST-TEST:

Term Abbreviation

1. Safety
2. Sand blast
3. Screw
4. Set screw
5. Shipment
6. Side
7. Solder,
8. Specification
9. Spot faced
10. Stainless
11. Steel
12. Stock
13. Tee

I.

14. Template ,

15. Section
1$. Shaft
17. Shop order
18. sketch
19. Specific
20. Spindle
21. Square
22. Standard
23. Stiffner
24. Taper
25. Teeth per inch

OBTAIN ANSWER ICE FROM FILE AND CORRECT YOUR WORK. ANSWERS MUST BE IDENTICAL
TO ANSWER SHEET! STUDY AND LEARN THOSE YOU HAVE MISSED!



OBJECTIVE:

MATBRIALS:

PROCEDURE:

P£ -TEST:

TECH. TERXENOLOCY - Draft.
Met. Sh.

ABBREVIATIONS

Job Sheet #2 - Pre-)Test

Pre-test to determine which of the following abbreViations and symbols
you know and which you need to-learn.

The following list of 25 words
Pen

1. or each term below write the correct abbreviations.
2. Obtain answer,key from file and correct your work. Answers

must be identical to answer sheet.
3. If you have one or more errors, obtain the following from the file:

Info. Packet: Study Procedure for Learning Abbreviations and
Symbols

4. When you have learned those you missed on the pre-test, obtain
the post-test from the file and follow'instructions.

TERM

1. Tension
2. Thick
3. Thread
4. Through
5. Tinned
6. Tolerance
7. Tool steel
8. Tooth
9. Tubing

10. Typical
11. United States
12. United States
13. vertical
14. Washer
15. Weight
16. American wire gage
17. Ampere
18. Arc weld
19. Assemble
20. Assembly
21. British Standard
22. Broad),
23. Bronze
24. Brown and sharp
25. Burnish

gage
Standard

21;

ABBREAVITION



TECH. TERMIXOLOGY - Draft.
Sh.

ABBREVIATIOBS

Job Sheet h2 Posttest

OBJECTIVE: Post-test to determine which of the following abbreviations you
know and which you still need to learn.

MATERIALS* The following list of 25 words
Pen

PROCEDURE: 1. For each term below write the correct abbreviation.
.2. Obtain answer key from file and correct your work. Answers

must be identical to answer sheet!

3. u4 and learn those you have missed.

POST-TEST:
Term Abbreviation

1. Tension
2. Thread
3. Tinned
4. Tool'steel

5. Tubing
6. United States gage

7. Vertical
Weight

9o. Ampere
10. Assemble
11. British Standard
12.-Bronze
13. Burnish
14. Thick
15. Through
16. Tolerance
17. Tooth
18. Typical
19. United States Standard
20. Washer
21. American wire gage
22. Aro weld
23. Assembly
24. Broach
25.'-'Brown and sharp



TECH. TERMINOLOGY - Draft.
Met. Oh.

ABBREVIATIONS

Job Sheet - Pro-test

OBJECTIVE: Pro-test to determine which of the following abbreviations and symbols
you know and which you need to learn.

MATERIALS: The following list of 25 words
Pen

21t00EDURE: 1. For each term below write the correct abbreviation.
2. Obtain answer key from file and correct your work. Answers

must be identical to answer sheet.

3. If you have one or more errors, obtain the following from the file:

Info. packet: Study Procedure for Learning Abbreviations and
Symbols,

4. When you have learned those you missed on the pre-test, obtain

the post-test from the file and follow instructions.

ORE-TEST:
Term Abbreviation

1, Bushing
2. Cadmium plate

3. Cap screw
4. Cast iron
5. Cast iron pipe
6. Cast steel
7. Castinilo

E. Circular pitch u

9. Clearance
10. Cold drawn
11. Cold rolled
12. Cold rolled steel
13. Counterbore
14. Counterdrill
15. Counterpunch
18. Countersink 41

17. Countersink otherside
18.' Decimal
19. Dedendum
20. Deep drawn
21. Degree
22. Detail
23. Diagram
24. Diameter
25. Diametral pitch

4



TIM TERMINOLOO- Draft.
""fa-: Sh.

ABBREVIATION

Job Sheet #3 - Pest-east

OBJECTIVE: Post-test to determine which of the following abbreviations you know
and which you still need to learn.

XATERIALS: The following list of 25 words

Pen

PROCEDURE: 1. For each term below write the oorrect abbreviation.

2. Obtain answer key from file and correct your work. Answers

must be identical to answer sheet!

3. Study and learn those you have aissed.

POST-MT:

Term Abbreviation

1. Bushing
2. Cap screw
3. Cast 'iron pipe

4. Castings
5. Clearance
6, Cold rolled

7. Counterbore
8. Counterpunch
9. Countersink otherside

10. Dedendum
11. Degree -
12. Diagram
13. Diametral pitch
14. Cadmium plate
15. Cast iron
16. Cast steel
17. Ciroular pitch
18. Cold drawn
19. Cold rolled steel
20. Counterdrill
21. Countersink
22. Deoimal
23 Deep drawn
24. Detail
25. Diameter



TERMINOLOGY - Draft.
Met. Sh.

ABBREVIATIONS

Job Sheet #4 - Pre-test

OBJECTIVE: Pre-test to determine which of the following abbreviatiens and symbols

you know and which you need to learn.

MATERIALS: The following list of 25 words
Pen

PROCEDURE:- 1. For each term below write the correct abbreviation.

2. Obtain answer key-from file and correct your work. Answers

must be identical to answer sheet.
3. If you have one or more errors, obtain the following from the

file:
Info. Packet: Study Procedure for Learning Abbreviations

and Symbols

4. When you have learned those you misse&or-Lthe pre-test, obtain

the post-test from the file and follow instructions.

PRE-TEST:
Term

1. Dimension
2. Drafting
3. Drawing
4. Drill
5. Drill rod
6. Drop forge

7. Fabricate
Feed

9. Feet
10. Feet per minute
11. Poet per second
12. Fillet
13. Finish
14. Finish all over

15. Pitting
16. Fixture
17. Flange
1. Foot,
19. Forging
20. Poundary
21. Fractional
22. Gage or gauge

23. Galvanized
24. Galvanized iron
25. Galvanized steel

91..1s)

Abbreviation



TECH. MEWL=
Ket Sh,

ABBREVIATIONS

Job Sheet #4 Posttest

OBJECTIVE: Pesttest to determine which of the following abbreviations jou
know and which you still need to learn.

MATERIALS: The following list of 25 words
Pen:

PROCEDURE: 1. For each term below write the correct abbreviation.
2. Obtain "answer key from file and correct jour work. A_ nswers must,

be identical to answer sheet!
3. Study and learn those you have missed.

POST TEST:
Term

1. Dimension
2. Finish
3. Drafting
4. Finish all over
5. Drawing
6. 'Fitting
7. Drill A

8. Fixture
9. Drill rod

10. Plan&
11. Drop Zorge
12. Foot
13. Fabricate
14. Forging
15. Feed
16. Foundry
17. Fee%
13. Fractional
19. Feet per minute
20. Gage or gauge
21. Feet per second
22. Galvanized
23. Fillet
24. Galvanized iron
25. Galvanized steel

Abbreviation



OBJICTITS:

XATP.RIALS:

PROMMUM:

PRE-9SZT:

UCH. Tina*MOT/

ABBRITIATIONS

Job Sheet #5 - Pro.test

Pre-test to determine which of the following abbreviations and

symbols you know and which you need to learn.

The following list of 30 words
Pea

1. For each term below write the correct abbreviation.

2. Obtain answer key from file and oorreot your work. Answers

must be identioal to answer Sheet. 0

3. If you have one. or more errors, obtain the following from the

file:
Info. packet: Studer Prooedure for Learning Abbreviations and

When you have learned those you missed on the preatest,,obtain

the post-test frpm the file and follow instructions.°

Term

1. galvanized steel
wire rope
graduation

3. grind
4. groove'
5. ground
6. half round
7. hard-drawn
3.. harden
9. heat treat

10. heavy
11. hexagon
1?. high speed

13. high-speed steel

14. horizontal
15. hot rolled
16. hot-rolled steel

17. hydraulic
18. illustrate
19. inch
20. include
21. indicate
22. industrial
23. information
24. inspeot
25. instruct
26. iron
27. joint

28. key
29. key seat
30. keyway

Abbreviation



OBJ IVE:

MATERIALS:

PROCEDURE:

POST-.r &T:

ABBREVIATIONS

Job Sheet #5.- Post-est

Met. a.

Post-test to determine which of the followingAbbreviations you
know and which you still need to learn.

The following list 30 WOWS
Pen

1. For each term below write the correct abbreviation.
2. Obtain answer key from file and correct your work. Answers

must be identical to answer sheet !
I. Study apd learn thoseyou have missed.

Term

1. Keyway
2. Hot rolled
3. Key seat

4. Horizontal'
5. Key
6. High-speed steel
7. Joint
8 High speed
9. Iron

10. Hezagon
11. Instruct
12. Heavy
13. Inspect
14. Heat treat
15. Information
16. Harden
17. Industrial
'13. Hard-drawn
19. Indicate
20. Half, round
21. Include '
22. Ground
23. Inch

A24. Groove
25. Illustrate
26. Grind
27. Hydraulic
2W. -Graduation
29. Hot-rolled steel
30. Galianized steel wire rope

`d7ri

Abbreviation



ABBREVIATIONS

/Job Sheet #1 Pre-Test

OBJECTIVE: Pre-test to determine which of the following abbreviations you know
and which you need:to learn.

MATERIALS: 'the following list of 25 words

Pen or pencil

PROCEMURE: 1. For each ter* below write the correct abbreviation.
2. Obtain answer key from file and correct your work. Answers

must be identical to answer sheet.

3. If you have one or more errors, obtain the following from the
file:

Info. Packet: Study Procedure for Learning Abbreviations and
Symbols

4. When you have learned those you missed on the pre-test, obtain

the post-test from the file and follow instructions.

PRE--TEST:
Term Abbreviation

1. schematic
2. screw
3. shop order
4. short wave
5. signal
6. sink
7. socket
8. socenoid
9. speaker
10. sound-
11. specification
12. split phase
13. switch
14. system

' 15. television
16. that is
17. thermostat
13. time-delay clOsing
19. time-delay opening
.20. toggle
21. transformer
22. transmission'
23. transmitter
24. transmitting
25. trimmer



E

-TECH.--TERNINOLOCW----Elec.

ABBREVIATIONS

Job Sheet #1 Poet test

OBJECTIVE: Post-test to determine which of the following abbreviations and
symbols you know and which you still need to learn.

MATERIALS: The following list of 25 words.
Pen or pencil

PROCEMURE: For each term below write the correct abbreviation.

POST-TEST:
Term

1. split phase
2. trimmer
3. specification
4. transmitting
5. sound
6. transmitter
7. speaker
8. transmission
9. socencid
10. transformer
11. socket
12. toggle

Abbrev. Term Abbrev,

27?
,,27/

13. sink
14. time-delay opening
15. signal
16. time-delay closing
17. short wave
18. thermostat
19. shop order
20. that is
21. screw
22. television
23. schematic
24. system
25. (mitt*



TECH. TEREINOLOGT---Elea..
ABBREVIATIONS

Job Sheet #20- Pre-Test

OBJECTIVE: Pre-test to determine which-of the following abbreviations you know.
and which you need to learn.

MATERIALS: The following list 0'25 words
Pen or pencil

PROCEDURE: 1. For each term below write thtoorrect abbreviation.
2. Obtain answer key from file and correct your work: Answers must

be identical to answer sheet.

3. If you have one or more errors, obtain tie following from the file:

Info. packet: Study Procedure for ,Learning Abbreviations and

Symbols

4. When you have learned those you missed on the pre-test, obtain the

post test from the file and follow,instrnotiona.

PRE-TEST:
Term

-1. triope
2. tuned radio frequency
3. ultras -high frequency

4. under voltage
.United State Standard

6. universal

7. vacuum
5. vacuum tube
9. variable
10. variable-frequency oscillator
11. 'very frequency

12. very low frequency
13. video-frequency
14. voice frequency
15. volt
16. 'Volt ampere'
17. voltmeter
18. volts perinic
19. watt
20. watt-hour
21. watt-hour meter
22. watt meter
23. wet bulb
24. wire
25. ampere

Abbrev.

278
7 ;2



TECH. TERKINOLOGYEleo.
ABBREVIATIONS

Job Sheet #2 - Post - Test

OBJECTIVE: Post-test to determine which of the following 'abbreviations you know and
which you still need to learn.

MATERIALS: The following list of 25 words
Pen or pencil

PROCEDURE: For each term below write the correct abbreviation.

,POST-MT:

Term Abbrev.

1. ampere
2. 'very low frequency
3. wire
4. very high frequency
5. wet bulb
-6. variable-frequency oscillator
7. wattmeter
3. variable
9. watt -hour meter
10. vacuum tube
11. watt-hour
12. vacuum

Term Abbrev.

13. watt
14. universal
15. volts per mic
16. United States Standard
17. voltmeter
18. under voltage
19. volt ampere
20.- ultra -high frequency
21. volts
22. tuned radio frequency
23. voice frequency
24. triope
25. video- frequency



1404-112BCOMOrt-...-Elio.
ABBRINIATIONS

Job Sheet #3 - Pre-test

OBJECTIVE: Pre-test to determine which of the following abbreviations you know

and which you need to learn.

MATERIALS: The following list of 25 words
Pen or pencil

PROCEDURE: 1. For each term below write the correct abbreviation.

2. Obtain answer key from file and correct your work. Answers must

be identical to answer sheet.

3. If you have one or more errors, obtain the following from the file:

Info. packet: Study, Procedure for Learning Abbreviations

and Symbols

4. When you have learned those you missed on the, pre-test, obtain the

post-test from the file and follow instruction0.

PRE-TEST:
Term Abbreviations.

1. aMplifier
2. antenna
3. audio-frequency
4. automatic

auto-transformer
6. baffle
7. battery
8. capacity
9. centimeter

10. circuit
11. coaxial
12. compressor
13. conduct
14. conductor
15. conduit
16. continuous

17. omAtwaloraligy

18. omiltro switch
19. counterclockwise
20. amrrent
21. cycle
22. cycles per minute

23. cycles, per second

24. decimal
25.

;



a

__TECH. TERMINOLOGY
ABBREVIATIONS

Job .6heet #4 Post-Test

OBJECTIVE: Post test to determine which of the following abbreviations you know
and which you still need to learn.

MATERIALS: The following list of 25 abbreviations
Pen

PROCEDURE:

AZT-TEST

1. For each abbreviation beloW write the correct term.
2. Qbtain answer key from file and correct your work. Answers must

b identical to answer sheet!
3. Study and learn,those you have missed.

4. Hand post-test in to teacher.

Abbrev.

1. FLOUR
2. FIL

3. FIX
4. gulc

"r
6. DYN
7. DIECH
8. DC
9. DISC

10. DIO
11. DET
12. Imp
13. H

Abbrev.

14. HV
15. FNP
16. VLF
17. FSBL
18. Um?
19. VHF
20. SHF
21. FM
22. MP
23. LP
24. HP
25. FREQ.

Term



TECH. TERMINOLOGY - Elec.
SYMBOLS and/or ABBREVIAT/ONS

Job Sheet 4 - Pre-test

OBJECTIVE: Pre-test to deter,mine which of the following symbols and abbreviations
you know and which you need* learn.

MATERIALS; The following list of word
Pen or pencil

PROCEDURE: 1. For each term below write the correct abbreviation and/or,symbol.
2. Obtain answer key frOi file and correct your work. Answers must,

be identical to answer sheet.
3. Jf you have one or more errors, obtain the following from the file:

Info. packet: "Study Procedure for Learning Abbreviations and
Symbols

4. When you have learned those you missed on the pre-test obtain

the post-test from the file and follow instructions.

SWITCHES - PRE--TEST:

Symbol Abbreviations

1. Switch S.P.D.T.
2. Switch. S.P.S.T.

(Normally Open)
Switch. S.P.S.T.,
(Normally closed)

4. Key
5. Switch, Push Button

(two-circuit)
6. Switch, Push Button

(Normally closed)
7. Switch Push Button

(Normally open)
Switch thermal

9. Switch, knife
(Disconnect)

10. Switch momentary
contact

11. Dial Switch
Telephone Type

12. Switch pressure
(Increasing pressure closed)

13. Switch. D.P.S.T.
14. Switch pressure

(Decreasing pressure closes)

15. JACK
16. Switch, Rotary

(Multiple contacts),

17. PLUG

9 ri.) 9
iv-,

'7Ov



ISCH,TERNINOLOGY
Si YMBOLS aid/or ABBREVIATIONS

Job Sheet A - Post-Test

OBJECTIVE: Post-test to determine which Of the following abbreviations and symbols
you know and which you still need to learn.

MATERIALS: The following list or words
Pen or pencil

For each term belowwrite the correct symbol and/or abbreviation.

POST-TEST:1.1111

Symbol

1. Switch S.P.D.T.
2: Switch, S.?.S.T.

(Normally open)
3. Switoh, S.P.S.T.

(Normally closed)

4. Key
5. Switch, Push button

(two-circuit)
J Switch, Push button

(Normally closed)
6.. Switch, Push button

(normally closed)
7. Switch push button

Normally open
3. Switch , thermal-
9. Switch, knife

Disconnect
10. Switch momentary contact
11. Dial twit-eh telephone type
12. Switch pressure

(Increasing pressure closes)
13. switch, D.P.S.T.
14. Switch pressure

(Decreasing pressure closes)
15. JACK
16. Switch, rotary

(Multiple contacts)
17. PLUG

Abbreviation



TECH, TERMINOLOGY - Elec.
SYMBOLS ',and/ort ABBREVIATIONS

Job Sheet W2 - Pre -feet

OBJECTIVE: Pre-test to determine which of the following Symbols and abbreviations
you know and which you need to learn.

MATERIALS: The following list of words
Pen or pencil

PROCEDURE: 1. For each term listed below write the correct, abbreviation and/or

symbol.
2. Obtain answer key from file and correct your work. Answers must be

identical to answer sheet.

3. If you have one or more errors, obtain the following from the file:

Info. Packets._ Stu Procedure for Learning Abbreviations and Symbols

4. When you hay, earned those you missed on the pre-test, obtain

the post-test roan the file and follow inatVuotions.
7,

LOUDSPEAKERS - PRE-TEST:

Symbol Abbreviation

1. General
2. Magnetic
3. P-M Dynamic
4. Electrodynamic

41.0HATORS
5. Synchronous
6. Buzzer

7. Nowyncbronows
PICKUP OR CUTTING HEAD

1775eneral
9. Electromagnetic
10. Crystal

PHONES
11. Single
12. Double

A-C VOLTAGE SOURCE

ANTENNA OSTEN
14. Antenna

Loop
16. Ground
17. Counterpolpe

LAWS

CENERATOR

MOTOR

BALLAST

13. DO Jewelled Lamp
19. DS Push-to-test lamp

2U.

2t.

22.
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TECH. TERMINOLOGY - Elec.
SYMBOLS and/or ABBREVIATIONS

Job Sheet #2 - Post-teat_

OBJECTIVE: Post-test to determine which orthe following abbreviations and
symbols you know and which you still need to learn.

MATERIALS: The following list of words
Pen or pencil

PROCEDURE: For each term below write the correct symbol.

POST-TEST:

Term !Symbol,

PHONES
1. Single
2. Double

ANTENNA SYSTEM
3. Antenna
4. Loop
5. Counterpoise
6. Ground

A-C VOLTAGE SOURCE

BALLAST
3.

GENERATOR

9.
PICKUP OR CUTTING HEAD

10. General
11. Electtomagnetic
12. Crystal

MOTOR
13.

VIBRATORS
14. Synchronous
15. Buzzer
16. Nonsynchronous

LOIROOPEAkERS
17. Electrodynamic
18. P-M Dynamic
19. Magnetic
20. General

fl11,0.
21. DS Jeweled lamp
22. DS Push-to-test lamp



OBJECTIVE:

MATERIALS:

TEMTTERMINOLOGIElea.
ABBREVIATIONS and/or SYMBOLS

Job Sheet #3 Pretom:

Pre-test to determine which of the following abbreviations and symbols

you know and which you need to learn.

The following list of 30 terms

Pen or pencil

PROCEDURE: 1.

PRE-TIIST:

For each term below write the correct symbol.

2. Obtain answer key from file and oorrect your work. Answers must

be identical to answer sheet.

3. If you have one or more errors, obtain the following from the file:

Info. packet: Study Procedure for ELearting Abbreviations and

Symbols

4. When you have learned those you missed on the pre-test, obtain the

poet-test from the file and follow instructions.

TERM

1. Filament
2. Indirectly heated cathode

3. Gold cathode

4. Photo-electric cathode

5. Loop coupling
6. Gas-filled
7. Pool cathode
8. Grid
9. Deflecting electrode

10. Anode
11.,:' X-ray target

12. Internal shield

13. Dynode
14. Ignitor
15. Excitor
16. Single-cavity envelope

17. Double-cavity envelope

13. Triode
19. Pentode
20. Cathode-ray indicatorttube
21. Cold-cathode gas diode

22. Phototube
23. Cathode-ray tube
24. Magnetron
25. Split magnetron
26. Single-cavity velocity-modulated tube

27. Double-cavity velocity-modulated tube

28. Multiplier phototube

29. Ignition with grid

30. Exoitron with grid and holding anode

SYMBOL



TECH. TERMINOLOGY Elec.
ABBREVIATIONS sad/or -SYMBOLS

Job Shtet'A3 - Post-Test

OBJECTIVE: Post-test to determine which of the following symbols you know and
which you utill need to learn.

MATERIAL: The following list of 30 terms.

CURE; For each term below write the correct symbol.

A.
PWT-TEST:

Term

1. Excitor
2. Ignitor
3. Ignition with grid
4. Multiplier phototube
5. Dynode
6. Internal shield
7. Double-cavity velocity-

'modulated tube
3. Single-cavity, velocity-

modulated tube
9. X-ray target

10. Anode
11. Split magnetron
12. Magnetron
13. Deflecting electrode
146 Grid
15. Cathode-ray tube
16. phototube
17. Poel cathode
13. Gas-filled
19. Cold-cathode

Gas diode
20. Cathode-ray

indicator tube
21. Loop coupling
22. Photoelectric cathode

Cold cathode
24* Indirectly heated cathode
iv Triode

Pentode
27. bouble-icavJrty envelope

28. Jingle-cavi.6y envelope

29. Filament
30. Excitron with grid and holding anode

4,

Symbol

R-4



OBJECTIVE:

MATERIALS:

PROCEDURE:

TECH. TERMINOLOGY- Elec.
ABBREVIATIONS-and/or SYMBOLS

Job Sheet #4 - Pre-Test

Pre -test to determine which-of the following symbols you know an

which you need to learn.

The following list otter's
Pep/Pencil

1. For each term below write the correct symbol.
2. Obtain answer key from file and correct your work. Answers must

be identical to answer sheet.

3. It you have one or more errors, obtain the following from the file:

Info. Packet: Study Procedure for Learning Abbreviations and Symbols

4. When you have learned thoae you missed on the pre..tegt, obtain the

post-test from the file and follow instructions.

SEMICONIUCTORS

Term

1. Controlled rectifier diode
2. Half-wave diode
3. Photo diode
4. Tunnel diode
5. Zener diode

PNP transistor
7. Full-wave bridge rectifier
8. NPN transistor

Unijunction transistor
Double anode zener diode

9.
10.

TORM1NAL BOARD
11.

HERM-COUPLE

THERMOSLEMENT
13. Directly heated
14. Indirectly heated

SERVO CONTROL DEVICES
15. CT control transformer

or
CX control transmitter
or
Synchro repeater

16. TDX
Torque differential transmitter
Or
CIO
Control differential transmitter

JP uNNECTOi
17.
18.

Socket contact
Pin contact

Symbol

if



TECH.- TERMINOLOGY-- Elec.
ABBREVIATIONS and/or SYMBOLS

Job Sheet #4 - Post-Test

OBJECTIVE: Post-test to determine which of the following abbreviations' and sytbola
ycip know and which you ,still have to learn.

MATERIALS: The following list of terms

ROCEDURE: For each term below write the correct symbol.
Hand in your post-test: 1

POST-TEST:
Term

SEMICONDUCTORS

1. Controlled rectifier diode
2. _Half-wave diode

3. TUnnel diode
4. Zenner diode

5. Photo 'diode

6. Full -wave bridge rectifier
7. PNP transistor
3. NPN transistor
9. Unijunction transistor

.11N, Double anode zener diode
TERMINAL BOARD

11.

THERMO-COUPLE
12.

'THERMOELEMENT
13.

14.

SERVO CONTROL
15.

Directly-heated
Indirectly heated.

DEVICES
CT control transformer
or

CX control transmitter
or

Synchro repeater
16. TCX torque differential, transmitter

or
CDX control differenctial transmitter

Symbol

J/F CONNECTORS
17. Socket contact
13. Pin contact

t,
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Job

CORBEWPTIDENCE Auto._Mech.
Draft,
Lies.
M!1. :11.

LETTER OP REQUECT

examine a sarapIe _accordine, -to
the following standard for writing any request letter.

L.U.s.:;: The following litter of rep
Pen

I:71214,re^211.D1,1:: ;4tandards for trriting a letter of reque.t:

a,7,12RL:

a. tibe courteous. This holds for all letters. Make 1.10 G of
siteh oml as piease, a?preciat,3, rtratefui.

b. i2",tate.the request briefly but clearly.
o. Be sure that the request, is not excessive or unjust. .

This check is especially necessary tfrein you .;,.3nd, letters
asking for' pamphlets anl the like.

1. Lad thc.
Answer tit,: qur.astions at the end, of the sheet.

.11E2LE, REQ1,13.5T LETTER

I-nriedy Bookstores, Inoorporated
Pershing çaari

N_t: 'fork, Uew York 7213

4 ntlemen:

12 Maple Drive
Palenville, Dm York 71,230
April 4, 1970

A

I have become very much interested in radio as a possible caroor. Before I
d.01Lie definitely whether or not to go into the sui;ject El criouoly, should like,
to read a good introductory book on tto oubject

Have you-a book that meets the roquir=erits? lIatu.rally I do not !want a highly
tc. clinical book. If you have such en introductory book, 7,1,15ease t.trorit hlC ao to tbe
name, author, publish,: r I arid rice . A word or two about the book's contents would
amsit me L.-reatly.

Wiry tmly yourb,

Edward 1;Dtia

1. .".,lieck th letter eacii of the threw rules as stated abovfi..
2. Does ths,, :Triter disobey any of the ruls?
.J If your answer is 1" list h.irih ortia

290



re1.71
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Job

P To xamilv. sam:5I-7-i-ettt'r of reaUest:and to

for writing any r cuera lett.Lr.

1. Th. lett,Ir of rocs

t from tie filo.
-/en.

t.

t

1

aluate it according

t and two additional lott, of
.../10

1. T3 airteous. This hel - fo all lAt.21-3. Mak::e use of auch wo

J

t16'

3tat_ roquest otAefly but cloarly:
Jur-. that th:-ruest is not :::cessive or unjust. Thi check i

neaosaary yru send lettors asking for riamphiAs and,

tn, lid

I. 1Ltd th followinL: luttor.

Answ,:e t hiestiona at tdo -rid of this, ahL-A.

1 Follow othpa 1 and foroaon of tin'_ rev:st IN front tno file.

c':uestions at t'le bottom of thou letter.

11;cT3-2 L E TM

Cons-_rvation D-pt.

ff,Lrrisburg, .-Jhblaylvania 1 ,.._

11 Strok-lt

3,y.rant on , i

231.

March 30, 1970

aflct goinL: In the stat f 'est thi5 summer and I want information quioLly.

You hLi"J? rit) riL:ht to churL:_ camp-rs for using, public oropJ'rty, but if there are any

h oo a specia1 requilmnta, lot m dhow all about thom.

-.nt all pamphlota and follir, you recay navc. ny vacation starts shortly, and

a swift reply.

Yours truly,

11_1' -rt Gord'on

Che tn-letter td abowJ, thplo rules.CL List thu rulea,

if av, which th.- writ,- diobeya.
On a standard sheet of ',ypihg paper rowrits the letter so that

it compli-a t-iith the



Job Stet :It 273

L

OBjilOTIVE: To write three letters ofruest.

MArallIAL3: 1. 4tandardeize typing pafer.
_ _

IUTO=TION:

CORI4E.;OTOITIMOB Auto. ,luoL.

LETTER ,OT:REVik:T.awdemysmy.

1. D,o courtoue. !lake We of zilch words az pleazfo,

24 Z;tute the requect brioft but oloarly.
3. Be eux.' that the requust is not excersivo or unjurt. This clif2o

tie particularly necescary when you c3,3nd letter: ankiLi for oamphlete
rut the like.

Writo 1,_ttere cf refit a followa:

I. To: American Motu=

*
1.nformatioli avallaLlf2 to schoolz conducting
moobanico training couroos, furnisliod 1St American
r.lotorz.

To: fl-nor,11 1 otor Trainint: Jont,frl'Tit,:ard, (LlrLon
Sto(luestan:: l'ozeiblo visitation by iltudAltu from Ctu.mooltaniez

cl,al : s i at tf120t LinA 1.1101

3. ro: Eooh, Volt-olwa;en Dal r, Milwau%le, Or _con
Re-u-Jotin'.. Thou thin:z n_ beliel,eo met ben(Asizia1 in 1tAVAI4i

atudents to enter the automotive moctaniccd fiolot
in this area.

292

I



Ju t /

5
cTATLCTP,',': "To Writ thr--- 1-t-t,,,r of 1- ,,ue3t,

4 <,;',, 2.. 2, ,4 Li 4,1, --) I rick.).Mat 1 ,A1 Z4G,I,C74:', t tli -6410 ir-'?3j 1 A t'.!-1'0"

C1:-.15t11,;?0TID2/TCLI, - 'Drft .

14:1:TPLIt fkT FES71.1.;.:,T

tia6. ja

I. 3: JouftoouJ. uJo k-Jf Juon uordo Z4,8

ful.

Jtat: t roquoot Uri fly but oloarly.
3. Li Jur that thc: r io not e -Jaivo c41, unjuut. Thi

oh J ij ,Thartioularly n whJa you ooad lottro aJLin
for pampnlAo and the liko.

1.

-41J.

cc tno information 9aoLot on bu in.i lottoro.
nrit letter of Jequ_;ot ao
Obtain tno*addreoloo of the oorkianieo.

A. To ',loot Cou,.0alv

Jcw1J-t«,.. o2cification and Yrioo quotation
fur Araftin w! inotumonto you would want to
uo liot

b. 'To: Anj drat ia: and onjinoerinoompany
Guld'd tour for thirty proono

od To: An ori_71n rin and draftirw sorvioo ooMpany
Conoultant or tchnician to ;L:ivo 1.cturo to
th claoLl

4 3



OSIATin: To writ lctterj cf r'onoct

ataridard i alL2:r

lfaf f)acl-,t on bu:j

,CORAE6VC31,1D3UO2 -

REO-Wr
*moo ormismmimmoon.

47, 121L : 1. IT?,), C.',,11,1't .'0610. I1a1' 2, ii;_. of Juoh wordo al-.1 .)1,,:a,.%; al-.)r,...ciatH,

--rat,-fal

;t at Ulu 1.qu,ojt bri.'fly but oluarly.

,,. '32 our that tho roquot llu not v.2,-..c000iv2: o unjuut. Thi:J

ch o, lo ,:artictularly n2c JJary when you J-:nd lotterJ aoLinL].

.iot' ,',au,, Eihl to and -t,%.t lil.,. .

1. ad the info ,nation on buoinco 1AAterj.
ti of -th_ companieo

J. !:!rit._ `_L-tLoro of .1.._qtz of aj follom:

a. nit :d Rwlio u, ply in ?ortiand, or,;i:on
eataloL:

b. 12Q: ;,111,-d

E.,21A oataloL:

o. To: lizt.n ttG-

ot: . Th,J.- catalog

294
496



Job

T rit th lottero of r ,luevt

- Mt..1.0= 0111
11-1n= liW4T

information :74aoi:Jt on buulnu
:;tandard- ty,JinLi; :Japer-

77: 1. B ,c,u-_etcoao. !7.32 uv:2 ei. ouch :ord u .i7lcaul :;!;,,,I.,I
--rat ful. ,

:.i6...------

,tat- thc reolu''ut Uri fly but -learl.,7.

.. .J. Jar that tlio: r,::u,2:ot ti. riot ,::-::c .uvIlv,_:. or unjuut. 'ado

on cl-. 10 -rticularly, tvcouary 'h't you oend itteru aul-ach
l'or :-.411411to and to 11Le.

d tit- :nformation :Aacl:et on buoinoO Lttcro.
L.)tain tho ciddl.:38(.2.J coif t follouik: compani,2o or uchoulu.

.,

?irit lutt-rJ of roru ut au follow:

a, Te: r 1:tron

(Tuc.Ain: 'your tuetalo claou. (1cmmt:r the
oii1L moutlyintrooted:in the an_a

t-e diant ::),3rtaininL-, to the mctalo

!!:achiniot Loal 63

Infoatia and roquirvmntu for apenticeohi,-,
tx

Cb,inunit;yC,A1
Inrogtatin available for vocational curricUlum,

and tuition coot.

fr



s.

Job u ji

2b-LK.1Til!I;: To study a modul of an order letter

From fain; obtain a oami)1_ or er letter.

Pen

CMW0?0NDENCE -Auto. moh.
Draft.

LAJC.
Mot. Oh.

ounm LETTEn

,Aaadarlu for writik: a L; ud ordcr lut.ter
a. oulu that your ad 'Kk; io written uorrJutly in the

huadinc of your 1,tte. Ferny timou large companieu reouiv,2
lutterb with money enol000d, but with the wronc addr000 or
aith hu aldr_oo to hLon to ott_nd the artiolu. Angry lettere
follow b:uauoJ tle ar,lole ha n not been received, but the
fault 11'3 with the oendur.

b. All iwortant d2tallo, ouch au uizo, color, typo, oto., ohould
it inolad_d. 6nr_ poruon, in uendinc an order, a3Liod for d, Air
of bremn 1uthir Jhoeu, otylu 1311, price Z;9.75. Since he had

Jmittd theth oiu, ti m wao loot on both uitlu.
o. :-n.ion if Aobiblu wore ZN4 uaa the articledveitin-ud. If

ordJrin_: from a (-Jatal, mention the year or odition. o cure

that you nav_: unl rotuod the original duocriiiion 4-th- articio.
d. I-Jhodob the ourr_ot aqount of money 14 the form-of a moi-.uy order

or ch_ok, or Auto that th4 merchan'llee In to be uharcod or ount

. Include information a to how aad when you want the art' u

ohiip d.
f. rtomomlp_r that bucineci form ahould be wed throughout. :ako

your ordur letter buoinusolike.

. huad and otady the letter.
2. Anuw2r the followihL; lueution3:

a. %hat important information dour the writer of the letter include?

t. what onitonce could be omitted from the letter without elimin-
atin t. any nueeocary doltail?

e. 'that orror3 may be maL12144by puromu ordering murchandieu b, nail?

1.

2.

2q11

tv,2 902



Job Sheet 15

CaTSCTIVL: To write three order letters.

MATERIALS: Ztandard-size typing paper
-Pen

TITPL'.1MTIM:

COMM:WOMB= - Auto. Mch.
ORDER LETTER

Refer to otandard for writing 4 good order letter, Corr pondence
lob Sheet

Write order letters as followa:

a. :t2: ,Mr. Harold: Smith
industrial Sales
snap -On Tool Co.
Route 1, Box 5411
Clackamas, Oregon

Ordering the following:

An automotive tool catalog with price sheet

b. To: Clackamas Auto ?arta
Oregon City, Oregon

Ordering the followinC:

Parts for a 1965 Chevrolet 6-cylinder
1. Cylinder head 5. Sir pistons .040 oversize
2. Six intake valves 6. Ono cot, piston rings .040 oversize
3. Six exhaust valves 7. Oil prdesure switch

4. Camshaft bearings

0. To: Lake Auto Partso
,Lake Oswego, Oregon

1. Vibration damper for-1963 - 409 un6ine.
2. Differential carrier assembly for a Ford Fairlan,J, 193 model

3. motor cylinder repair kit for 1964 Fairlane with pewur brakjo
A

4. Front bearing cone, 1962 Plymouth sure-grip differential
5. Friction ring set, 1960 six Rambler synchro-mosh transmission

.r?

,29.3

0
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1

Job Shut

0SJECTIIE: To write thr-e orderlettoru

IlL2EfULZ: information packet on bunineua lettese
4tandard 01.25d typinc paper,
Pen

CORREOONDENCE Draft.
SRICK LETTER

NPKaRnATION: Refir to standards for writing a good or &r letter, Corroopo ndenoe
Job :flie(et

1. fze_i,-1.-n-7115771,77;11---77170):it en businesSAetters.
2. -N1-eite order letter at' follows:

a. To: 1.:,Jwffel and 1,us'er Co.

2674 Folsom :Areet
an Prancisce, California 94110

trio lo.)11ouin:i:

1. bluotirvatinc machine
Lottoriac pcao

3.

catalog; number, si3os, etc. for each.)

b. TQ: Cvurn,ay

L.1:11

1. instrumentb for twenty draftsmen.
(e!p,2cif-y catalo J riurHibi3r3 and prices.)

o. To: Drodhead Garrett
161 Commerce Circle

rF

'Caorame;nto, California 9V15
6r,) -1.1v2 the followinc:

vl

1. Comrfli to drafting Includo corr,Jot te%)ccifioutions.



Job

CBJECTIVE: To write three order letter;

nATERIAL3: Information packet on buzinecs lAters
i'ltanarcr4 oir...typin,,;. paper

Pen

a0UMJPONDOCE
OR= LIMA(

it2fr to otandardz for wrLtinc a cod order letter, Correopondence
Job ':,4Jet

1. Cotain the addraooeo of the followinc companieo.
ord:r 1-ittero follow o:

w. ru: Ilnited Radio 3u ply Inc.
th

1. 5 £,r_; rt-,ountinc; with ucrew term maul type f, 4-'?o1 e.

cohtinuitj checker
. ntvAler allic:ator clipzt conventional typot lot Of-10

1:erit'antinha matchinL. tranzformerot impedance ratio 72/

b. To: 17nitd Radio
r_rd:rihL: the followini:::

1

1. D.C. Anv Is-IL:tel.-I ran ;ti 3...50 ampoo inch caui.
rejuv.hv!tor and checker, B & E

Capacitor t, BSc E

c. To: Radio r,-;haci:

_TilJrin- the foll,_win,°:

1. n6,14-4 audir, cable phonopluc to alliator
lectrohic projr2ct kit tot "pup it onooper hit"

-4?-wattt

5. Mbile L tranoceivrt



I Job

o,f2CTF:2: To write three orcHr. lott,rtf.

,Thfc,pmtior . hn buhinens lettore
6tanCiard hizo typin4 paper
'Pen

IZI IL:

P271'1_32:

Refoo to otandardo
Job et /04.

,d1.

Met*.

ORDER tOTTERNI f..1

for writin,; a ood order letter, Cbrreopondenee

1-)ach.,JA on blioneoo lettero.

addr.2jou of the f011owin companica.

Write uedir 1Aterj ai follows:

a. 6outh Bend
41r1 ritiL. the Coll,winc:

roplticement par for horizontal drive liadotook lloael A)

hict; ih three eonly hpaoedoolumnu: A. item numuer
B. part number
C. part na:6e

b. Ciauol:aL:

f611t-311w2:

icypto for 10" lathe tail3tubk,
houoinc.

iti,thr,Je evenly hpaced oolumw: A.

B.

TuctLr
fit icir,:771

1.

:°44.

6 pairn of 8-inch plioro, combination
mill omooth file°

72 12Inch und aeoond out -

all parto except

Liart athi bu
part tiuiciLl

I. 5 taper, extra alim
5. nrecioichte.ro-number 541, 24 blado incheb, 13

6. Livo center Noroo-Tnper
. LOjaotablo wr)nch, 3-no h ohromo plated

yooi beam in.



0301110,4PONIVNCE tloo
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Job Sheet ;:f5

OBJECTIVE: To write three Order letter::

MATERIALS: Information packet on business 1tbers
Standard size typing paper
Pen

PPCRMATION: R.tf-ir to standards for writing a good order letter, Correspondence
Job Sheet ;:q..

PROCEDURE: 1. Obtain the addresses of the following companies.
2. Write order letters as f011ows:

a. To: United. Radio Supply Ino.
Ordering the following:

1. 5 AG mounting with screw terminals, type f, 4-pole.
2. Eveready.continuity checker

3. Mueller alligator clips, conventional type, lots of 10

4. Merit antenna matching transformers, impedance ratio 72/300

b. 'To: Unit 3d Radio

Orderiir- the following:

1. D.C. AMp meter, range 0-50 amps, 3-L- inch case.

2. CRT rejuvenator ,and checker, & K
3. Capacitor aaalyst, B & K

o. To: Radio shack
Ordering the following:

1. Molded audio cable phonoplug to alligator clip
2. Electronic project kitsv"super snooper kit"

3. Walkic-talkiel 3-watt, 3-channel

4. 3-treo headcet, NORA Pro

5. Mobile CB transceiver, Mini-six

r
301

.29f
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WJECTIVE:

MATERIALS:

P2CEDURE:

Job Sh-_, ft ;75

To write three order lettJrs.

Information packet on business letters
Standard size typing paper
Pen

CORRESPONDENCE Met. a.
ORDER LETTER

Rer to standards for writing a good order letter, Correspondence
Job Sheet #4.

1. kead information packet on business letters.
2. obtain thv addresses of the following companies.
3. Write order letters as follows:-

a. To: South Bend
Ordering the follminc:

Replacement parts for horizontaI drive headstock 10K (Model A)
List in three evenly spaced columns: A. item number

B. part number
C. part name

b. Po: Clausing
rearing th: followimz:

R.:)1acement parts-for 10" lathe tailstock, alllq.arts except
3 i-006, tailstock housing.
Liet in three evenly spaced columns: A. part number

B. part name

c. To: Tucker & Sons,

Ord,ring the following:

1. 6 pairs of, 8 inch pliers, combination
2t 43 12inch mill smooth files

3. 72 12inch round second cut
4. 96 taper, extra slim
5. Precision stfuJxe number 541, 24 blade inches, 13 1 beam in.

6. Live center :To Morse Taper
7. Adjustable wrinch, 8inch chrome plated

302
02.54
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Job She.t

CORRESPONIENCE --Auto flesh.

Draft.
Elec.
Mrt. Oh.

CLAIM LETTER

*L)D,ITIVE: To examine a sample claim lAter and to evaluate it according to
standards for writing any claim letter.

r:IATeLL The following claim letter -aid two additional claim letters from the file.

WRnATION: 1. Be courteous. AZJUM:,' the good will of the ctpr or = agency

rUizE:

you are 1Triting to.
2. 'S:zplain your claim juttly and accurately. Have proof of your

statment. Don't exatgerate. An inaccuracy is soon discovered,
(

thus spoiling a legitimate complaint.
3. Reqw2st adjustment.

Since errors will be made by han beings and since merchandise will
get broken in delivery, we should learn to write a sensible, intel
ligent letter requesting adjustment, not an angry, threatening
lttcr that maLes enemies.

1. Read the following letter. .

2. Answer the questions at the end of the sheet.

12 Maple Drive
Palenville, New York
April 20, 1970

:ehn 7.2,461:stores, Inc.

Square
New York

4entlemon:

I r-ceived in this morning's mail a :.!ackage of books on radio. Unfortunately,
one of -Leese was not ,the book I ordered. Instead of The Amateur Radio Technician,
you sent The Radio Amateur's Reference Book.

Uin my inter;st is not advance, I prefer the less technical book first mentioned..
I am returning the R.JTorAl.z. Book. Will you send the other to me as soon' as you
oan

1.

3.

4.

5.

Was the tone of the ab
. all Jszntial info
flow did the writer doh
What temptation should
Will an angry letter b
of your claim? Why?

Very truly yours,

Elwood- Otis

Letter courteous, bitter, discourteous?
,mo.tion given? 4upport your opinion.
for an adjustment?
be resisted in all claim lettore°
les likely to bring quick adjustment



Job 3h t

OBJECTIVZ: To evaluate two claim letters.

. 1. The f_ ollowin sampl,.; claim letters'

2. P yn

INP417,ATION: Cri ria for a goodyslaimletter:

a. Be courteous. Assume the doog will of the' store or agency you

are uriting to.
b. ,k;'.. plain your claim justly and accurately. Have proof of your

statemont. Don't exaggerate.__An inaccuracy i3 coon discovered,

thus spoiling a ligitimate.cemplaint.

c. Request adjustment.

1. Read the following letters carefully.

2. Evaluate them accordirt to the criteria for a good claim lotter.

3. Answer te vestions ,7t the end of tho sheet.

CORRESPOND ICE Auto. Mech.

,Draft.
Ines.
Met.Sh.

CLAIM LOPPER

,J'AITLE Cl,f11.1 1,1!,11423

,Thjrown ',:;tore
7 3tr.eet

Concord, New Hampshire 17212

Gentlemon:

17 Appleton Road
Concord, N41 Hampshire 721:2

April V, 1970

cannot understaad h w a store Of your Sin.and supposed efficiency can be so

infficint in sending Out orders. Yesterday at your store I ordered from a sales!,.

cle:,1: a suitcase of y,.1low loather. I specifically mentioned 2,yollaW..

Today when your true!_ came an left the suitcase- 1 found that you haa sent out

IsJi?own one. You are putting me to considerabls trouble writing this letter. It

trouble that could hav been avoid,d if you had lived up to your name of ef

neieaoy. I shall expect to see, your truck here tomorrow with a now yellow bat.

* x *

304

Yours truly,

Agata Nunsen



A Job thuot fl (cont.)

TrAbot, and. Company

Viburnum Avenuo
.Prancisco, California 65231

c!_tntlemen:

CORRESPONDENCE
CLAIM LTER

22 Qrcono Court
an Franoiso0, California 65231
June 15, 1970

irester 1 received by delivery tAtck a wooden filing cabinet ordered from

ycu a week ado. When I uncrat_Al the cabinet, I found the middle file to be de

ftto,:. The base of this drawer is split, and one side is completely splintered.

I onit knowwhether the damage occurred iii transit or at the factory, but

since the drawer is not usable, I should like to have it exchanged. Since'the

rest of the cabinet is in good condition, it will be necessary to replace only

the drawer. Will you send your truck with a replaoement as soon as possiblcil

I shall greatly appreciate your prompt action.

Yours truly,

Martha Jenson (Mrs.)

,

OJIZTIOZZ: 1. Which of the two letters is the more courteous?

LO 7.9hich will rookve the best service in the matter of adjustment:'

3. Point out weak Spots in the discourteous letter.

4

305
499



CO1tRESPONDENC3 AutoNech.
CLAIM LETTER

Sob Sheet

BJECTIVE: To write three claim lott rc

MAMMALS: Information packet on business letters
Standard size typing paper
pen

Criteria for a L:Cod. claim letter;

1. Bo csurtel5us, Assume the spoil will of the store or aaency

you are writ inc. to.
2. your claim justly and: accurately. Have proof of

your statement. Don't exalt ;orate. An inaccuracy is soon

discoveed, thus spoiling a legitimate complaint.
3. Request adjustment.

1. Read the information,padket on business letters.

2. Obtain addresses for the following companies.

3. Write claim letters aP follows:

a. To: Crocon Auto Insurance C .

Claim.adustment as follows:

A reportd accident to the company on January 1, 1979,

eas successfully handled and prompt attention was much

appreciated.

b. To: Sun Electric Cor)oration
Claim Adjustment ap Tollows:

Have had unsatisfactory performance and excessive repair cost

on a sun test equipment number 1020.

4

,To: PostmaztJr, 'West Linn

Claim adjustment 30 follows:,

Lettor re ting followup or investigation of correspondence
not received from Central Motors Corporation, Detroit, Michigan.

Your personal contact with the company, reveals correspondence

uhp sent Juno 1, 1970.



Job She t #3

3JECTIVE: To write three claim lett ,ro

MATEILIAL-4: Standard sisJ typing paper.
Pen.

LrTIoN: Criteria for a ,:ood claim lAter:

A. Be courteouo. Assume the good will of the store or agency
you are writing to.

B. plain your claim justly and accurately. Have proof of your
otatemont. Don't 'exa-gerate. An inaccuracy is soon discovered,
thus spoiling a legitimate complaint.

C. iZequest adjustment.

4i

CORREOPONDIAMCE -
CLAIM LETTER

1. obtain th address of the following companies.
2. Write claim letters ai follows:

A. To: EiCn Company
Claim a4 ustment ts follows:

irryn broken on ar2ival from the company

Tu: Hickok TJaching Systems, Inc.
Claim adjustment as follows:
Digital counter, volt meter Mac-735, has broken and there
was a one-year warranty on it.

C. To: _Heath it Company
Claim adjustment as follows:
An oscilloscope you ordered was damaged enroute,



CORRESPONDENCE Draft.
ORDER FOREZ

Job hi Jt

CBjECTIVE: To practice filling cut order forms accurately and completely

MATE2IALS: A list of its to be ordired. c. Liow.
Catalog(s) from which to obtain the information necessary to

order the correct item.
Order forms. Obtain from file.

nf:CED(..-RE: L Locate all,items in list below in each of the four catalogs.
2. Make a not o order nuTber, price, si2a, description, etc of

each item.
3. obtain order blanIss from file.

4. Fill ih leeiblj and accurately all the information necessary
to erdr-the exact items you want. Order all the items four
timesonce from each of the four companies.

5. Turn in your four order blanks to teacher.

LIT OF ITSMS:
1. Tquare 24 inch
2. Archit et's Scab inch
3. 7I.Z1aJr',1 scale 12 inch

4. 3,J° by 600 Triangle 12 inch
5 15c) LV 90jTrianale 12 inch
6. P_ncil pointer witn sandpaper

7. Erain e shield
-% Semicircular protractor, .090 thick
9. lea w comps (comdLAL set)

Drawing board 13 inch b 24 inch
11. Drawina 11.1, 3,/ ounce
12. Lusting brush 15,1d inches lone

13. Praftine tad, inch by 60 yarda
14. Drawing pencils one dozen

TALC G OR COMPANY:

1. Post School Dvaftina Supplies, 1969, or Drafting Art: Blk,rinL7

Guide, 190.
2. Modern School Sulolies.

3. Moro, Division of A P Importurs, Inc.

4. Dietzgen Drafting Equipment and Supply Company



CORMISPONDENCIt re.22_ .
mat mg

Job sheet

OBJEMIVE: To practiCe filling out order forms accurately and,00mpletely.

MATERIALS. A lit of items to be ordtred. See below
Catalog(s) from which to obtain the information necessary to oracr
-the.00rrect item

Ord ee forms. Obtain from file.

2ROC2D11.12: 1. Locate items in each list below in appropriate catalog(s).

2. Make a note of order or catalog number, price, size, description,

ote. of each item.

3. Obtain order blankn from file.

4. ?ill in legibly and accurately all the information necessary to

order the oxactitem yoliwant.

J. Turn in your order blanks to teacher.
/

LMS OF ITErs:
1. Catalog or company:, Graymark. Enterprises Inc.

2 - 510 five-tutu 'radio projefts
1 - 517 Mini-wink project

20 - 301 A crystal diodes
1 - 307 AZ capacitor lot, 50 in package
1 - 321 C rear seat speaker
4 - 337 transformers

2. Catalog or company:, Radio Shack catalog 191

3 'frantamweight "B" batteries, 15 volts

1 expert dual-heat solderinggun
1 CTR-5 compact pushbutton recorder
1 diamond needle - Ronotte - DC-04

1l. assorted solderlcsa lugs

Catalog. or company: 3urstein-Applebee (BA) catalog M711

10 Uorkman AMP_ fuses - 3 1:11y green, 1 yellow, 1 maroon, 1 pink,

2 red, 2 black.
1 in-circuit capacitor tester - a kit

1 cmnidiructional dynaniic microphone, 11K7112

1 mobile ham antenna - super hustler resonator - 22-27 inches,

total length



:v1z-a.R.1-.11;z1:

Job :,-;huot 29

practicu fillinc out ordcr form

. lot of item.; to be ord red. :Joe

Cat lo,:b from which to obtain the i

tht correct item
urdcr Purmo. Obtain from file.

CORLEPONDENC
onoR FOR%

accurately 'anti ountrietely.

below.
nformation nec000ary to order

1. Lucato it in each hut belotl in appropriatu catalo.

2. flahe a note; of order amber, price, uiu, deocription,

etc. of each item. ,

3. Obtain order from blahhO from

4.. Pill in leibly and acuratul.y all the information nuoucary to

tau exact 'it um z,'ou want.

Turn in 36.1AT ,order blanlw to the teachurt

6. ctarn cataluL13 to the bookohelf.

uf '

. 1. T'uv:

2.

'(-2dt. 1o.

ci

inductrial 'counter bruLlhe3 (9")

12 Pil card with pick and bruoh

2 liaokLaw frameo
iio,:-L7-rip pr,..ncheu

I ki zyo hit

i all holu cauc
center3

6 3incik2 ioh-up tolc:o

° 6 ;7,1at jaw t:ad

In
1 Jacob commutator chuck, kit

I Cont_ir lathe

1 715onch.L:rind

.1 33 4 indmtrial drill
12 'ilo1( qaotor 11,,Am,Au

1 :4 tal ttinL: band oaw

3. 1r4odnual-qarrtt Catalo

D30
.011.6

493
391

277

£76 CP

It Ji

Ao._1 yrutractoro

6 iC13 Call,J 9 1cJav,2o

12 atf)a.,junior clam)o, 3" Ipenin

Ldi too hulioal flutool eel

11.2. Dia. 3/3" oharL diu, 12/16" oth
6 7rotraetor and apth oaugo

CIntor L:auco
6 Dividurc 6"

3 12 :_;tiff otainl0003// 0 LA 1.4JU



COVR11220NnEVCE OKI - ft tal 6h.
MITI WRITING

Job t #15

Po deg lop cf.ill ini commun-Zatina thro101 brief,' clear, and cis 1

In the machinist trade note writing; is moSt necessary*en oral
communication isn't possibl For-example, a machinist on switv
shift (4 to midniaht) 1aves a job for a day machinist a.m.-
4 -v.u.) to finich.

Inforrdtion on what has been done and what is yot to bo dono,,must bo
aecurael neat, and procise. A Misundorstandina- may rosult in a
svcilod job.

You arl:'workik;. ruin, shift 4 to midnizht . Your job it not com-
121eted,,and th? day shift will have to finish it. You must write
a note aivinL: all the necessary information on what you have cum-
:doted and what-is left to finimh.

You aro 'iv an three 1" 3" 20' lenaths of bar ahook.

0nurationo.

a. 'iO'w1 1" z 3" 3" -pd. ,o shetch) 200 quantity).
b. 17.11.arr all 3haei) yith a file.
c. -,2'21 dia. nolcap.. oentor of 3" x 3" uurfaco.
J. and 1-)oli8n 2 ro,idoro.. sketch.
You Irlav, co1.0A,Jj on ,`cur

200 pioc,Jo.
b. Yo" :. ha': 100.

You 'LL.v:- .:q1do on 25.

1"- 1,,71 a 1 ,c). Inc_ lay shift man what needs to bo donna to
th jo'0.

%"uto - in ancAn_.- not_ ,JY4alain you
b_ 1-1 f possible and zrLt and,fstandable in hDui.

mopap,6-.)



Job Sheet #1

FINDING & GETTING A JOB Auto. litech

Draft.
Elec.
Met. Sh.

JOB SURVEY SHEET

OBJECTIVE: To find out what you know Omit the world of work'

IMATERIALS: This job sheet
The answer key in the file

PROCEDURE: 1. This job sheet is organized so that the questions will test how
carefully you have read the material. All information is to be
found in this job sheet.

,

2.- Read carefully, then answer the questions.
3. Obtain the answer key from the file aad correct your own work.
4. Indicate the number wrong top of the job sheet.
5. Hand in when completed and corrected.

EAPLORING THE WORLD OF WORK

The 'Jong-tells us that, 'It's a big,- wide, wonderful world we live." Let's
find out more about it. What jobs are available in this wonderful world?

edleeting your c eer, learn something about the world of work. Know
what occupations are ava lable. Find out aboutTthese different jobs. Answer
the following tJ, determine how much you know about occupations.

1. N Because it is impossible to -look at the thousands of different
jobs, we shall look at major job groups. Sometimes they are
called occupational families. As in a human family, all Jobe
in the group are related in some way. That is, all jobs in
the group

are alike

have some features in common

both

neither

2. Industry employs all kinds of workers. There are those without
skills. They &re-called:

ind trial help

uns lied workers

both

neither

3. Usually_unskilled workers are laborers. They may work inside or.
outside. Their work may involve heavy physical labor, or it
may consist of light work indoors. Which of these might a
laborer or unskilled worker do?

Oft



FINDING it GETTING A JOB
JOB SURVEY SHEET (Cont.)

Job Sheet in

shoveling

digging

hauling

all of the above

I Your first job may be in the unskilled group. With occupational planning, yea
C can advance. The next group in our occupational familiis the semiskilled worker.

4. With training, many unskilled workers move up to SEMISKILLED JOBS.
Semaukilled workers work with their hands.- Their work is usually
routine. It calls for a limited amount of training. Often this
is in the form of on-the-job training. They are given brief in-
structions and told exactly what to do. Under supervision they
go through the same motions over and over. The requirements
for unskilled and semiskilled workers are different because:

Unskilled workers need little or no
education and training.
semiskilled workers need a limited amount
of on-the-job training.
both

neither

j. Semiskilled workers hold jobs in almost- every major industry.
The majority of these workers are found in the manufacturing
industries. Other workers in this class are truck, bus, and
taxi driv4?rs. George drives a long-distance moving van for a
large moving company. George should be classified as a(n):

unskilled worker

ukilled worker

both

neither
,

6. There will be thou:I:ands of job opportunities in the aemiokilled
ocoupatiow during the 1970'o. There kill be greater need
for workers, however, in the skilled and technical fields.
Spend bit more time and effort. Get trainingJbeyond the'
semiskilled stage. Advahce to the next level a a worker.

7.. SKILLED workers are craftsmen who earn a living by making things
with their hands. Many are employed in the mechanical and building
trades. All of our tall buildings, machinea, darn and bridges
were built by the efforts-of various oraftsten.

unskilled

semiskilled

both

neither

313 .307



FINDING & GETTING A JOB
JOB SURVEY SHOT (Cont.)

Job Sheet

3. When you are a skilled worker, you'll have greater job seOurit
There'll be better chances for advancement." You may become
self.=emplo-yed. Your wages will be higher than those of the
semiskilled and unskilled. Name two advantages of being a
skilled rather than an unskilled worker.

1.

9. There,are good opportunities for skilled workers in every one
of the fifty states. The general employment outlook ih the
skillecCoccupations is very favorable. The greatest opportunities
are in the large industrial st,tes. tExamples are New York,
,California, Pennsylvania, Illinois, Ohio and-Xichigan.

2.

any of tlie-stattte.

only in the large industrial states.

only in New York, California, and

10. A large number of craftsmen belong to smaller groups. Among

these are bakers who Produce producte such as bread, cakest-
and pies.' Jewelers are skilled workers. They make and repair

jewelry of all sorts. Tailors also are Skilled workmen. They

do hand and machine sewing in making clothes. Each of these
craftsmen uses,his hands to make things. It is Most important
that the skilled worker have:

mit

verbal skills

a good personality

both

neither

11. Name three families of workers that have been discussed so far.

(1)

(2)

(3)

12. Complete these sentences.

Unskilled work offers (few, many) chances for advancement.
Semiskilled workers work at (routine tasks/ new and different

tasks) each day.

There will be more need in the future for

unskilled workers

skilled workers

both

neither
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13. Match the following jobs with the job family.

.a. digging a ditch 1. skilled

b. driving a truck 2. semiskilled

c. making a suit of 3. unskilled
clothes

d. welding a fender

14. Those who work in the service occupations-are groUped together
because they all serve the public in someVay. The services
which they provide vary. Therefore, the amount and kind of
training required varies. One thing which all workers in
service occupations have in Common is:

serving the public.

different qualifications.

same job title.

15. Depending upon where and how they serve, those who work in
service occupations may be-divided into four groups. These are
(1) domestic service workers, 920 protective service workers,
(3) personal service workers, and (4) business and industrial
service workers. The largest group-in the service occupations
is'the domestic servioe workers.

(1)

(2)

(3)

16. Over 750.000 civilian workers are responsible for the protection
of public life and property. These are the protective service
workers. If you would like to enter this field of work, there
aro strict personal and physical requirements. The educational
requirements vary with the specific position. Protective service
workers:

protect public property and lives.

proteot personal and-physical property

both

neither

17. There are three large subgroups of protective service workers.
The largest of these-is guards and watchmen. The second largest
is made up of policemen and detectives. Firemen are in the third
subgroup. These tliree subgroups makeup more than 90% of all
protective service workers.,

18. Industry spends over one billion dollars a year for workers to
look after its property and trade secrets. This work is done
by:

3 1 5
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firemen

guards and watchmen

both

neither

19. Not, much special training is required if you want to be a
watchman or a guard; Most police departments require that
applicants be able to pass certain examinations. You must
meet certain physical, mental, 'and educational requirements.
Prom the advertisement below, list one mental, one physical,
and one educational requirement.

POLICEMEN WANTED

Starting salary $9r010,,
1. Age 21-29 years
2. Min. height 5'8"
3. Min. weight 145 lb.
4. U.S: citizen
5. Pails written test
6. 20/20 vision corrected
7. Physically fit
8. Good moral character
9. H.S. diploma/ or G.E.D.

or prior experience

(1) Mental requirement

(2) Physical requirement

(3) Educational requirement

20. The third group under the heading of servioe occupations is the
personal service workers. These workers do something personal
for the people tor whom they work. Which oneoof these workers
is a personal service worker?

a barber

a taxi driver

21. The remaining group of service workers are engaged in the business
and industrial service occupationS. Among these workers are
bellboys, busboys, cooks and Chefs, elevator operators, and janitors.
Which one of the following workers does not belong with this group?,

a bellboy

a hatcheck girl

a chef

a policeman--,--___

22. As a rule, clerical workers work in clean,
Their clothing at the end of the day is as
they went to workinthe morning. Many of
shirts. This group of workers has come to

L

363/(1

wellventilated offices.
clean as it was when
the men wear white
be known as "whitecollar"
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46.

workers. The skilled and semiskilled workers are often called
bluecollar workers. you want to look nice on the .job you
would like being a:

whitecollar worker

blue collar worker

both

neither

23. Clerical workers should have a high school education. Some
training, in business courses is needed. If you're good
In arithmetic/ spelling, and grammar, so much the better.
Knowing how to operate some of the different office machines
will help you get a job. Planning to be a clerical worker?
You must have:

a good basic education

a degree from a business college

both

neither

. Salespeople require less trainikg than most other whites-collar
workers. Is your appearance clean and neat? Do you speak well?
Can you persuade customers to buy what you are, selling? If your
answer is -"yes" to these questions, you:

will not need a great deal of training

Will find that the field of sailing offers many
different opportunities
both.

neither

25. The farm worker is being replaced by machinery. 4 1975, only
one out of every ten youths will be able to get a good job in
farm production work. Farmers are using more modern methods.
The student who plans to go into farm work must:

know how to run the equipment'used on a modern
0 farm.

choose from many farm jobs.

both

neither

26. Many of the occupations in the technical, managerial, and profession
al groups call for a college degree. There are some exceptions.
oe if you are interested in these exceptionS.

1 7
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27. There are two basic types of, professions`: (1)" Those which
require a great deal of formal'education,' Doctors, lawyers,
and teachers -are examples of this type. (2) Those' which do not

call for as much knowledge. They require creative talent and
skill,. Examples of such workers are actors,- athletes, artists
or musicians. Which of the following would require a college
educatiOn?

doctor

Fart ist,

28. Match the following Job Titles
to which each belongs:

Jo Titles

with the name of the Job Family

Job Families

C enter 1. Unskilled workers

" Ditchdigger 2. Semiskilled workers,

Teacher' 3. Skilled workers

Farmer 4. Service workers

Salesman ,Clerical workers

ist 6. Sales workers

Waiter 7. Professional workers

Fireian 3: Farm workers

Bus Driver

?9. In January, 1966, leas than 4 percent of people looking for

Work were unemployed. This is the loweit rate of unemployment .

in,9years. A report from Washington, -D.C. says they the number.

of unemployed will continue to drops What does this mean to you?

Soon you will enter the labor market.; If you are,oapable, your

Chances Of finding a job are:

good'and getting better - both

good right now but, expected
* to get worse neither

30. The jot! picture for the youth of today is bright. But you

must be prepared. Learn a skill which employers need. Get a

good basic education. 'Education and trainkng are the keys to

a batter life. You can have your Chance to earn good wages,
havCsteady employment and be happy in your work. You are now

at the crossroad. START NOW.IN THE RIGHT DIRECTION!.

3
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JOB EXPLORATION

Job Sheet #2
(Each student will.do three of these)

OBJECTIVE: To obtain specifiC information about a specific vocational area.

MATERIALS: Vocational Area Bibliography
Available materialp library and study center: books, pamphlets/tapes,filmstrips and tapes, filmstrips and records

PROCEDURE: 1. Co to the file and obtain the Vocational Area Bibliography.
2. Decide on one job area that you wish to investigate.
3. Note where the materials you want are located and obtain a hall pass.
4. Research the job area thoroughly; sometimes it will be necessary to

go to more, than one source for all the information you want.
5. INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE LIBRARY:

a. From the reserve shelf choose several books that deal with
the vocational area you are investigating.

b. Read the questions below.
c. Overview each of the books or pamphlets you have chosen;,

decide on those which will best give you the information
YOU want. Return those you are not going to use to the desk.

d. Using the index and table of contents, preview chapters in
the books or pamphlets that look like they might give you the
information you need. zi

e. Once.- you have found the exact information you are looking for,
read the material carefully and answer the questions below.

f: Return all books to the reserve desk.
INi;TRUCTIONS FOR THE STUDY CENTER:
a. If you want printed material ask the secretary to direct you

to the Vocational Pamphlet file and other pamphlets which
are available.

b. If you wish to, view a filmstrip ask the secretary to help
you find the one of your choice and assist you in setting
up the filmstrip projector and record player or cassette-.

c. Read the questions below before you start viewing the
film strip.

d. Vie4the filmstrip and record your answers. (Note: Sometimes
it might be helpful to view the filmstrip more than once.
The first time to get the general overview; the second time
to Obtain specific information.

e. Return all materials to the secretary.

riUESTIONSt 1. Choose one specific job to investigate thoroughly and answer
the following questions:-
a. Give the title of the specific job:
b. List all possible laces of employment. (Example: private

industry, county, tate Or federal agencies, selfemployment, etc.

!
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c. Does the job involve:

32. Lorrki'llg.:=1::::,11:t:todri:=115? Ilt
No

3 Working with; machines and objects? Yea No

d. What are the eduoational requirements for this job? List

all. , \
e. What special qualificati a-Ts/necessary-for this job?

(Mental abilities, physicokisa.1,-abilities, special skills, etc.)

f. Find the following information about earnings:
(1) Expected beginning salary. By the hour?

Per year?
(2) What is th;753g1ble maximum salary?- By the hour?

Per. year?

g. How many hours per week would you expect to work in this job?

h. Are there any health hasards involved in this job?
If so, what are they?

i. /a the competition for this job1 None ...... Wry little
............

Increasing

Very great In other words, how crowded is this

vocational area?
j. List the possibilities for advancement in terms-of

M
2Responmibilities -
Wages or salary-

k. What, if any, are the seasonal variations which affect this

job? ,

1. What are the fringe benefits to this job?

m. What you have learned about this specific vocational area?
State your personal feelings about it as a future vocation

for yourself. List the pros and oons.

4 2
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*

1'4OBJECTI 11: To learn how to obtaii a work permit,

FINDING & GETTING A JOB Auto. ;h.
Draft.
Elec.
Mot. Sh.

WORK PERMIT

MATERIALS: Obtain from the file an application form for a work permit.
Information packet on work permits'. '("The Work Permit, Your Job

and the Bureau of Labor")

PROCEDURE: 1. Read the brochures "The Work Permit , Your Job . . .-And the
Bureau of Labor.

2. If you already have zalr work permit, you have completed this
job sheet. Hand it in.

3. If zoll do not have a work permit, obtain an application from
the filevand fill it out accurately and legibly.

4. Show the completed form, toget4er with this job sheet, to
your instructor for an OK.

5. NOTE: If you do not have'a copy of your birth certificate,
write a letter requesting one. You will find the address in
the file.

6. Obtain an envelope from the instructor and mail your application
for your work permit.

4
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SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER

Job Sheet #4

OBJECTIVE: To learn how to obtain a Social Security Number.

MATERIALS: Obtain from the file an application blank for a Social Security
Humber.

INPORMATION:
Before you can hold a job, you must get a Social Security card.
What is Social Security?

When you work, you must pay about five cents out of every dollar
to the government. Your employer takes this money out of your
pay check. He also pays the government about five centitfor
every dollar you earn. So for every dollar you earn, about ten
cents goes to the government. The government uses this money to
help you in several ways.

1. When you retire from work, you get money to live on. The
age of retirement for women is 62. For men, it is 65.

2. If a man dies before his wife, she gets money_to-live- on.

3. Suppose you get sick or hurt while working. You get
money until you are well enough to work again.

4. After you are 65, part of your dootot bills are paid for.
This is called Medicare.

It is easy to get a Social Security card. Obtain an application form
for a Social Security number. After you fill it in, mail it to the
Social Security office nearest-you.- This address can be obtained from
the phone book. You then will be sent a Social Security card with
your number on it. This will be your number for the rest of your
life. If you lose your card, you can get another one. But it's
a good idea to keep your card it a safe place. Carry it only
when you go for a job.

PROCEDURE: 1. Read the above INFORMATION seotion.
2. If you have IrcL. SocialSecurity number, write it and your name

in the spacea-below.
3. You have completed this job sheet. Hand it in.

4. If Eli do not have your Social Security number, obtain a fort
filefrom the le and fill it out accurately-Zia-legibly.

5. Show the completed form together with this jot sheet to your
instructor for an OK.

6. Obtain an envelope from the instructor and mail the application
to the Social Security office nell'est you.

HMS

SOCIAL SICCURITY#

3'?2,9,4
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LETTER OF APPLICATION

Job Sheet #5

(NOTE: THIS JOB SHEET IS TO DONE AFTER COMPLETING CHAPTER 4 IN THE TEXT
AND BEFORE BEGINNING CHAPTER 5.)

OBJECTIVE: To examine two sample letters of application to find out the inform.
ation a good letter of application should contain.

MATERIAL: Sheet entitled-"In the Boss,s.Shoss"

PI OCEMeRE: 1. Do this job sheet before you begin Chapter 5 in your text,
"How to Write a Letter of Application ".

2. Obtain the sheet "In the Boss's Shoes" from the file.
3. Read carefully the sample lettere of application.
4. Answer the questions according to the directions.
5. Hand in the completed job sheet.
6. Begin Chapter 5,in your text.
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APPLICATION FORMS

Job Sheet 06

(NOTE: EACH STUDENT MUST DO THREE OF THESE AFTER COMPLETING CHAPTER
6 IN THE TEXT.)

OBJ&OTIVE:.

EA.TEItIALS:

To practice completing job application forme with accuracy and
legibility:

In the file are application forms from the following, companies:

1. Fred Meyer
2. Pendleton Woolen Mille
3. Tektronix
4. Pacific Northwest Bell
-5. Crown Zellerbach Corporation,'
6. Spokane, Portland and Seattle Railway

7. Meier I Frank Co.
Northwestern Class Co.

9. Pacific Power and Foundry Co. Renton pivision
10. American Can Company
11. Earle M. Jorgensen Co.
12. State of Oregon Civil Service

PROCEDURE: 1. Choose three of the above application blanks.
2. pain", 2.1a complete each application form accurately and

legibly. Remember that this application form, represents you
to the employer before he even sees you.

3. If you have questions, refer to Chapter 6~ "Give Your Application
Blank Sales Appeal: in your text.

4. When you have completed the application form, recheck to make
sure you have answered all the questions.

5. Hand in three oompleted application forme.
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APPRENTICESHIP TRAINING

*Job Sheet #7

OBJECTIVE: To gain general information about apprenticeship traininj

MATERIALS: Pamphlet::10Some Queitiona do Answers About Apprenticeship Training',

PROCEDURE: 1., Obtainthe assigned pamphlet from the file.,
2. How many trades and Crafts are apprenticeable in Oregon?,

WESTIONS:,, 1. What is an apprenticeship?
2. llow.many trades and crafts are apprenticeable in Oregon?
3. What is the average tiMe wait for an apprenticeship openifig

after a person- applies?
4. State the opportunities for advancement beyodd,being a;joarneyman.
5. How would'it be possible to becoMe a journeyman without serving

an apprenticeship?
6. How Much education must an individual have to qualify for an

apprentice program?
7. What trades do not require a high'school diploma in order to

enter their apfiienticeship program?
3. Name the courses a high school student should take to prepare

for an-apprenticeship.
9. . What are the age limits for an apprentice?

10. Of what value is high school vocational trainingin obtaining
an apprenticeship?'

11. Could a person who-had served time in prison qualify for an
apprenticeship?

12. How long a time does an apprentice serve in training?
13. In addition to working on the job, what other training does an

an apprentice'receive?
14. What wages can an apprentice expect to receive?
15. What expenses does the apprentice have?
l& How can an apprentice keep from losing his apprenticeship in

the event he is drafted?
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APPRENTICESHIP TRAINING

Job Sheet,

To gain inforistion about a specific apprenticeship training

Program.

Apprenticeship Information Center Bulletina, available in the

file and in tile study center.

1. Obtain a Pass to the study center.

2. Ask the_secretary to direct you to Apprenticeship Information

Center (AIC) Bulletins.

3., Answer the following questions.

1. List all the vdcational areas you can find in which one can

go through apprenticeship training.

. Moose one of the above apprenticeship progiamo to investigate

thoroughly, and answer the following:

a. Name of program.

b. What kind of work do workers in this program do?

c. How are applicants chosen to become apprentices in this

program?
List the minimum basic requirements for this apprentioeship

in terusof

Ago
Health
Education
Tests
References

c. How long is the apprenticeship?

f. What-wages will the apprentice be paid?

g. .What wages could the apprentice expect to receive when he

1404te a journeyman?

h. Give the address where one would:go to apply for this

apprenticeship program.

4r.



OBJECTIVE:

MATERIALS:

PROCEDURE:

WEOTIONS:

Job Sheet # 9

, 4 ,
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FILMS -4 GUEST SkAXERS

To assess the main points presented hy a film or'a guest speaker

his job sheet to be turned in for each film or speaker.

1. -Read the questions below before viewing a film or hewing a
speaker.

2. Listen attentively tp the presentation.
3. Answer,the questions below.

1. State the titleof the film or the name of the speaker:

2. List the three moat important points you feel the film or the
speaker made:

a.

b.

c.

11'

3. State two items of information about Finding and. Getting a
Job that you learned from this presentation which you did not
know before:

a.

b.
ri

4. Write a statement telling how the reformation giVen by the
film or speaker could be valuable ft. you 'personally.
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VOCATIONAL - ENGLISH EVALUATION PROCEDURE

EValuation in this class will operate just as it does on the job. On-the-job evaluation
is usually of three parts: Productivity, Work Habits, and Attendance-Record. These
areas will be defined in Vocational-English az follows:

A. Attendance 1 pt. per day

B. Productivity 1 pt. for each Job Sheet satisfactorily completed.

C. 'Work Habits:

1. Be in class on time with proper equipment 1 pt. per day

2. Begin work immediately; work until bell 1 pt. per day

3._lro disruptive behavior 1 pt. per day

4. Return all materials 1 pt. per day

You will,arn points daily in, these six areas. Each day you will ,evaluate your own class
performance on the form below, giving yourself 1 point in each area in which you have-
earned it.' You will 10 using the honor system in tallying points; however, should you
violate it, points will be deleted by the teacher and deducted in the final grade eval-
uation.

In order to earn a point for a job sheet, it must be satisfactorily completed with an
OK from the teacher and be filed in your folder for the 9-weeks evaluation, at that
time the number of job sheet points must correspond with the number of OK'd job sheets
in your folder.

In addition, it will be possible to earn BONUS POINTS for perfect attendance (5 points
for 3-,weeks perfect attendance) and for assisting in the classroom operation. See
posted Job Descriptions for details.

Be sure to take the last five minutes of,eaoh period to return materials and to eval-
uat your daily performance. Remember, you are responsible for keeping your own records!

3 :4. 5



NOTES:

ELECTRONICS AINISORY COMM. ,

April 1971

ei

1. Students shoUld explore the differnet fields of electronics so thy know the
,,specific one they wish to enters "There are a lot bf unhappy technicians
around who are not in_the job they want to be int bedause they didn't in
vestigate the field."

How to do this?

a. Speakers from employment agencies
b. Visit Bell System they have an open house periodically
c. Visit General Telephone
d. Not feasible for students to spend a day at any of the companies repre

sented here insurance and other factors against it.

2. Correspondence skills:

-4. IMPORTANT!
b. Comments: "One of the world's greatest aptitudes is to be able to

sit down and write a letter."

"When I was in school I learned two forms for a letter
slanted and block -- but I never knew what to write in
either form."

"Password to success -- work hard; be courteous; do good
work, and be able to write a letter."

c. It is a necessary skill in the business world to be able to organize
one's thoughts and put them on paper.

d.. Teach them to write technically. Memos are used constantly--students
should 104 taught how to write them.

3. Reading ski ills:

a. In the technical field, knowing where to look for information and how to
find it increasingly important.

b. Scanning important for retrieving information when you want it.
c. Example: Telephone technician said that 23 looseleaf binders came

with his new truck, and he had to be able to find information in them
quickly inorder to une his equipment properly.

4. Technical terminology:

a. In industry they just use abbreviations. The worker has to know!
There is no :short cut for simply memorizing them.

Gettinc and findinu a 191 the text for this area looked good to them.

6. Juggestiono: 1. Have seniors write a resume at beginning of senior
year and again at the end.

2. Include in the course skills in taking notes and in
how to keep a notebook.



METAL SHOP ADVISORY COMM.
April 12, 1971

NOTES:

1. Correspondence skills:

a. Letteiwriting not necessary skill. Foreman would not write letters.

b. Memos most used form of written communication in shop.

(1) Form of Memd: To:

From:
Subjett:

(2) Informatiofon memo should be olear and concise.
Would often} include a sketch or machine drawing.

(a) Possible to work up job sheet with hypothetical situations
that would necessitate writing memo.-

(b) Memo from Day Shift to Night Shift must be written
so message is understood. Possible job sheet.

Example: 2 key wage `'in a shaft, halfway Completed.
Day shift writes a note explaining what has
been done and where job should' be picked up.

2. Technical terminology:

a. Gooel. Need to have in order to read blueprints.

b. Some shops don't use it. Every shop that has own draftsman has own
terminology.

c. Are there any standardized abbreviations? Yes. Army and Navy
have their own. Set up own standards. Military specifications.

. Symbols, more important than abbreviations. Make up job sheet so
students learn symbols.

3. Referencepkilis:

a. Always important to look things up. Be thorough. Double check
everything.

b. Possible references to use for job sheets:

1) Wolfe (from Ford Motor Co.). "How to Run a Milling'. . ."'

2) Kearney & Tregger (up ?) 'Willing Maching Operation"

3) Write to factories in South Bend for pamphlets

Getting a )ob:

a. Text looks OK.

b. Important to learn how to sell self.

c. Know how to speak to an employer properly.

d. Important to follow the direction on an application. Employer
judds applicarir. on this. "If he can't follow instructiono on an
_application, he can't follow instructions on the job."

e. Unions Students should be exposed to unions and what they do.
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METAL SHOP 4INISORY COMM.
(cont.)

(1) Speaker from local union. (Mr. Simonson suggested one and
he would help contact when we need one.)

(2) Machinist Per . Have students read. Perhaps work up Job
Sheet using it.

f. Students must decide whether they want a job on the linti"or in
business for themselves.

(1) Metal trades a wide field. Student expected to know a
little bit about all of it.

5. Suggestions:

a. Spelling plain and simple. Important to know!

' b. Job sheet write up a comparison of two tools. GiVe,opinion of
each in plain English. (This type of writing often'part of the job.)

c. Learn how to read calibers, how, to set up a part and ley it out.

d. Mathematics is really important!!
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AUTO MECHANICS ADVISORY COMM.
May 19, 1971

1; Reading:

a. Just like a doctor or a lawyer, a mechanic can not remember everything.
Therefore itda important to read to keep up in field. Skills of
skimming and scanning excellent for this purpose.

Auto becoming more complex all the time.-
2, Technical bulletins come in twice a week.

2: Spelling

a. "Spelling is as important as knc&ing how to use the wrench!"
b. Records go up to the boss; exbarrassing, if not correct.
c. Written material must be legible if passing on-to a boss.

J. J_ obs _214V4.

a. Attitude ip really important. Employee must be willing to begin
at the bottom. Stress this.

b. There is a demand foreteohanica a place where you Start and a
career `that you work into.:

c. Get through to students how many craftsmen make money.
d. ,Students would be aware that the union exists and the importance of

it.

(1) ObtaiSia union information regarding benefits, wages, etc. from
the Labor Temple.

4. Habits on the e:

a. Cleaning up is important. Be sure dtudents put away_miterials and
leave room clean when class is over!

. Sutpseted12/ sheets:

a. Write a sum nary of a job performed.
b. Write a warranty repair.

(1) Student writes a deadription of the failure and whatAle did
to repair it.
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NOTk.*:

DRAPTING ADVISORY COMM.
May 10, 1971

1. Reading:

a. :;canning is important.

(1) Scan first; then go back for teohnical information.

b. "No such_thing as a draftsman; he's part engineer."
c. Introduce students to broad spebtrum of kinds of reference

materials available. ,

(1) Technical magazines have students preview.
(2 The biggest problem in industry is the. mass of material

available; no-one can possibly keep up.
(3) Write a letter to secretaries of Society of Mechanical

Engineers and Society,of Electrical Engineers to get back
issues of their periodicals', -

(4) Devote 1 period a week to overviewing a magazine.
(5) Trade journals should be in the*ropm as many as pos

d. Read specifications' and contracts.

2. Technical terminology:

a. "The language of drafting is the big thing."
b. Important to know engineering terns and materials.
c. Stress work with words.

3. Writin;:

a. Report writing teach students how.

(1) What is it? Why is it good?
(2) WritelWOOtport, a survey report, which analyzes a problem

by, putting it on paper. Give a qualified opinion of the
problem.

b. "Fog Index" a measure of how clearly one writes. (Mt. Woodworth
will loan his copy).

c. Letter writing important !

4. Speaking

a. Spoken language is important. Advancement comes by demonstration
of ability can't be tonguetied/

b. Suggested activities:

Have a dictaphone available; each student talk in one
2) Chalk talk. Each student make an explanation, using a

piece of chalk to illustrate.
(3) Give each student one word and have him talk one minute on it.

5. Reference

a. Highly important!

(1) From the time they gat out of school draftsmen need to know
how to find reference material, No more memorizing; he has to
know where to-find informatibn.

(2) Only a small part of the engineering exam(a 2day,test) is a
closed book. Called "the suitcase test." .

(3) It's a true test if the individual can use the reference ,

material available to him.

;i4-03,301
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Summary of Various Parents dritiques

1. Did you notice any change in his attitude toward writing, reading, or
English last fall term?

. . . first English' class he's had that was directly related to his interests.

. . . reads more magazines-now than before.

. . more knowledgeable about filling out forms.

. . . attitude more positive; he liked the class.

. . . was boring at first, but. later enjoyed the reading" and writing

. change because it was taken for vocational credit.

2. Does he feel differently now about language arts instruction than before?
(positive or negative)

. he was positive before, and still is.
. . . can't uee that he does.

P; ;, he knows more about machinery., and their parts.
yes.

. . more positive; he feels better prepared for shop classes to come.
yes.

3. Did he like the individualized job sheets? Why?

. . . liked`the individual job sheets very much.,,

. . . yes; it gave `him a chance to get a work permit, which, is using.

. , . yes, because he thought they'd help= him fill out applications to find
a job.

. . yes, but he thought there were too many.
. . . yes; he felt they covered what was important for the students to know.
. . . yes; they taught you just what yOu needed to know.

4. Any other comments or pertinent information.
. . continue the program; write another semester of it; expand it into

other subjects
. . have more field/trips

. . . only English °lase he has-ever liked; one of his twobest high school
classes

. . excellent class; 'class should be continued becaude it does involve
understandings necessary to effectively compete in the field.

. . he liked the class very much; it was a useful class.

1 1
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May 10, -1972

Evaluation Report

for

DEVELOPMENT OF COMMUNICATION SKILLS

PROGRAM FOR VOCATIONAL STUDENTS

West Linn High School West Linn Oregon 97068'
Dr. Alvin K. Pfahl, Director

Evaluation Committee:

Warren Rathbun, Area III Portland Public School's, 1221 S.-L. Madison Street,'

Portland, OR 97214.

Lee Maxwell, Gardiner Jr. High, 180 Ethel street, Oregon City, OR 97045.

Harry R. Burnham, Whitaker Middle School, 5135N. L. Columbia (Blvd., Port-

land, OR 97218.

Thecommittee reviewe the project with Dr. Pfahl, Project Director, Mrs.

.)chuberg, English t her, who id the teaching of the classes involved in the

project. The commi tee was imp essed by the enthusiasm Mrs. Schuberg displayed

for the project and he feeli g that she had that the students were responding to

this type of instruction with-much more interest and enthusiasm than they had in

the conventional English classes she had taught.

The original project for the school year 197E01 saw the development of a

fairly large number of job sheets for the English classes. These were written

by the English teachers and the Industrial teachers in the areas of Metals, Me-

chanics, Drafting and Electricity - Electronics. This project was funded by Dis-

trict funds.

4 3
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The exemplary project 1971-72 was for the purpose of reviewing the original

job sheets and adding many more. It was also anticipated that job sheets devel-

oped by Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory be adapted to use at West Linn?

Ihjs latter part was ,found to be not practical and that part of the, project.was

discarded. Some of the original job sheets were revised and many more were writ

ten so there is now a total of 287 useable job sheets available. These are by

as follows: i,etals 89, :iechanics 94, Drafting 88, and Electricity-Electron-

ics 116. This total was somewhat short of the planned total of two hundred for

each area, but should be adequate for a semester's course.

ThS revision of the original jobs sheets was partly as a result of review of,

then by an Industry Advisory Committee for each occupation during the Spring of

1971. Also the revisions were*a result of experience in use of the originals.,

The Evaluation Committee did not see all the job sheets but did see a sampling

for each occupational area.

A review of the specific objectivei of the project are as follows:-

Objective #1: Have all existing job sheets reviewed by the respective industry
'advisory committee to accertain their occupational relevance.

The original job sheets were reviewed by the Advisory Committees during the

Spring of 1971 and the rewriting was a partial result of this. The Advisory Com-

mittee involvement was also good public relations as it resulted in the committee

members becoming more interested in the problems of the school and voluntarily

supplying materials that were of use to the' school.

The new job sheets have not been reviewed by the Advisory Committee,but it 1

anticipated that they will do so this fall. It is the feeling of the Evaluation

°Committee that this shOuld be pursued as the expertise of-the industry representa

tivts should be very useful and the public relations resulting can also be valuable.

a 4 1



Objective #2: Re-edit the existing job sheets, revising and extending indus-
,trial content.

The existing job sNeets were re-edited and revised and extended as a result

of the Advisory Committee !s report and alsoas A.--retkilt of the experience with

using the job sheets.

objective . #3; Bibliographical materials of content will be updated and cor-
rected.

Bibliographical materials have been updated partly as a result of the

Advisory Committee's suggestions-. It seems' apparent that a complete listing of

materials need to be made, especially as this would be useful for anyone else

wanting to develop a similar program.

Objective #4: New Job Sheets will be added.

New job sheets have been developed. No breakdown was given the Cbmmittee as

to how many of the job sheets now in existence are new andpow many were pre-
.

viously developed.

Objective #5: Improve differenciation of category 4 (terminology, symbols, etc.)
and category 5 (job hunting skills.)

The Committee never really came to an understanding of what was intended

here. tit-8. Schuberg stated that the students were not as interested in the job

hunting part of the English course as they were in the other parts of it. There

apparently was a lot of student interest in the other categories.

A set of the job sheets will be appended to this report by the project di-

rector.

Recommendations of the Evaluation Committee

1. The Evaluation committee feels that this project fulfills a real need. It

helps to make English a much more relevant subject to the vocational student

for which it is designed. As a result of this the Committee feels that this

.1 5
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program should be continued and expanded.

. This is a program that is transportable to other schools or should be with

modifications to fit local needs. There are a number of schools in rortland

80
Area III that are interested in this area /communication between these schools

should be of advantage to both,

. It was the feeling of the committee that a program similar to this should be

established relating Mathematics with the Shop programs. If West Linn is

not interested or abe to do this some other school should study what they
0

ilave done here in the communication skills and institute a sii4lar program

in Mathematics. Iossibly a similar program could also involve Science and

the Shop program.

4. It was also the feeling.of the Comittee that many of the elements of this

ptogram could be integrated into a regular Lngllsh'Class to,make it more

relevant to todays needs.

signed

Marry R. iturnham

(PL4;;;z1a440D
War Rath n

Lee Maxwell
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